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Abstract
A (v, b, T, k, A)-balanced incomplete block design (or simply a BIBD) is a family of b
sets, called blocks, each consisting of k elements taken from a set of v elements, called
varieties, such that every variety occurs in exactly

T

blocks and every pair of varieties

occur together in exactly A blocks. The incidence matrix of a (v, b, T, k, A)-BIBD is a v x b
b i n q matrix A whose rows are indexed by the varieties, typically 1 to v, and whose
columns are indexed by the block names, typically 1 to b. Entry
variety i is in block j, otherwise entry

Q,j

ai,j

of A contains a 1 if

contains a O.

There are several well-known necessary conditions for the existence of a BIBD with
parameters (v, b, T, k, A). However, these conditions are not sufficient. The parameters
with the smallest v that obeys the conditions for which it is not known whether or not
a BIBD exists is (22,33,12,8,4). The problem we will be investigatlng in t his t hesis is
"does a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exist?" This has been, and remains, an open problem for
over 60 years.

Our approach t o this problem is based on the fact that if a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD
exists, then so does its point code. The point code of a (v, b, T, k, A)-BIBD B is the
subspace of K(2) that is determined by the span of the rows of the incidence rnatrix of

B. It is known that the point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD is a length 33 doubly-even
self-orthogonal code over G F(2).

Our method for investigating whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists works as
follows: First, we find a Iist L of length 33 doubly-even self-orthogonal codes with the
property that a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists if and only if L contains a code that contains
the incidence matrix of such a design. We then try to determine, for each code C in L,
whether or not C contains the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. If none of
the codes in L contains such an incidence matrix, then we know a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD
does not exist.

In this thesis, we will prove that any complete list L of inequivalent (33,16)doublyeven self-orthogonal codes over GF(2), that do not contain a coordinate of zeros, has the
property that a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists if and only if L contains a code that contains
the incidence matrix of such a design. We have enwnerated such a list L of inequivalent
(33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes. We have also found the automorphism group
of each code in L. The number of codes in L is 594.

Our problem is now t o determine whether or not there exists a code in L that contains
the incidence matrix of such a design. Thus far, we have been able to theoretically prove
that 116 of the codes in L cannot contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD. For the 478 remaining codes, we have written a computer program to search for
an incidence matrix in each code. At the time of writing, we have used Our program to
search 155 of the 478 remaining codes, none of which contained an incidence matrix for
a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.

Included in the codes in L that we have elirninated, both through theory and with
our search algorithm, are al1 the codes that contain three or more weight 4 words that
al1 have a value of 1 in a particular coordinate. This in turn tells us that the point code
of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD cannot contain three such weight 4 words.
We are now left with 323 undecided codes in L. Therefore, it is still not lmown
whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists. However, we do believe our computer
program demonstrates that it may not be infeasible to search these remaining codes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this chapter, we will discuss the problem we will be investigating in this thesis: "does
a (22,33,12,8,4)-balanced incomplete block design exist?" This has been, and remains,

an open problem for over 60 years.

In Section 1.1,we will give sorne of the basic coding and block theory definitions and
notations that we will use throughout the thesis. In Section 1.2, we will give a forma1
definition of the problem: "does a (22,33,12,8,4)-balanced incomplete block design exist?" In Section 1.3, we will discuss some of the work that has previously been done
on this problem. In Section 1.4, we will discuss the approach we will use to investigate
this problem. Findly, in Section 1.5, a brief description of the contents of each of the
remaining chapters in the thesis is given.

1

Definitions And Notation

In this section, we will discuss the basic coding and design theory we will need. For a
more detailed discussion on coding theory see [13]. For a more detailed discussion on
design theory see [l].

1.1.1

Linear Codes

Let GF(rn) denote the field of m elements. Let Vn(m)denote the vector space of al1
n-vectors over GF(m). An (n, k ) linear code C over G F ( m )is a k dimensional subspace
of V,(m).The integer n is called the length of C. The integer k is called the dimension
of C. The n-vectors in C are called codewords.
In this thesis we will only be working with the linear codes over GF(2),which are also
known as the binary Zinear codes. Unless stated otherwise, whenever we use the term

code we are referring to the linear codes over GF(2).
Let C and G be vectors in

Vn(2).We use the notation S + C to denote the vector

whose ith component is equal to the sum in GF(2) of the ith components of Ü and Ü. It
is well known that a set C E Vn(2) is a linear code if and only if for al1 Ü, v' E C, we have

ü+ü€ C.
Example 1.1. Consider the following set of eight 6-vectors over GF(2) :

For any pair of vectors ü and v' in C, we have U

+ v' E C.

Therefore C is a linear code.

The length of C is 6 . The vectors (O, 0,0,0,1, l), (0,0,1,1,0, O), and (1,1,0,0,0, O) form
a basis for C, which implies the dimension of C is 3. Thus, C is a (6,3) code.
Let C be an (n,k) code. The number of codewords in

C is 2"

We will usually

represent the codewords in C as binary strings of length n. We will usually represent C
with a generator mat*.

A generator matrix G is any k x n binary rnatrix whose rows

form a basis for C.

Example 1.2. Let C be the (6,3) code of Example 1.1. The codewords 000011,001100,
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and 110000 form a basis for C. Therefore, the matrix:

is a generator matrix for C.
Let C be an (n, k) code, let c'be a codeword in C, and let G be a generator matrix
for C. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the coordinates of C, the
components of c', and the columns of G. Throughout this thesis, we will implicitly make
use of this correspondence. For example, if we begin a discussion with a phrase such as
L'coordinatej of C," and then later use the phrase "column j of G," then we are referring
to the column in G that corresponds to coordinate j of C.
Let C be an (n,k) code. The weight of a codeword ë E C, written w(c'), is the number
of non-zero components in Z. For the binary codes, w(Z) is just the number of ones in c'.
The weight distribution of C is a count of the number of codewords in C with weight w,
for w = 0,1, . .. ,n. We typically represent the weight distribution of C by the sequence

(Ao,A l , . . . ,A,), where A, is the number of weight w codewords in C. The distance
between two codewords is the number of positions in which they differ. The distance of
a code C is the smallest distance between any two distinct codewords. An (n,k, d) code
is an (n,k) code with distance d. It is well known that the distance of a linear code C is
equal to the smallest weight of any non-zero codeword in C.

Exarnple 1.3. Let C be the (6,3)code of Example 1.1. The codewords in C are:

The weight of
and the weight of
of C is 2.

is 0, the weight of ë2,Z3,and Z4 is 2, the weight of Z5, &, and

6 is 4,

is 6 . The weight distribution of C is (1,0,3,0,3,0,1). The distance

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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An (n, k) code C is a composed code if we can partition the coordinates of C into
two sets, Si and Sz, such that: (1)the codewords in

C that have a value of O in every

coordinate in S2form an (ni,kl) code Cl, and (2) the codewords in C that have a value
of O in every coordinate in Si form an (na,k2) code Cz, where ni = ISII,

bl

722

= [S21,
and

+ ks = k.

1.1.2

Permutation Conventions And Notation

Let M denote an ordered collection of n objects such as the rows of an n x m matrix or
the coordinates of an (n, k) code. A permutation of M is a rearrangement of the objects
in M.
The conventions and notation we use to carry out permutations of the objects in M
are as follows: We label the n objects in M with the integers 1,2,.. . ,n. Let n be a
permutation of the integers 1,2,... ,n. We use the notation TM to denote the collection
of objects that results from applying the permutation n to the objects of M . That is, if:

then the ith object in T M is object

ai

in M , for i = 1,2,.. . ,n. For example, if M are

the rows of an n x rn matrix, then T M is the n x m matrix whose ith row is row ai of M.
Products of permutations are carried out from right to left. That is, if

TI

and n2 are

two permutations of M ,then nimM = n1(7r2M).

1.1.3

Equivdent Codes And Autornorphisms

Let Cl and C2 be (n,k) codes. Then Cl and Cz are said to be equivalent if there exists

( al a2 0; ::: )

a permutation n of the coordinates of Cl that takes Cl into Ca. That is, Cl and C2are
equivalent if there exists a permutation n =

a,

such that for any

codeword (ul, us,.

.. ,un) in Ci we have (u,, ,u,,, ... ,u,,)

is a codeword of C2. If no

such permutation exists then Cl and Cz are said to be inequivalent.
The equivalence of codes is an equivalence relation. That is, for linear codes Cl, C2,
and C3, we have:
1. Cl is equivalent t O Cl ,
2. if Cl is equivalent to C2then C2 is equivalent to Cl, and

3. if Clis equivalent to C2and C2 is equivalent to C3 then Ciis equivalent to Cs.
Since the equivalence of codes is an equivalence relation, we can partition the set C(n,k)
of al1 (n,k) codes into equivalence classes. That is, we can partition C(n,k) into a finite
number of disjoint sets Cl, C2,C3, .. . with the property that two codes are elements of the
same set if and only if they are equivalent.
An automorphism of a code C is a permutation of the coordinates of C that takes

C into itself. The set of al1 automorphisms of C is called the automorphism group of C.
As the name suggests, the automorphism group of C is a group. We use the notation
dU?(C) t o denote the automorphism group of C. We typically represent &7(C) with

a set of generators for the group. That is, a set II of coordinate permutations with the

property that

T

E &7(C) if and only if T can be written as the product of one or more

(not necessarily distinct) permutations in II.

1.14 Self-Orthogonal Codes
Let

Û=

(ul,
ug,... ,'l~,)
and u' = (vl, v2, . . . ,v,) be any two vectors in Vn(2).The dot

product of Ü and 5, written ü 0 47, is defined as ( C L l uivi) mod 2. The commutative
and distributive laws hold for the dot product of vectors. That is, Ü i7 = Ü Ü, and

u.

( Ü + G ) = (ü.3)

+(Ü.d).
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The vectors Ü and Ü are called orthogonal if Ü Ü = O. The distributive law can be
used to show that if a vector i? is orthogonal t o each vector in a set S of vectors in Vn(2),
then

Û is

orthogonal t o al1 linear combinations of the vectors in S.

Let C be an (n, k) code. The orthogonal cornplement of C,written

cL,is the set of

al1 vectors in Vn(2)that are orthogonal to every codeword in C. It is well known that

'C is an (n,n - k) code called the dual code of C.

An (n,k) code C is called self-orthogonal if C C CL. A self-orthogonal code C is
h,s dimension n - k, if C is self-orthogonal t hen we
c d e d self-dual if C = CL.Since
mu& have k 9 4 2 , and if C is self-dual then we must have k = 4 2 .
Example 1.4. Let C be the (7,3)
code generated by:

The orthogonal cornplement of C is the (7,4)code generated by:

Since the first three rows in H are the rows in G, we know C c .
'c

Therefore, C is a

self-ort hogonal code.

If C is a self-orthogonal code then, since every vector in C must be orthogonal to
itself, the codewords in C al1 have even weight. Therefore, if C is a self-orthogonal code
t hen we know

1 E'C . If C is also a self-dual code then we must have i E C. If every

codeword in a self-orthogonal code C has weight = O mod 4 then C is called doubly-even.

CHAPTER 1. ITVTRODUCIfON
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7

Column Supports

Let C be an (n, k) linear code. Let W be any set of n-vectors. The support of W in C is
the set S of al1 coordinates j in C in which there exists at least one vector in W that has
a value of 1 in coordinate j. We refer to S as the coordinates in C that are supported by

W.

Example 1.5, Let C be any (10,4) code, and let
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

I

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 .
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 j

Then the first six coordinates in C are the coordinates that are supported by W .

If A is a matrix whose rows are codewords in C then we use the phrase "the columns
in A that are supported by W" to refer to the c o l u n s in A that correspond to the set
of coordinates S.

1.1.6

Strings of 1's and 0's

In this thesis, we will be dealing with many structures that can be represented by a
string of 1's and O's, such as binary vectors and rows and columns in a binary matrix.
Therefore, there is much terminology that is shared by these similar structures. In this
subsection, we will describe the terminology that we will use for any structure that can
be represented by a string of 1's and 0's.
Let S be a string of 1's and 0's. The length of S is the number of 1's and 0's in S.
The weight of S is the number of 1's in S. Let Siand S2 be any two strings of 1's and

0's that have equal length. We will use the phrase "SIintersects S2in m positions" to
mean there are exactly m positions in Siand Ss in which both have a value of 1. We
wil! use the phrase "Si is greater than S2"to mean that, from left to right, if p is the
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first position in which Si and S2differ, then Sihas a value of 1 in position p. In other
words,

SIis greater that

S2

if, when considered as integers in base 2, Sihas a greater

value than S2.Similarly, we will use the phrase "Si is less than S2."
Let M be an m x n binary rnatrix. We will use the phrase "the rows of M are in
decreasing order" to mean that row i of M is greater than or equal to row i + 1 of M,
for i = 1,2, .. . ,m - 1. We will similarly use the phrase "the rows of M are in increasing
order." Let M land Mz be any two m x n binary matrices. We will use the phrase "Mi
is less than M2"to mean that, from top to bottom, if row i is the first row in which M l
and M2 differ, then row i of M lis less than row i of M2. Similarly, we will use the phrase

"Miis greater than M2."
1.1.7

Balanced Incomplete Block Designs

A (v, b, r, Ic, A)-balanced incomplete block design, or sirnply a BIBD, is a family of b sets,
called blocks, each consisting of k elements taken from a set of u elements, called varieties,
such that every variety occurs in exactly

T

blocks and every pair of varieties occurs

together in exactly X blocks. The integers (v, b, r , k, A) are called the parameters of the
design.

Exarnple 1.6. Consider the following family of b = 12 blocks:
u , 2 , 31

il,4,s) il, 6,7} (1, 8991

(2,4,7)

c457 8) (2,6,9)

(3947 9)

13,596) (3,77 8) {4,6,8) (5,7,9)

1

.

Each block consists of k = 3 varieties. The varieties are taken from the set {172.. . ,9) of
v = 9 varieties. Each variety occurs in exactly T = 4 blocks. Each pair of varieties occurs
together in exactly X = 1 block. Therefore, B is a (9,12,4,3,1)-BIBD.
The incidence mat*

of a (v, b, r, k, A)-BIBD is a v x b binary matrix A whose rows

are indexed by the varieties, typically 1to v, and whose columns are indexed by the block

narnes, typically 1 to b. Entry

aij

of A contains a 1 if variety i is in block j , otherwise

entry ai,j contains a O . We will typically represent a BTBD by its incidence matrix.

Example 1.7. The matrix:

is the incidence matrix of the (9,12,4,3,1)-BIBD given in Example 1.6.
Let A be the incidence matrix of a (v, b, T , k, A)-BIBD. Since each block in the design
consists of k varieties, each column of A contains exactly k ones. Since each variety occurs
in r blocks, each row of A contains exactly r ones. Since each pair of varieties occurs
together in exactly X blocks, for each pair of rows in A there are exactly X columns in A
in which both rows have a value of one.
Let B1 and B2 be any two (v, b, r, k, A)-BIBDs. Biand Bz are said to be isomorphic
if there exist permutations rWand nb of the varieties and blocks, respectively, of Bithat
takes Biinto B2. Let Ai and Az be the incidence matrices of Bi and Bz,respectively.
In terms of Al and A2, the designs Bi and B2 are isomorphic if and only if there exist
permutations of the rows and columns of Al that turn Al into A2.
Let B be a (v, b, r , k, A)-BIBD and let A be its incidence matrix. Suppose we consider
the rows of A as binary b-vectors. Then the span of these rows forms a vector space C
over GF(2). C is a linear code, with length b, called the point code of B.

Let Biand B2 be any two isomorphic (v, b, r , k, A)-BIBDs and let Ai and A2 be their
incidence matrices. Then since rows and columns of Al are simply permutations of the
rows and colurnns of A2, the point codes of Biand B2 are equivalent. Similarly, if CI
is a code that contains an incidence matrix Al for a BIBD BI, then any code C2 that is
equivalent t o Clwill contain an incidence matrix A2 for a BIBD B2 that is isomorphic
to Bi. In this context, the terms isomorphic and equivalent are essentially the same.
However, design theorists tend to use the term isomorphic while code theorists tend to
use the term equivalent.

1.2

The Problern

There are four well-known necessary conditions for the existence of a BIBD with parameters (v, b, T , t,A). They are:
1. ru = b t ,

2. A(v

- 1) = r(k - 1),

3. Fisher's Inequality: b 2 v, and
4. the Bruck-Ryser-Chowla Condition: if v = b then:

(a) if v is even then k

-A

is a square, and

(b) if v is odd then z2= (k - X

+ ( - ~ ) ( V - ~ )hm
/ ~ aXsolution
~~
in the integers

) X ~

x,y, z not al1 equal to O.
However, these conditions are not sufficient. The parameters with the smallest v that
obey the above conditions for which it is not known whether or not a BIBD exists are
(22,33,12,8,4).
The problem we will investigate in this thesis is whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD
exists. This has been a problem actively investigated for over 60 years.
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1.3 History
In 1938, Fisher and Yates [6]produced tables listing al1 known small BIBDs. Their
smallest undecided case in the number of varieties was for the parameters (22,33,12,8,4).
This case is still undecided today. In this section, we will review some of the research
that has been done on the (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
We begin with a result by Hamada and Kobayashi [9] that looks at the different ways
in which the blocks of the design may intersect a given block. Suppose a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD B does exist. Let bo denote an arbitrary block in B. Let ai denote the number
of blocks that intersect block bo in i varieties, for O 5 i 5 8. That is, ai is the nurnber
of blocks in B that contain i varieties that are also vazieties in block bo. Using simple
counting arguments, Hamada and Kobayashi obtained the following equations:

Equation 1.1 counts, in two different ways, the number of blocks in the design other than
block bo. Equation 1.2 counts, in two different ways, the number of times each of the
varieties in block bo occur in the remaining blocks. Equation 1.3 counts, in two different
ways, the number of times each pair of varieties in block bo occur in the remaining blocks.
Solving Equations 1.1-1.3, Hamada and Kobayashi found nine non-negative solutions.
They were able to show the infeasibility of five of these solutions. The remaining four are
known as block intersection patterns and are given in the following theorem:

Theorem 1.8. T h e following are the only possible block intersection patterns for a BIBD

with parameters (22,33,12,8,4):

Using extensive CPU time, McKay and Radziszowski [16, 171 have shown that neither
the type 4 nor the type 3 block intersection patterns can occur. This gives us the following
result :

Theorem 1.9. The following are the only possible block intersection patterns for a BIBD
with parameters (22,33,12,8,4):

Let us now review the work that has been done on the point code of the design.
Hall, h t h , van Rees, and Vanstone [IO] were the first t o consider the point code of a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Suppose a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD B exists. Let C be the point
code of B. Since B contains 33 blocks, C is a linear code with length 33. Using the facts
that the rows in the incidence matrix of B have weight

= O mod 4 and any pair of rows

in the incidence matrix intersect in an even number of positions, Hall et al. showed that
any codeword in C has weight r O rnod 4 and every pair of codewords in C intersects in

an even nurnber of positions. This gives us the following result:

Theorern 1.10. Let C be the point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Then C as a (33, k)
doubly-even self-orthogonal code.

Born [IO, page 1641, we know that Aiz = 13 2k-6

- 10 - 6A4 - 3As -

- 3A28,

where k is the dimension of the point code and Ai is the number of weight i words in the
point code. Since the point code must contain at least 22 weight 12 words, this leads us
to the inequality 13 2k-6 - 10 2 22, which implies k 2 8. Therefore, the dimension k of
the point code C is such that 8

< k < 16. Van Rees [19] has also shown that C cannot

be a composed code.
Let A be the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD B. Let C be the point code
of B. Using the MacWilliams' identities [15], Hall et al. have found that the orthogonal
complement CL of C contains a t least 6 weight 5 words. Let 5 be a weight 5 word in
CI. Let As denote the 22 x 5 matrix consisting of the 5 columns in A that are supported

by G. Then the rows of Ag have even weight and the colurnns of A5 have weight 8. Using
these facts, Hall et al. proved there are 108 possibilities for Ag, unique up to row and
columa rearrangements. M e r much work they were able to reduce these possibilities to

13. Greig [8] hm since reduced this number to 7. Greig also considered the cases of CL
containing weight 3 words and CL containing weight 4 words.
Suppose

contains a weight i word Y. Let Ai denote the 22 x i matrix consisting of

the i columns in A that are supported by 5.Let Si = ArAi. Then entry si$ of Si is equal
t o the n u b e r of ones in colurnn i of

Ai,and s i j , where i # j, is equal to the nurnber of

rows in Aiin which both columns i and j of Ai have a value of one. For i = 3,4,5, Greig
proved the following:

Theorem 1.11. The only possibilities, up to row and colurnn rearrangement, for Si, for

i = 3,4,5, are as given in Figures 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3.
Using the fact that the rows of

Ai have even weight, one finds that each Siin Fig-

ures 1.1-1.3 correspond to a unique Ai. Therefore, if 'C
where 3

contains a weight i word w',

< i < 5 , then the number of possibilities, up t o row and column rearrangernent,

for the columns in A that are supported by w' are seven if i = 5, three if i = 4, and one
if i = 3.
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Figure 1.1: The only possibility for S3 up to row and column rearrangement.

Figure 1.2: The only possibilities for S4 up to row and column rearrangement.

-

-

-

-

-

8 3 3 3 3

8 3 3 3 3

8 2 4 3 3

3 8 3 3 3

3 8 4 3 2

2 8 4 3 3

3 3 8 3 3

3 4 8 2 3

4 4 8 2 2

3 3 3 8 1

3 3 2 8 2

3 3 2 8 2

3 3 3 1 8

-

-

3 2 3 2 8

- -3

3 2 2 8

-

Figure 1 3: The only possibilities for S5 up to row and column rearrangement.
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The la& result we will mention in this section is that the full automorphism group of a
(22,33,12,8,4) is either a 2-group or the trivial group. This result was found by Landgev
and Tonchev [12] and Kapralov [Il]. For further results on (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBDs see
the survey by van Rees [19].

1.4

Our Approach

Our approach to investigating whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists is based on
the fact that if it does exist then its point code, which is a doubly-even self-orthogonal
code with length 33, also exists.
Suppose a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD B exists. Let A be the incidence matrix of B and
let

C be the point code of B. We know C is a (33, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code,

for some dimension k, where 8 5 k

< 16. As we shall later see, we also know there

must exist a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code Cl that contains C. Therefore,
if a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD B exists then there must exist a (33,16) doubly-even selforthogonal code Cf that contains 22 weight 12 words that form the incidence matrix A
of B.
Suppose we enurnerate a list L of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that
contains one and only one code from each equivalence class of (33,16) doubly-even selforthogonal codes. Then we know there must exist a code Cl1 in L that is equivalent to

C'. Furthermore, since C" differs hom C' in only a permutation of its coordinates, C"
must contain 22 weight 12 words that form an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)BIBD that is isomorphic to B. Thus, a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists if and o d y if there
exists a code in L that contains 22 weight 12 words that form the incidence matrix of a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.

Our method for examining whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists consists of
two main stages. The first stage is to enumerate a list L of (33,16) doubly-even self-
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orthogonal codes containing one and only one code Fom each equivalence claçs. The
second stage is to deterrnine, for each code C in L, whether or not C contains 22 weight
12 words that form the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. If we find a code in L
that contains the incidence matrix of such a design then we have found a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD, and thus, we know a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists. If none of the codes in L
contain the incidence matrix of such a design then we know a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD does
not exist.

As we shall later see, we can enumerate a list L of ineqi;ivalent (33,16) doubly-even
self-orthogonal codes from the (34,17) self-dual codes. Using the (34,17) self-dual code
enumerated using the methods of 121, we have enumerated a list L of inequivalent (33,16)
doubly-even self-orthogonal codes. The number of codes in L is 594. Note that since
each column of the incidence matrix contains 8 ones, we do not include in our list L the
(33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that have a coordinate consisting entirely of
zeros.

Our problem now is t o deterrnine, for each code C in L, whether or not C contains 22
weight 12 words that form the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. That is, for
each C in L, we want to determine if C contains a set S of 22 weight 12 words such that:
(1) for every pair of words ü,i7 in S, there are exactly 4 coordinates in which both Ü and i7
have a value of 1, and (2) for each coordinate j , there are exactly 8 words in S that have a
value of 1in coordinate j. Unfortunately, most of the codes contain approxirnately 10,000
weight 12 words which makes a simple clique search of each code infeasible. Therefore,
much work is required in determining whether or not a code contains the incidence matrix
of su& a design.
We use two different approaches to determine whether or not a code contains the
incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. One is a theoretical approach, which works
by proving that any code that contains a certain structure cannot contain the incidence

matrix of the design. We then remove al1 codes from L that contain the structure. We

have eliminated 116 codes using this method, leaving us with 478. For the codes we
have not been able t o theoretically prove cannot contain an incidence matrix, we use
an algorithmic approach. That is, we write efficient computer programs for searching
the weight 12 words of a code in order to determine whether or not the code contains
the incidence matrix. At the time of writing, we have used this method to search 155
of the 478 codes that were not eliminated theoretically, leaving us with 323 codes to
search. Thus far, none of the codes we have searched contained the incidence matrix of
a (22,33,12,8,4)-BDD.

Unfortunately, due to the size of the search space, we have not been able to search
every code. Therefore, the problem of whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists is
still an open problem. However, we do believe our algorithm for searching the codes
demonstrates that it is not infeasible t o search every code. Our algorithmic approach
may also aid in finding proofs for the non-existence of the incidence matrix in certain
classes of the codes we have not eliminated theoretically.

1.5

What's Ahead

In Chapter 2, we will discuss the coding theory we will need in order to produce a list L of
(33, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes with the property that a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD
exists if and only if L contains a code that contains the incidence matrix of such a design.
First, it will be shown that any (33, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code is contained in
a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code. It will then be shown how we can enumerate
a list L of inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes from any complete
list of inequivalent (34,17) self-dual codes. It will also be shown how we can find the
automorphism group of each code in L.
There are two main reasons for finding the autornorphism groups. One reason is to
aid us in our search for the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. The other reason
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is that, as we shall laier see, having the autornorphism groups allows us to check that
we did not make any mistakes in our enumeration. For this check, we will need to know
the total number of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes. Therefore, we will also
calculate this nurnber.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we consider the problem of determining whether or not a (33,16)
doubly-even self-orthogonal code contains the incidence rnatrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.

In Chapter 3, we discuss our theoretical approach to this problem, in which we prove any
code that contains certain structures cannot contain the incidence matrix of such a design.

We will also give a proof, that does not depend on the results of Greig [8] (whose results
required much computational time), that there are 3 possibilities, up to row and column
rearrangement, for any four columns supported by a weight 4 word, in the incidence
matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. In Chapter 4, we discuss our algorithrnic approach,
in which we develop efficient algorithms for searching the weight 12 words of a code for
the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Since we have not yet been able to
search every code with our algorithm, we will also discuss some of the ideas we have for
improving our algorithmic approach.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we will discuss the contributions we have made in this thesis
towards determining whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists.

Chapter 2

The Length 33 Doubly-Even
Self-Orthogonal Codes
Our approach to investigating whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists is based on
the fact that if it does exist then so does its point code, which we know must be a length
33 doubly-even self-orthogonal code. Our approach consists of two main stages:
1. First, we find a Iist L of length 33 doubly-even self-orthogonal codes with the
property that if C is the point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD then there exists at
least one code in L that contains a code that is equivalent to C.
2. For each code C in L, we then determine whether or not C contains the incidence
matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
In this chapter, we will look at how we can find such a list L of length 33 doubly-even
self-orthogonal codes.

In Section 2.1, we will discuss some standard coding theory concepts that we will
use in some of the proofs given in this chapter. In Section 2.2, we will prove several
straightforward coding theory results that we will need to prove f he results presented
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later in the chapter. In Section 2.3, we will show that any complete list L of inequivalent
(33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes is just the sort of list we are looking for. This
will be accomplished by proving that for any (33, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code C,
there exists a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains C. The theory in
this section, dong with Section 2.5, is based on the work of MacWilliams, Sloane, and
Thompson in [l4].
In Section 2.4, we will discuss how we can enumerate a list L of inequivalent (33,16)
doubly-even self-orthogonal codes, along with their automorphism groups. Our rnethod
for enumerating such a list

L is dependent on us having a complete list of inequivalent

(34,17) self-dual codes available, dong with their automorphisrn groups. Therefore, we
will also discuss how we can use the methods presented in [2] to enumerate a list of
inequivalent (34,17)self-dual codes and their automorphism groups. We produce the
automorphism groups of the (33,16) doubly-even self-ort hogonal codes for two reasons:

(1) to aid us in our search for an incidence matrix in a code, and (2) to check that we have
not made any mistakes in our enurneration. How they are used to check our enumeration
is also discussed in Section 2.4.
One piece of theory we will need in order to check our enumeration is the total number
of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes. Therefore, in Section 2.5, we will find this
total. Finally, in Section 2.6, we will conclude this chapter with a review of the main
results presented in the chapter.

2.1

Concepts And Notation

In this section, we will discuss some of the standard coding theory concepts and notation
that we w i l use in several of the proofs presented later in the chapter.

We begin with the concept of a translate of a code. Let C be any (n,k) linear code
over GF(2). For a given G E

Vn(2)) the set (Cf G 1 Z E C), written C + v', is called a
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translate of C. Two well known properties of translates are: (1) IC
for any Ül,Ü2 E V,(2),either C + i&= C

+ i&

or C

+ ül n C + i&

+ ü(= ICI, and (2)

= 0. Together, these

two properties tell us that if C and D are linear codes in which C C D then D can be
uniquely written as the union of lDl/JCI distinct translates of C:

where 1 = lDl/lCI

- 1 and ÜiE D , for i = 1,2,.

.. ,1.

Let C,D be linear codes such that C E D. We will use the notation D - C to denote
the set (Ü 1 Ü E D and Û 9 C). A well known result we will use throughout this chapter
is the following:

Lemma 2.1. Let C, D be linear codes such that C Ç D. Suppose for a21 Ü, 3 E D

-C

we h a u e ü + v ' ~ C . Then, i j D - C f @ , ID-CI= ICI =$101.
Proof. See [14].

El

We conclude this section by describing a process called augmenting a code, in which
we create a larger code from a smaller code. Let C be an (n, k) linear code over GF(2).

+

Let Ü E Vn(2) - C. Let D = C U (C 5).It is easy to show t hat D is an (n,k

+ 1) linear

- C to the code C, creating
code over GF(2). This process of adding a vector from Vn(2)
the larger code D, is called augmenting the code C to D.

2.2

Some Standard Coding Theory Results

In this section, we will prove some of the well known and straightforward coding theory
results we will use throughout the remainder of this chapter.
We begin with a lemma that tells us, for two vectors ü and v' in V, (2) ,what the weight
of C

+ Ü is modulo 4.

This lemma immediately gives us the weight of Ü

which we give in a corollary t o the lemma.

+ Ü modulo 2,
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Lemma 2.2. Let G , Ü E Vn(2). IfÜ* 5 = O then w ( Û + 5 )

Ü * C = 1 then w(Ü+G)

=w(Ü)+w(Ü)+ 2

w(Û)

+ w ( Ü ) MO^ 4 .

V

mod4.

Proof. Consider the 3 non-zero possibilities for the values of Ü and Ü in a coordinate j :

Let xi, 1 5 i 5 3, denote the number of times each of these possibilities occur in ü and

5. Then w (Û) = x3

+ x2, w ( Ü ) = x3 + x i , and w(Ü + Ü) = x2 +

w(Ü+G)

E

If û ü = O then x3

mod 4

4x3+x2+x1
(23

-k ~

Therefore:

mod 4

s X ~ + X I
E

XI.

+ + 2x3

2 3) ( ~ 3 xi)

mod 4

w(Ü)+w(Ü)+2x3

= O rnod 2, which implies 2x3 r

+ w ( Û ) rnod 4 . If Û * Ü = 1 then x3
thus, w(Ü + 5)= w ( Z ) + w ( 5 ) + 2 mod 4.

w(ü)

Corollary 2.3. Let Z, Ü E Vn(2). Then w(Û

rnod 4

O rnod 4 , and thus, w(Û

+V ) E

1rnod 2, which implies 2x3 r 2 rnod 4 , and
O

+ Ü)

w(Ü)

+ w ( Ü ) rnod 2 .

Next, we will show that for any self-orthogonal code C, the weights of the vectors in

any translate of C are congruent modulo 2.

Lemma 2.4. Let C be an (n,k ) self-orthogonal code over GF(2). Let ü E V n ( 2 ) . Then
for any G E C
Proof.

If

il

E

+ G, we have w (û)= w(ü)rnod 2.
C + v' then

Ü

= c'+ 3 for some c' E C. By Corollary 2.3, w ( Z + 3) =
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+

w(Z) w(5) rnod 2. Since C is self-orthogonal, w(Z) = O rnod 2. Therefore:
w(Ü)

=

r w(Z)

=
=

mod 2

w(C+Ü)

+w(ü)

mod 2

O+w(Ü)

mod2

w(ü)

mod 2

We will now show that if C is a doubly-even self-orthogonal code and if Ü is a vector
in

cL,then the weights of the vectors in the translate C + ü are congruent modulo 4.

Lemma 2.5. Let C be a n (n,k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2). Let

cL.Then for any Û E C + Ü,
Proof. If Ü E C

ÜE

we have w(Û) = w(ü)rnod 4.

+ v'then Ü = c'+ ü for some Z E C. Since Ü E cL,C m 3 = O. Therefore,

by Lemma 2.2, w(Z+ ü) r w(Z)+ w ( ü ) rnod 4. Since C is doubly-even, w(Z)

= O rnod 4.

Therefore:

~(ü=
) w(Z+ 3)

=

rnod 4

w ( Z ) + w ( ü ) rnod 4

r O+w(u')

mod4

=

mod 4

w(Ü)

Next we will consider when the process of augmenting a self-orthogonal code results
in a larger code that is also self-orthogonal. Let

C be an (n, k) self-orthogonal code, let 3

+

be a vector in Vn(2)- C, and let D denote the augmented code C U (C Ü) . Then, as we
have seen, D is an (n,k

+ 1) linear code. However, D is not necessarily a self-orthogonal

code. We want to determine which vectors Ü E Vn(2)- C will result in a D that is also
self-orthogonal. One requirement we have of O is that it must be an element of
reason for this is that C

c D , and thus 3 must

cJ-.The

be orthogonal to every codeword in C.
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A second requirement is that

Ûmut

have even weight since it must be orthogonal to

- C.

itself. This leaves us with the even weight vectors Ü E'C

As the next lemma

demonstrates, any such Û will result in D being a self-orthogonal code.

Lemma 2.6. Let C be a n (n,k) self-orthogonal code over GF(2). Let

- C that

hm even weight. Then the (n, 6

+ 1) linear code D

Ü be

a vector in

= C U (C

+ 5) is a

self-orthogonal code over GF(2).
Proof, To prove that D is self-orthogonal, al1 we need to show is that for any two (not
necessarily distinct) codewords Ül and Ü2 in D, we have ill Ü2 = O. We have three cases
to consider, based on which of the sets, C and C
(1) If Ül and

Ü2

follows that Ül

+ 5,the codewords ül and Û2 are in:

are both elements of C then since C is self-orthogonal it immediately
172 = 0. (2) Suppose only one of ül and Ü2 is an elernent of C, Say

+ Û, for some ë2 E C. Therefore, Cl il2 = ül (& + ü) =
(Ül &) + (ÜI 5 ) = O + O = O since Cl is in C and 4,Û are both elements of CL. (3)
Suppose neither one of Ül and Ü2 are elements of C. Then Cl= 8 +üand Ü2 = + Ü for

Ül E

C. Then

Û2 =

ë2

some codewords cl,Z2E C. Since & and & are in C, v' is in
we have Ül.Ü2

CI,and

= (&+ü)*(&+v') = (Zl.&)+(&d)+(ü.&)+(5.û)

Therefore, for any CI, Ü2 E D,we have ül ü2 = O. Thus the

(72,k

ü has even weight,
= 0+0+0+0 = 0.

+ 1)linear code D is

a self-orthogonal code.
Let C be an (n, k) self-orthogonal code. Since C
partitioned into 1 = Ic-'-

where Ci E

I/IcI

CL, we know CL can be uniquely

distinct translates of C:

cl. If C + Û is any translate of C, where Ü E'C - C,then C + Ü must

+ 6.Therefore, the only augmented codes of
C that are self-orthogonal are the codes C + in which 3..has even weight. Since, by

be equd to one of the 1 - 1 translates C

Lemma 2.4, the weights of the vectors in any translate of C are congruent modulo 2, we
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can determine how many of the codes C

+ vfa are self-orthogonal by simply finding the

total number of even weight vectors in CL.

Our next lemma tells us how many even weight vectors are in the orthogonal complement of a self-orthogonal code,

Lemma 2.7. Let C be an (n, k ) self-orthogonal code over GF(2). If
vector i n C' hos even weight. If

1$!

3E C

C then emctly half the vectors i n

then every
have even

weight.
Proof. Suppose

3 E C. Then every vector in

every vector in

must have even weight.

Suppose

3$

C. Let

CO

must be orthogonal to

1. Therefore,

denote the set of even weight vectors in C' and let Cf
C I . If Ü, ü E

denote the set of odd weight vectors in

CO

then, by Corollary 2.3, we have

+ 5 ) = w(Ü)+ w(V) = O + O = O mod 2, which implies O + B E @, which in turn
implies CO is a linear code. If Û, Û € CC: then, by Corollary 2.3, we have w(Ü + B) =
w(Ü)+ w(Ü) G 1 + 1 = O mod 2, which implies J + v' E c&.Therefore, if C
: # 0 then,
w(Ü

by Lemma 2.1, we must have ICk 1 = ICl:
if f g c t h e n C
:

= f lCLI Thus, al1 we have to do is show that

# 0.

Suppose n = 1mod 2. Since the codewords in C have even weight, 2 E cL.Furthermore, since n is odd,

1has odd weight.

Therefore,

1E CC:.Thus, if n ZE 1 mod 2 then

cf # 0.
Suppose n

G

O mod 2. Assume C
: = 0. That is, assume every vector in CL has even

weight. Consider the code D = C U (C
Lemma 2.6, D is an (n, k

+ 1).Since f E CL - C and has even weight , by

+ 1) self-orthogonal code.

Since the vectors in C' have even

we have ia Ü = O. Therefore, for any ü E C and v' E CL we have

weight, for any Ü E

+

(ü+ i) Ü = (Üa 5) ( f a 5)= 0 + 0 = O, which implies every vector in CL is orthogonal
to every vector in C
which implies C'

+ 3. Thus, every vector in

Ç.'IL

However,

l ~ l=
l

is orthogonal to every vector in D,

2n-(k+1) = 2n-k-1

< 2n-k

=

IcLI,which
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contradicts CI Ç D ~ Therefore,
.
our assumption that every vector in CL has even
weight was wrong. Thus, if n s O rnod 2 then Cf #=0.
Therefore, if

1# C then exactly half the vectors in c -have
~ even weight .

O

In our next lemma, we will show that either al1 or half of the codewords in a selforthogonal code C have weight

= O rnod 4.

Of course, since the codewords in a self-

orthogonal code al1 have even weight ,if half of the codewords in C have weight
then the remaining half have weight

= O rnod 4,

= 2 rnod 4.

Lemma 2.8. Let C be an (n,k ) self-orthogonal code over G F ( 2 ) . Then C contains either
2k or

zk-l

codewords with weight

O rnod 4.

Proof. Let Co denote the set of codewords in C with weight = O rnod 4, and let Cs denote
the set of codewords in C with weight E 2 rnod 4. If C2 = 0 then Co = C, which irnplies

/Col= 2k.
Assume C2 $ 0. If ü,ü E

C then, since C is self-orthogonal, we have ü ü = 0.

Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, for any Ü, Ü E C, we have w(Z

+ 5)r w ( Ü ) + w(G) rnod 4. If

= w(Ü) + w ( Ü ) = 0+0 = O rnod 4. Therefore, C + Ü E Co,which
implies Co is a linear code. If C,5 E Cs then w(Û+ G ) w(Ü)+ w(5) 2 +2 = O rnod 4,
which implies ü+ i7 E Co. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, since C2 # 0,we have 1 C21 = 1 Co1 =
U, G E Co then w(ü+v')

+ICI

O

= 2"l.

Let C be a doubly-even self-orthogonal code and let v' be any even weight vector in

Vn(2)that is not an element of

cl. In our next lemrna, we will count the number of

codewords Z E C in which the weight of G

+ ?i is congruent to O modulo 4.

Lemma 2.9. Let C be an (ni k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over G F ( 2 ) . Let u' E
Vn(2) - CI such that w ( ü ) s Omod2.
codewords 3 E C.

Then w(v'+ 3)

= Omod4 for

ezactly 2k-1
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Proof. Let Co = {ZEC 1 g a z = 0) and let Ci= {ZE C 1 ÜmZ= 1). If Üo,Ül E Cothen
~ 0 + 0 =O, which implies ü o + Ü l E Co. Therefore, Co is a
Üa (Üo+U1) = Ü ~ Ü o + Ü * i Z=
Jinear code. If Co,Ül E Cithen G o (Go + Ü l ) = Ga Co+ ü a ûl = 1+ 1 = O, which implies
Q

+Ül E Co. Since Ü gZ cL,we know there must exist a c' E C such t hat B a Z = 1,which

implies Cl
Ül

# 0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, we have

/ C l [= lCol=

f ICI

= 2k-1. Thus,

Z = O for exactly 2k-1 codewords c' E C,and ü c' = 1 for exactly 2k-1 codewords

C E C.
Let ZE C . Then, since C is doubly-even, w(ë)= O rnod 4. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2,

= w(ü)+w(Z) = w(ü)mod4, and ifVac"= 1then w ( G + Z ) =
w(ü)+ w(ë)+ 2 = w(Ü)+ 2 rnod 4. Therefore, w(ü+ Z) E w(Ü)rnod 4 for exactly 2k-1
codewords C E C,and w (Ü + c') = w (O) + 2 rnod 4 for exactly 2k-1 codewords c' E C.
Thus, since w (3)= O rnod 2, we have w(ü + Z) = O rnod 4 for exactly 2k-1 codewords
if üaC=O then w(u'+c')

Cf C.

O

We will now count the number of vectors in Vn(2)that have weight congruent to O
moddo 4, for n odd.

Lemma 2.10. Let n

1 rnod 2 . The number of v' E V,(2) in which w(Ü) = O rnod 4 is:

+ 2(n-3)/2,

i,f n

= f 1 rnod 8,

2n-2 - 2(n-3)/2,if n G f3 rnod 8.

Proof. The nunber of binary n-vectors with weight

= O mod 4 is:

In order to evaluate this equation, consider the equation ( l j + ( - l ) j

+d + (-i)j)

= x,

where i2 = -1 and j 2 O. If j r Omod4 then x = 4, otherwise x = O. Therefore,
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(7)( i j + (-1)j + if + ( - i ) f )

is equal to 4(7) if j

O rnod 4 , and O if j $ O rnod 4. Thus,

the n u b e r of binary n-vectors with weight r O rnod 4 is:

+ + ( 1 - i)" = 2("+')l2, and if n = f3 rnod 8 then ( 1 + i)n+

If n = f1 rnod 8 then (1 i)"

( 1 - i)n= -2(n+1)/2. This leads us to our result.

O

Our final lemma is given without a proof. For a given

(n,s ) self-orthogonal code C ,

the lemma counts the number of (n,k) self-orthogonal codes t hat contain C. Such a count
for the case of n
the case of n

E

O rnod 2 and

F 1rnod

i E C was first &en,

2 and the case of n

with proof, in [14].A count for

O rnod 2 and

6 C were first given in [20].

Both c m be proved using the methods of [14].

Lemma 2.11. Let C be an (n,s) self-orthogonal code over GF(2),where O 5 s 5 l n / 2 J .

The number of (n,k ) self-orthogonal codes over G F ( 2 ) , where s 5 k 5 Ln/2J, that contain
C is:
k-s 2n-2(k-i)

Il

i=l

2i-1

-1
,

Note that an empty product equals 1.

i f n ~ O m o d 2and

f CC,
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Corollary 2.12. Let C be an (n, s) seif-orthogonal code over GF(2), where O 5 s 5
[n/2J.

Then there exists an (n, k) self-orthogonal code over GF(2) that contains C,

where s

< k 2 ln/2J.

This completes our look at some of the known coding theory results we will use
throughout this chapter. In the next section, we will encounter most of the results
presented in this section.

2.3

Containment of the (33, k) Doubly-Even Codes

In this section, it will be shown that if C is an (n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code
with length n

= O, f1 mod 8, then C can be augmented to an (n, ln/21) doubly-even self-

orthogonal code. This, in turn, tells us that for n

= O, f1 mod 8, any (n, k) doubly-even

self-orthogonal code is contained in an (n, ln/2J) doubly-even self-orthogonal code.

We begin by showing that for any (n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code C with
dimension k

< Ln/21-

1,there always exists an (n, 17-42j - 1)doubly-even self-orthogonal

code that contains C, no matter what the length n is. We will prove this by showing
that any (n,k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code, where k
augmented to an (n, k

< 1421 - 2, can always be

+ 1)doubly-even self-orthogonal code. This, in turn, tells us that

if we are given any (n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code C, where k 5 ln/21
then we can repeatedly add vectors to

- 2,

C until we produce an (n, Ln/2J - 1) doubly-even

self-orthogonal code that contains C. (Of course, we do not have to consider the case of

k = ln/2J

- 1 since this implies C is an (n, ln/2] - 1) doubly-even self-orthogonal code

that contains itself.) Our proof is similar to the one given in [14].

Theorem 2.13. Let C be an (n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2), where
O

5 k 5 ln/2J - 2. Then C can be augmented to an (n, k + 1) doubly-even self-orthogonal

code over GF(2).
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Proof. By Corollary 2.12, we know there exists an (n, [n/2j) self-orthogonal code D over
GF(2) that contains C. By Lemma 2.8, D contdns a t least 2Lnl2J-l words with weight

5 ln12J - 2, C contains a t most 21n/2J-2 words with
weight G O mod 4. Therefore, there exists a Ü E D such that 5 4 C and w(Ü) r O rnod 4.
Furthermore, since C c D and D is self-orthogonal, D c c ~which
, implies v' E CI.
2

O rnod 4. Since C has dimension k

Thus, by Lemma 2.6, the augmented code C U (C

+ 3) is an (n, Ic + 1)self-orthogonal

code over GF(2). Furthermore, since C is doubly-even and v' E

c ~by ,Lemma 2.5, we

+ v'we have w(Ü)= w(5) r O rnod 4, which irnplies C U (C + 5)
is doubly-even. Thus, C can be augmented t o an (n, k + 1) doubly-even self-orthogonal
know that for al1 Ü E C

code over GF(2).

O

Corollary 2.14. Let C be an (n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2), where
O

5 k 5 ln/2J - 1. Then there exists an (n, Ln/2J - 1) doubly-even self-orthogonal code

that contains C.
Al1 we have left to do is to determine, for a given length n and doubly-even code

C of dimension k 5 ln/2] - 1, whether or not there exists an (n, Ln/2J) doubly-even
self-orthogonal code that contains C. The case for n E O rnod 2 can be found in [14],
where it is shown there exists an (n,n/2) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains

C if and only if n
n

G

O rnod 8. Therefore, in our proof, we will only consider the case

= 1 mod 2, which mirrors the proof of the even case. Of course, since by Corollary 2.14

we already know that any (n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code C, where k 5 LnI2J - 1,
is contained in an (n, ln/2J

- 1) doubly-even self-orthogonal code, al1 we need

to prove

is that any (n, 1n/2J - 1) doubly-even self-orthogonal code can be augmented to an

(n, ln/2J ) doubly-even self-ort hogonal code.

Theorem 2.15. Let C be an (n, [n/2] - 1) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2).
Then C can be augmented to an (n, ln/2J) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2)
if and only if n = O, f1 rnod 8.
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O mod 2, then it is shown in [14]that C can be augmented to an (n, n/2)

doubly-even code if and only if n = O rnod 8.
Suppose n

1mod 2. Then ICI = 2((n-1)/2)-1and

(cLJ
= 2nllCI = 2((n-1)/2)+2.

Therefore, CL c m be written as the union of Ic~I/ICI= 8 translates of C:

Since n

G

1mod 2 , 1# C . Therefore, by Lemrna 2.7, we know that exactly half the words

in CI have even weight. Since C is a doubly-even self-orthogonal code and

3. E CL, by

Lemrna 2.5, for each Û E C +&, we have w(Û)= w(&) rnod 4. This implies the weight of
the words in each translate have the same parity. Therefore, exactly 4 of the 8 translates
that make up

consist of words with even weight. Since C is self-orthogonal, we know

C must be one of them. Therefore, exactly 4 - 1 = 3 of the translates C + Si consist
of even weight words. Without loss of generality, assume they are C + 91,C + 9 2 , and
C + 6.Then, by Lemma 2.6, C U (C + &), where 1 5 i 5 3, are (n, (n - 1 ) / 2 ) selforthogonal codes. These are the only (n, (n - 1 ) / 2 ) self-orthogonal codes to which C can
be augmented. We want to determine whether or not at least one of these self-orthogonal
codes is doubly-even.
Consider the (n, n - 1) linear code F consisting of al1 even weight vectors of length n.
Write F as the union of IFI/ICI= 2n-'/2((n-1)/2)-1 = 2(n+1)/2translates of C:

The first four translates of F consist of the even weight vectors in c', while the remaining

1 = 2("+1)/2- 4 tramlates consist of the even weight vectors not in CL. Let us count
the number of vectors with weight r O mod 4 in each translate. Since C is doubly-even,

A is in
Vn(2) and has even weight, by Lemma 2.9, we know that each translate C + A
contains exactly ICI/2 = z ( ( " - ' ) / ~ )words
- ~ with weight = O mod 4. Finally, since for
C contains ICI = 2((n-1)/2)-1words with weight

= O mod 4.

Since each vector
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any 5 f C

+ & we know w ( ü ) = w ( 5 ) rnod 4, each translate C + g'i contains either O or

ICI = 2((n-1)/2)-1 words with weight a O mod 4.
Let e denote the number of translates C + & that consist of words with weight
O mod 4. Let K denote the number of vectors in Vn(2) with weight

G

O mod 4. Then K

is equal to the total number of words with weight r O rnod 4 in each of the translates
that make up F . Therefore:

Lemma 2.10 tells us the value of K for n
2n-2

= 1rnod 2.

If n

= f1 rnod 8 then

K =

+ 2(n-3)/2, which implies e = 2. If n E &3 rnod 8 then K = 2n-2 - 2(n-3)/2, which

implies e = O. Therefore, if n

= =tlrnod 8 there exists a g'i with weight r O rnod 4, and

thus, C can be augmented to a doubly-even code. If n = &3 rnod 8 then there does not
exist a gli with weight r O rnod 4, and thus C cannot be augmented t o a doubly-even code.

Thus, if n is odd then C c m be augmented to an (n, ln/2J) doubly-even self-orthogonal
code over GF(2) if and only if n = f1 mod 8.

Corollary 2.16. Let C be an (n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2). T h e n
there exists a n (n, [n/2J) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2) that contains C i f
and only if n
Since 33

= O , f1 rnod 8.
= 1mod 8, Corollary 2.16 tells us that if C is a (33, k) doubly-even self-

orthogonal code over GF(2), then there must exist at least one (33,16) doubly-even
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self-orthogonal code over GF(2) that contains C. Therefore, if C is the code generated
by the incidence matrix A of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD then there must ex%t a (33,16)
doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains A. Thus, we need only search for the
incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BBD in the (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal
codes over GF(2).

2.4

Enurneration of the (33,16) Doubly-Even Codes

We now know that if a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists, then there must exist a (33,16)
doubly-even self-orthogonal code C over GF(2) that contains 22 weight 12 words that
form the incidence matrix of such a design. Therefore, if we enurnerate a list L of al1 such
codes then we can determine whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists by searching
each code in L for the incidence matrix of such a design.
In this section, we will consider the problem of enumerating a list of inequivalent
(33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes over GF(2). That is, a list L of generator
matrices with that property that for any equivalence class C of (33,16) doubly-even selforthogonal codes, there exists one and only one matrix G in L that generates a code
in C. The reason we only produce generator matrices for inequivalent codes is that if

C is any (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains the incidence matrix
of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD B, then if C' is any code that is equivalent to C, then C'
will contain the incidence matrix for a design that is isomorphic to B. Therefore, a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists if and only if our complete list L of inequivalent (33,16)
double-even self-orthogonal codes contains the incidence matrix of such a design.
We will also consider, in this section, the problem of Ending generators for the automorphism group of each code that is generated by a matrix in our Iist L. Producing the
automorphism groups will prove useful in both checking that our list of codes is complete
and in searching for an incidence matrix in a given code.
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As we shall see, we can both enumerate our list of inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even
self-orthogonal codes and find their automorphism groups if we have available any complete list of inequivdent (34,17,d 2 4 ) self-dual codes along with their automorphism
groups. Such a list of (34,17) self-dual codes and automorphism groups has been produced using the methods of 121.

2.4.1

Enurnerating the (33,16)Codes Rom the (34,17)Codes

Let C be a (33,16) self-orthogonal code over G F ( 2 ) . Suppose we insert a coordinate
consisting entirely of zeros after the ( j - 1)" coordinate of C, producing a (34,16) selforthogonal code Cj. Suppose we then add the d l ones vector t o C j , producing the code

D = Cj U (Cj+ f). Since

E:
C

and v(f) is even, we know D is a self-orthogonal code.

Since the jth coordinate of C j consists entirely of zeros, we know
that adding

1to Cjincreases its dimension by 1. Therefore, D

1 # Ci, which implies

has dimension 17, which

implies it is a self-dual code.
What we have just shown is that, given the (33,16)self-orthogonalcode C over GF(2),
we can lengthen C t o the (34,17) self-dual code D over G F ( 2 ) . The converse of this is
also true. That is, given the (34,17) self-dual code D we can shorten D to the (33,16)
self-orthogonal code C by first removing al1 words from D that have a value of 1 in the
jth coordinate, producing the code

Cj,and then deleting the

jth coordinate from C j ,

producing C. We refer to this process as shortening the code D by taking a cross-section
of D at coordinate j .
We will now show that if we take a cross-section of any (34,17) self-dual code D at
any coordinate j then the resulting code is always a (33,16) self-orthogonal code. Let
C be the cross-section of D at coordinate j . Since D is a self-dual code and since each

codeword in C is just a codeword in D with a zero component removed, we know C
must be a self-orthogonal code with length 33. The dimension of C depends on the
nunber of codewords in D that have a value of O in coordinate j. As the following lemrna
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demonstrates, the number of such codewords is always 216 for any coordinate j.

Lemma 2.17. Let D be a (2k,k ) self-dual code over GF(2). T h e n exactly half of the
codewords in D have a value of O in coordinate j , where 1 5 j 5 2k.
Proof. Let Dodenote the set of codewords in D that have a value of O in coordinate j,
and let Dl denote the set of codewords in D that have a value of 1 in coordinate j. If
Ü, 5 E

Do then C+G E Do, which implies Do is a linear code. If Ü, v' E Dl then u'+G E Do.

Since D is self-dual, we know

1E D, which implies Dl is not the empty set.

by Lemma 2.1, we have IDl[
= IDa/
=

~IDI.

Therefore,
O

Thus, for any (34,17) self-dual code D and coordinate j, the code C produced by
taking a cross-section of D at coordinate j is a (33,16) self-orthogonal code.
Let us now determine whether or not taking the cross-section of a (34,17) self-dual
code D results in a doubly-even code. Let C be the (33,16) self-orthogonal code produced
by taking the cross-section of D at coordinate j. Then the weight distribution of the
codewords in C is equal t o the weight distribution of the codewords in D that have a
value of O in coordinate j. Therefore, C is doubly-even if and only if the 216 codewords in

D that have a value of O in coordinate j al1 have weight = O mod 4. However, since i E D
and

v(f) = 2 mod 4, we know D is not doubly-even.

Therefore, it is not necessarily true

that the codewords in D that have a value of O in coordinate j al1 have weight = O mod 4.
In fact, since D is not doubly-even, we know, by Lemma 2.8, that exactly 216 codewords
in D have weight

= O rnod 4. Thus, C is doubly-even if and only if the 216 codewords in

D with weight EZ O mod 4 al1 have a value of O in the coordinate j. This leads us t o the
concept of a &oubly-even coordinate:

Definition 2.18. Let D be a (2k, k) self-dual code over GF(2). A doubly-even coordinate
of D is any coordinate j in which al1 the codewords in D with weight r O mod 4 have a
value of O.
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We summarize the properties of a doubly-even coordinate in the following theorem:

Theorem 2.19. Let D be a (2k,k) self-dual code over GF(2). Suppose D has a doubly-

= O rnod 4 and 2k-1
codewords with wezght G 2 mod 4. Furthemore, the codewords with weight = O rnod 4 al1
have a value of O in coordinate j , and the codewords with weight = 2 rnod 4 a21 have a
even coordinate j. Then D contains

zk-l

codewords with weight

value of 1 in coordinate j.
Proof. Let Dodenote the set of codewords in D that have weight
denote the set of codewords in D that have weight

= 2 rnod 4.

= O rnod 4, and let Dl
By our definition of a

doubly-even coordinate, the codewords in Doal1 have a value of O in coordinate j . By
Lemma 2.17, the number of codewords in D with a value of O in coordinate j is 2k-1,

which implies 1Do1 5 2k-1. Since, by Lemma 2.8, D contains either 2k or 2k-1 codewords

= O rnod 4,
= ID1 = 2"l.

with weight
IDiI

the fact that IDo[ 5 2k-1 implies lDol = 2k-1. Therefore,
F'urthermore, since D contains exactly 2k-1 codewords with

a value of O in coordinate j , and since the 2"-'

codewords in Doal1 have a value of O in

coordinate j, the codewords in Dl must al1 have a d u e of 1 in coordinate j.

O

As we have just seen, taking a cross-section of a (34,17) self-dual code D at coordinate
j results in a code

C that is doubly-even if and only if coordinate j is a doubly-even

coordinate. Therefore, if D does not have any doubly-even coordinates, then D cannot
be shortened to a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code. Furthermore, as we shall
soon see, if D has more than one doubly-even coordinate then each of the (33,16) doublyeven self-orthogonal codes to which D can be shortened will have a coordinate of zeros.
However, we are only interested in producing (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes
that may contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Since the incidence
matrix of such a design contains 8 ones in every colurnn, if a (33,16) doubly-even selforthogonal code C has a coordinate of zeros then C cannot contain the incidence matrix
of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Therefore, we are only interested in the (34,17) self-dual
codes D that have one and only one doubly-even coordinate.
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We will now show that if D has more than one doubly-even coordinate then taking
the cross section of D at one of its doubly-even coordinates will always result in a code
that has a coordinate of zeros. Suppose D has at l e s t two doubly-even coordinates,
Say jo and ji. Then, by Theorem 2.19, coordinates j o and jl of D must be identical.
Consider C, the cross-section of D at coordinate jO. Since coordinate ji of D is identical
to coordinate jo,every codeword in C must have a value of O in the coordinate of C that
corresponds to coordinate ji of D. Therefore, C has a coordinate of zeros. Thus, if D
has more than one doubly-even coordinate then if we take a cross-section of D at one
of its doubly-even coordinates, the resulting code C will have a coordinate that consists
entirely of zeros.
Since we are only interested in the (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that
may contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, we will only enurnerate
a list Lc of inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have a
coordinate of zeros. Since the (34,17)self-dual codes that have more than one doublyeven coordinate cannot be shortened to such codes, we do not have to consider them in
our enumeration. So, let us now determine which of the (34,17) self-dual codes have more
than one doubly-even coordinate.
As we have aiready seen, if a (34,17) self-dual code D has more than one doubly-even
coordinate then D must have identical coordinates. The next lemma shows us that D
has identical coordinates if and only if D has distance 2.

Lemma 2.20. Let D be a (2k,k ) self-dual code ouer G F ( 2 ) . Then D has identical coordinates if and only if D contains a weight 2 word. Furthemore, if jo and jl are identical
coordinates in D then D contains a weight 2 word whose ones are located in coordinates
jo and jl, and vice-versa.

Proof. Suppose D contains a weight 2 word Z2. Let j o and jibe the coordinates of D in
which ê2 has a value of 1. Consider any codeword CE D. Since D is self-dual, 3 must be
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orthogonal to 6. Therefore, Z must have d u e s of either O O or 1 1 in coordinates jo and

ji.Thus, jo and ji are identical coordinats in D.
Suppose D has two identical coordinates jo and jl. Let Z2 be the weight 2 vector whose
ones occur in coordinates jo and jl. Consider any codeword i? E D. Since coordinates
jo and jiof c'are identical, & must be orthogonal to Z Therefore, Q E DI. Since D is
self-dual, we know D = DI, which implies

E D. Thus, CZ is a weight 2 word in D. O

Therefore, if D is a (34,17) self-dual code with more than one doubly-even coordinate,
then D must have distance 2. As the next lemma demonstrates, if D is a (34,17,2) selfdual code that does not have two or more doubly-even coordinates, then D does not have
any doubly-even coordinates.

Lemma 2.21. Let D be a (2k, k, 2) self-dual code over GF(2). Then D either has O or
2 or more doubly-even coordinates.
Proof. Assume D has one and only one doubly-even coordinate, Say coordinate j . Consider any weight 2 word ë2in D. Let jo and jibe the coordinates in D in which & has
a value of 1. Then, by Lemma 2.20, coordinates jo and ji are identical, which implies
neither coordinate can be coordinate j since coordinate j is distinct. Therefore, Z2 must
have a value of O in coordinate j . However, coordinate j is a doubly-even coordinate

and w(Z2) = 2 mod 4, which, by Theorern 2.19, implies Z2 has a value of 1 in coordinate
j, which is a contradiction. Therefore, our assumption that D has one and only one

doubly-even coordinate was incorrect. Thus, D either has O or 2 or more doubly-even
coordinat es.

O

Together, Lemmas 2.20 and 2.21 tell us that we do not have to consider the (34,17,2)
self-dual codes. That is, if D is a (34,17) self-dual code that has more than one doublyeven coordinate then D must have distance 2. Furtthermore, if D is a (34,17,2) self-dual
code then D cannot have one and only one doubly-even coordinate.
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Therefore, if D is a (34,17) self-dual code with one and only one doubly-even coordinate then D mu& have distance

> 4. Furthermore, if D is a (34,17) self-dual code with

distance 2 4 then, by Lemma 2.20, D c m o t have identical coordinates, which irnplies D
has either O or 1doubly-even coordinate. Thus, the only (34,17) self-dual codes that can
be shortened to a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code, that does not have a coordinate of zeros, are the codes with distance

2 4 that have a doubly-even coordinate. Let

us now consider how we can use this fact to enumerate a list Lc of inequivalent (33,16)
doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate of zeros.
Let Doand D l be any two equivalent (34,17, d 2 4) self-dual codes. Suppose Do
has a doubly-even coordinate, Say coordinate jo. Then, since the coordinates of Diare
there must exist a coordinate jl in Dl that
simply a permutation of the coordinates of Do,
is a doubly-even coordinate. Let Co and Cibe the (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal
codes that are obtained by taking cross-sections of Doand D lat coordinates jo and jl,
respectively. Then, since al1 we are doing when we take cross-sections of these codes is
deleting the words with weight r 2 mod 4 and then dropping a coordinate of zeros, the
codes Coand Clmust be equivalent.
Let us now consider the converse. Let Coand Cibe any two equivalent (33,16) selforthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate of zeros. Suppose we lengthen Co and

Clto the (34,17, d 2 4) self-dud codes Doand Di,respectively. Then, since al1 we are
doing when we lengthen a code is inserting a coordinate of zeros and then adding the al1
ones vector, the codes Doand D lmust be equivalent.
Thus, we have just proven the following:

Theorem 2.22. Let Do and D l be (34,17, d 2 4) self-dual codes over GF(2) such that

Do and Dl have doubly-even coordinates jo and jl, respectively. Let Coand Cl be the
(33,16)doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that are obtained by taking cross-sections of Do
and D lut coordinates jo and ji,respectively. Then Co and Ciare equivalent i f and only
if Doand Dl are equivalent.
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Therefore, we can enumerate a list Lc of inequivalent (33,16)doubly-even selforthogonal codes, that do not have a coordinate of zeros, using any complete list LD
d 2 4) self-dud codes. This is accomplished by examining each
of inequivalent (34,17,

code D in LD to see if it has a doubly-even coordinate j. For each code D with such a
coordinate j , the cross-section of D at coordinate j is taken, producing a code C which
is added to Lc. By Theorem 2.22, we know each code added to Lc will be inequivalent
to every other code in L c . h t h e r m o r e , the list Lc will be complete.
Let us now consider how we c m use the automorphism groups of the codes in LD to
produce the automorphism groups of the codes in Lc.
Let D be any (34,17,d 2 4) self-dual code that has a doubly-even coordinate j. Let

C be the cross-section of D at coordinate j. Since D has distance 2 4, we know there
exists one and only one such coordinate j in D. Therefore, if

.~ro
is

any automorphism of

D then, since coordinate j is the only coordinate in D in which al1 codewords with weight
O mod 4 have a value of O,

r/ro

cannot move coordinate j . Fùrthermore, since .rra does

not move coordinate j, .rra must map the set of codewords in D that have a value of O

in coordinate j to itself. Thus, if we rewrite .~rowith the corresponding coordinates in C
then the resulting permutation will be an automorphism of C.
The converse is also true. To see this, let TC be any autornorphism of C and let rrrg be
TC

rewritten in terms of the coordinates of D. Consider the sets Doand Di,
where Diis

CC and
the set of al1 codewords in D that have a value of i in coordinate j. Since T ~ =
since C is just Do with coordinate j deleted, we have r~ Do = Do. k t h e r m o r e , since D
is self-dual, we know 1 E D, which implies D i= Do

+

+ 1,and thus, irDDi = irD(Do+ i) =

T D D ~ ?FD1= DO+ f = Dl.Therefore TDD = irD(Do U Di)
= D, which implies l
-+

r

is
~

an automorphisrn of D.

Thus, we have just proven the following:

Theorem 2.23. Let D be a (34,17, d 2 4) self-dual code over GF(2) that has a doublyeven coordinate j . Let C be the cross-section ofD at coordinate j . Let AUT(D) denote the
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automo7phism gmup of D. Then none of the permutations i n M 7 ( D ) moue coordinate
j . Furthermore,

iif we rewrite the permutations in A U T ( D ) in t e m of the coordinates

of C then the resulting set of permutations is the automorphism group of C.
Together, Theorems 2.22 and 2.23 give us our algorithm for enurnerating a list of
inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate of
zeros, and finding their automorphism groups, given any complete list of inequivalent
(34,17, d 2 4) self-dual codes and their automorphisrn groups.

2.4.2

The Enurneration Algorithm

We now have the logic behind an algorithm for enumerating a list of inequivalent (33,16)
doubly-even self-orthogonal codes, that do not contain a coordinate of zeros, along with
thsir automorphism groups. Let us now have a look at the details of the implementation

of this algorithm.
Since each (34,17, d 2 4) self-dual code contains 217 codewords, we store our codes

as generator matrices. That is, each (34,17, d 2 4) code D is stored as a 34 x 17 rnatrix

GD whose rows generate the codewords in D. We also store the automorphism group
AUT(D) of each code D as a set of permutations that generate the group. Let us now
consider how we can use these data structures to accomplish the operations we need to
perform in o u . algorithm.
Let us first consider how we can use a generator matrix for a code D to determine
whether or not a coordinate in D is a doubly-even coordinate. In order to do this, we
first require the following lemma:

Lemma 2.24. Let G be a generator mat& for an (n,k ) self-orthogonal code C over

GF(2). Let 6 ,&, . . . ,cl, denote the codewords in C that are also rows in G. Let Z be any
non-zero codeword in C. Suppose Z can be written as the sum of m rows in G. Then the
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weight of c' is congruent modulo
F=

6, + 3, +

4

to the surn of the weights of these m rows. That is, if

+ Sm, then w ( Z ) = Cf,,
w ( c j )rnod 4.

Proof. By induction on m.
If Z is a row in G, say C= 8, then w(C) = w(6) rnod 4.
Assume that the weight of any codeword that can be written as the sum of r rows
in G is congruent rnodulo 4 to the sum of the weights of the r rows. Let c' be any
codeword that can be written as the surn of r

+ l rows in G, say t5 = x;2i G. Then

+ Pi, where ü = x;zi $. Since C is a self-orthogonal code, by Lemma 2.2, we
have w(Z) = w(&,) + w ( ü ) rnod 4. By our induction hypothesis, since Ü is the sum of
r rows in G, w ( B ) =
y ( $ ) . Therefore, w(Z) = tu(?&) +
w ( s j )rnod 4, and
thus, the weight of Z is congruent modulo 4 to the sum of the weights of the r + 1 rows
F = 4,

~~~~

that sum t o c'.
Thus, by the principle of mathematical induction our proposition is true.

O

Lemma 2.24 leads us to the following theorem which, given a generator matrix GD
for a (34,17, d 2 4) self-dual code D, shows us how we can determine whether or not a
coordinate j in D is a doubly-even coordinate by simply examining the weights of the
rows in GD and colurnn j of GD.

Theorem 2.25. Let GD be a generator mat*

for a (2.) k , d 2 4) self-dual code D over

GF(2). T h e n coordinate j of D is a doubly-even coordinate if and onlu if the rows in GD
that have weight
have weight

= O mod 4 al1 have a value of O in column j

and the rows in GD that

= 2 rnod 4 al1 have a value of 1 in column j .

Proof. Suppose coordinate j of D is a doubly-even coordinate. Then, by Theorem 2.19,
the rows in GD that have weight
the rows in GD that have weight

O rnod 4 must dl have a value of O in column j and

= 2 rnod 4 must al1 have a value of 1 in column j.
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Suppose each row in GD that has weight

O rnod 4 has a value of O in column j, and

suppose each row in GD that has weight E 2 rnod 4 has a value of 1 in column j. Let
Go denote the rows in GD that have weight

GD that have weight

= O mod 4, and let G2denote the rows in

= 2 rnod 4. Let Cbe any codeword in C. Suppose Z c m be written

as the sum of mo rows in Go and

m2

rows in G2.Then, by Lemma 2.24, the weight of

Z is congruent modulo 4 to the sum of the weights of the mo rows in Go and the rnz

= Omo+ 2m2 2m2 rnod 4. Therefore, if rnz EZ O rnod 2 then
w(C) = O rnod 4, and if mz = 1rnod 2 then w(C) ZE 2 rnod 4. Furthermore, since the rows
rows in Ga. That is, w(Z)

in Go al1 have a value of O in column j and the rows of G2al1 have a value of 1in column
j, if

m2

r O rnod 2 then ê has a value of O in coordinate j and if

m2 G

1 rnod 2 then Z

has a d u e of 1 in coordinate j . Therefore, coordinate j is a doubly-even coordinate.

Cl

Thus, given a generator matrix GD for a (34,17, d 2 4) self-dual code D, we can
determine whether or not coordinate j of D is a doubly-even coordinate by a simple
examination of the matrix GD.
Let GD be a generator matrix for a (34,17, d

> 4) self-dual code D that has a doubly-

even coordinate j. Let us now consider how we c m use GD and j to find a generator
matrix Gc for the (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code C that results wben we take
a cross-section of D a t coordinate j . Let r be any row in Go that has a value of 1 in
column j . Suppose we add row r t o every other row in GD that has a d u e of 1in column
j, producing the matrix Gb. Then

other than row

T,

Gb also generates D. Furthermore, every row in Gb,

has a value of O in column j , and thus generates the codewords in D

that have a value of O in coordinate j. Therefore, if we delete row r from

Gb and then

delete column j, the resulting 33 x 16 matrix is a generator matrix GC for the (33,16)
doubly-even self-ort hogonal code C.
Let us now turn our attention to the automorphism group of C. That is, given any
set of permutations TIg that generates the automorphism group AUT(D) of D, let us
now consider how we can find a set of permutations Iic that generates the automorphism
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group dUT(C) of C. Let r~ be any permutation in IlD. Then, by Theorem 2.23, 7TD
does not move coordinate j. That is:

If we delefe column j in

TL)and

replace every integer s in

TD,

in which s

integer s - 1 then, by Theorem 2.23, the resulting permutation

C. Fùrthermore, if we do this to every permutation in
permutations Tic generates the automorphism group of C.
of

. r r ~is

> j , with the

an automorphism

then the resulting set of

This completes our look at how we can use our data structures to accomplish the
operations we need to perform in our algorithm. We will now combine these operations
to give us a formal description of our algorithm for enumerating a list of inequivalent
(33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes, that do not have a coordinate of zeros, and
finding each code's automorphism group.

Algorithm 2.26. EnumerationAlgo7.ithm(LD,Lc) :
Input: A list LD of pairs ( G D ,I,).

The matrix G D generates a (34,17,d 2 4 )

self-dual code D over G F(2). The set of permutations IID generates & I ( D ) . The
list LD must have the property that for each equivalence class D of (34,17,d 2 4 )
self-dual codes over G F ( 2 ) ,there exists one and only one pair ( G D ,I I D ) in LD in
which GD generates a code in 23.
Output: A list L c of pairs (Gc,
IIc). The matrix Gc generates a (33,16) doublyeven self-orthogonal code C over GF(2) that does not have a coordinate of zeros.
The set of permutations IIc generates &T(C). The list LC has the property that
for each equivalence class C of (33,16)doubly-even self-orthogonal codes over GF(2)
that do not have a coordinate of zeros, there exists one and only one pair ( G c , IIc)
in Lc in which that

Gc generates a code in C.
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begin
Clear the list Lc.

for each pair (GD,I l D ) in LD do:
Find (if it exists) the one column j in Go with the property that a row in GD
has a value of O in column j if and only if the row has weight

= O mod 4.

if such a co1umn j exists then:
Let i be any row in GD that has a value of 1 in column j .

Add row i to every other row in GD that has a value of 1 in colunnn j,
producing the matrix Gb.
Delete row r and column j from Gb, producing the matrix Gc.
Set ïïc = 0.

for each .~rof IID do
Delete column j from no and then replace al1 integers s in TD, in which

s 2 j,with the integer s - 1, producing the permutation
Insert

TC

TC.

into Ilc.

end for
Insert (Gc,
IIc) into Lc.

end if
end for
end

2.4.3

Recursively Enumerating the (34,17) Codes

Algorithm 2.26 gives us our method for enumerating an inequivalent list of (33,16)doublyeven self-orthogonal codes, that do not have a coordinate of zeros, and finding the automorphism group of each code. Let us now consider how we can produce the input to
Algorithm 2.26. That is, let us consider how we can enumerate a list of inequivalent

(34,17)self-dual codes along with their automorphism groups.
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As was mentioned earlier, we can use the rnethods of [2] to enumerate the (34,17)
self-dual codes. In [2], we describe a recursive method for enumerating the (2k, k) selfdual codes over GF(2). The algorithm works in two stages: the Enumeration Stage and
the Unique Representative Stage.
For a given length 2k, the Enumeration Stage produces a list L of generator matrices
for the (2k, k) self-dual codes. The list L has the property that for each equivalence class

C of (2k, k) self-dual codes, there exists at least one matrix in L that generates a code in

< 2k - 2, to enurnerate
The (2j, j, d 2 4) self-dual codes, where j < 2k - 4, are

C. The algorithm uses the (2j, j, d 2 4) self-dual codes, where j
the (2k,k, 2) self-dual codes.

used to enumerate the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes. The (2k, k,4) self-dual codes that do not
contain any intersecting weight 4 words are used to enumerate the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual
codes.

For each matrix G in the list L produced by the Enurneration Stage, the Unique
Representative Stage permutes the columns (and performs elementary row-operations)
of G in such a way that al1 matrices that generate equivalent codes are permuted to the
sarne matrix. This leaves us with a list containing one and only one generator matrix for
each equivalence class of (2k, k) self-dual codes. The Unique Representative Stage also
cornputes the siae of the automorphism group of each code found.
We used our algorithm in [2] to enumerate lists of the inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual
codes of length 2k 5 32. The sizes of the automorphism groups of each code were also
computed. We have since made several improvements to the Unique Representative Stage
of the algorithm. The algorithm now generally runs faster for most codes. The algorithm
also now finds the automorphism group of each code, instead of only its size. We store
each automorphism group as a set of permutations that generates the group. The number
of generators required to store each group is less than

(;),

where n is the length of the

code.
We have used our improved dgorithm to enurnerate a list of inequivalent (34,17) self-
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dual codes over GF(2). We have also used the algorithm to produce the automorphism
groups for each of the (2k, k) self-dual codes enumerated, for 2k 5 34.

2.4.4

Results of the Enumerations

We now have a complete list Lo of pairs (GD,no),where GD generates a (34,17, d 2 4)
self-dual code D (that is inequivalent to al1 other codes generated by a matrix in the
list) and IIDgenerates the automorphism group of D.The number of generator matrices
in the list LD is 20852, and thus there are 20852 equivalence classes of (34,17, d 2 4)
self-dual codes.
Using Our list LD as input, we have used Algorithm 2.26 to enurnerate our complete
IIc), where Gc generates a (33,161 doubly-even self-orthogonal
list Lc of pairs (Gc,
code C that does not have a coordinate of zeros, and IIc generates the automorphism
group of C. The number of generator matrices in the list Lc is 594, and thus, there are
594 equivalence classes of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have a
coordinate of zeros. Generators for each code in L c , and their automorphism groups, are
avaiiable on the world wide web at: urunu. CS. umanitoba.ca/~umbiEoul/DoublyEvenCodes/

2.4.5

Checking Our Results

We will now conclude this section by explaining how we can use the sizes of the automorphism groups to check that o u enurnerations of both the inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual
codes and the inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes, t hat do not have a
coordinate of zeros, were correct.
Let L be any complete list of inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual codes. Our method for
checking that we did not make any mistakes in our enumeration of L works as follows:
First, we use the size of the automorphism group of each code C in L to compute the
t o t d number of codes that are equivalent to C. That is, if IdUT(C)(= x then there
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are (Sk)!/x codes equivalent to C. We then compute the total number of (2k, k) selfd u d codes by suxnming up the number of codes that are equivalent t o each code in L.
That is, we compute CcEL(2k)!/lAU7(C)I. We then check this total against the known
theoretical number of (2k, 1) self-dual codes which we can compute using Lemma 2.11.
We have performed this check on each of our lists of (2k, k) self-dual codes, for 2k

< 34.

For each list, the number of codes computed using the automorphisrn group sizes matched
up with the theoretical number of codes.
We can also perform such a check on our list Lc of inequivalent (33,16) doublyeven self-orthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate of zeros. That is, we can first
h d the total number of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have a
coordinate of zeros by computing

COELC
33!/IAUT(C)1.

We can then check this total

against the theoretical number of such codes. However, in order to do so, we mu& first
find the theoretical number of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have
a coordinate of zeros.

2.5

The Number of (33,16) Doubly-Even Codes

In this section, we will count the total number of (n, (n- 1)/2) doubly-even self-orthogonal
codes over GF(2),that do *lot have any coordinates of zeros, for n

= 1mod 8.

Throughout t his section, we will use the following notation:

A(n,k) will denote the set of (n, k) self-orthogonal codes over GF(2).
B(n, k) will denote the subset of codes in A(n, k) that are doubly-even.
Recalling our definition of set difference, we also have A(n,k)

- B(n, k), the subset of

codes in A(n,k) that are not doubly-even.

In [l4], MacWilliams found, for a given C E B(n,s), the number of codes in B(n, n/2)
that contain C, where n

= O mod 8. Using a similar proof, we will first find, for a given
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C E B(n, s), the number of codes in B(n, k) that contain C, where O 5 s < k 5 1421
and n

= hl rnod 8. In order to do t his, we will first need a couple of lemmas.

Lemma 2.27. Let C E B(n,s), where n
v' E

in tuhich w(ü)

2 rnod 4 is

hl rnod 8. Then the number of vectors

- 2((n-1)/2)-1.

Proof. By Corollary 2.16, since n G f1 rnod 8, we know there exists a D E B(n, (n- 1)/2)
such that C C D

c

DI C CL. Write

as the union of

Ic'I/IDI

= 2n-s/2(n-1)/2 =

2((n+1)/2)-8translates of D:

where the first lDLl/l Dl = 2 translates form DL, and thus, 1 = 2((n+1)/2)-s- 2. We will
find the number of vectors with weight = 2 rnod 4 in'C by counting the number of such
vectors in each translate of D.
First , consider D L = D U (D + &). Since n EE 1rnod 2, we know

1$ D , and thus, by

Lemma 2.7, exactly half the vectors in DI have even weight . Therefore, since the vectors
in D have even weight, the vectors in D+gl m u t al1 have odd weight. Furthermore, since

D is doubly-even, the vectors in D have weight
DI

have weight

G

O rnod 4. Thus, none of the vectors in

= 2 rnod 4.

Let us now consider the remaining 1 translates D + A. Since n

1 rnod 2, we know

1$ C, and thus, by Lemma 2.7, exactly half the vectors in C-l have even weight.

Since

+ &) have even weight, we know exactly half
the vectors in the remaining 1 translates D + f; have even weight. Since, by Lemma 2.4,
the parity of the weight of the vectors in each translate D + ft is equal t o the parity of
the weight of f7, we know 112 of the translates consist of even weight vectors and 112
of the translates consist of odd weight vectors. Since each 5 is not an element of DI,
if 6 has even weight then, by Lemma 2.9, exactly 1D1/2 of the vectors in D + j$ have
weight = 2 mod 4. Therefore, the total nwlber of vectors with weight = 2 rnod 4 in the
1 transiahes D + is (1/2)(101/2).
exactly half the vectors in D L = D U (D
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Thus, the number of vectors with weight

Lemma 2.28. Let C E B(n, s), where n

= 2 mod 4 in C-l is:

= f1 mod 8 and O 5 s < (n-

1)/2. The number

of codes in A(n, k) - B(n, k), where s < k 5 (n - 1)/2, that contain C is:

Proof. Let H denote the set of vectors Ü E CI with weight
the set of codes in d(n,k)

- B(n, k)

= 2 mod 4.

Let S denote

that contain C. Let T denote the set of codes

+

D E A(n, k) - B(n, k) for which there exists a Ü E H such that C U (C v') E D.
We will first show that S = T. Suppose A E S. Since A is not doubly-even there

m u t exist a Ü E A such that w(Ü)
C U (C

+ 5) C A.

= 2 mod 4.

Furthermore, since C

there exists a i7 E H such that C U (C

Since C

cA c

+ 5)

cA

and i? E A, we know

CL, we know Ü E H. Therefore,

A, which implies A

E

T. Thus, S C T.

+

Conversely, if A E T, then there exists a Ü E H such that C U (C 5 ) C A, which implies
C

c A.

Thus, T C S. Therefore, S = T. Thus, we can find the number of codes in

A(n, k) - B(n,k) that contain C by finding ITf.
For each Ü E H, let x(Ü)denote the number of codes in A(n, k) - B(n, k) that contain

+ 5). For each D E T, let y(D) denote the number of vectors G E H such that
C u (C + 5 ) C D. Then:
C U (C
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We will use this equality to find ITI .
Let us first consider

CgEH
x(O).

Since C is doubly-even and w(C)

= 2 mod 4, we

+ 1)- B(n, s + 1 ) . Since C U ( C + ü) is not
doubly-even, the number of codes in B(n, k) that contain C U (C + 5)is zero. Therefore,
the number of codes in A ( n , k) - B(n, k) that contain C U (C + 5)is equal to the number
know ü # C,and thus, C U (C + 5)E A(n, s

of codes in A(n,k) that contain C U ( C + V ) . Let f denote the number of codes in A(n, k)
that contain the ( n , s + 1 ) self-orthogonal code C U (C

+ V ) . By Lemma 2.11, we know

= JHlf.

f is the same for any i7 E H. Thus, &Hx(v')

Let us now consider CDET
y ( D ) . Let Ü be any vector in D in which w(5)
Then, since C
and C

= 2 mod 4 .

c D c C L , we know G E C L , and thus u' E H. Furthermore, since G E D

c D, we know C U ( C + O ) C D.Therefore, the number of vectors Ü E H in which

C U (C + 5) C D is equal to the number of vectors in D with weight

= 2 mod 4. By

Lemma 2.8, since D is not doubly-even, the number of such vectors in D is 2k-1. Thus,
C D E TY (Dl =

ITI~~-'*

Therefore,

= IHl f , which implies:

Lemma 2.11 gives us f = k-(s+l) ( 2n-2(k-i)-1
]HI = 2n-s-2 - 2((7+1)/2)-1. Thus:
(271-s-2 - 2

/TI =

9 - 1 )

-1

2 - 1 ) Lemma 2.27 gives us

n-2(k-i)-1 - 1)/(2à - 1 )
(2
2k-1

xfz{s+l)
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We are now ready to count, for a given (n,s ) doubly-even code C, the number of
(n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that contain C:

Theorem 2.29. Let C E B(n, s ) , where n = f1 mod 8 and O 5 s < ( n - 1)/2. Then the

number of codes in B(n, k), s < k 5 ( n - 1)/2, that contain C is:

Proof. The number of codes in B(n, k) that contain C is equal to the number of codes in

C minus the number of codes in A(n, k) - B(n,k) that contain C.
Lemma 2.11 gives us the number of codes in d ( n , k) that contain C. Lemma 2.28 gives
us the number of codes in d(n, k) - B(n, Ic) that contain C. This and some algebraic
A(n, k) that contain

manipulation gives us our result.

O

We have now found, for a given code C in B(n,s ) , the number of codes in B(n, k)
that contain C. We can use this result to count the number of (n,k) doubly-even selforthogonal codes:

Lemma 2.30. Let n

= f1 mod 8.

The number of (n,k) doubly-even self-orthogonal

codes is:

Proof. Every (n, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code contains the empty code of dimension 0. Setting s to O in Theorem 2.29 and sorne algebraic manipulation gives us Our
result.

O

This result can be used to count the number of (n, ln/2J)doubly-even self-orthogonal
codes:
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Lemma 2.31. Let n

= O , f1 mod 8.

Then the number of (n,l n / 2 J ) doubly-even self-

orthogonal codes over GF(2) is:

Proof. For the case of n = O rnod 8, see 1141. Setting k to ( n- 1 ) / 2 in Lemma 2.30 and
some algebraic manipulation gives us our result for the case of n

f1 mod 8.

O

We are now ready to count the number of (n, ( n- 1 ) / 2 ) doubly-even self-orthogonal
codes over G F ( 2 ) that do not have a coordinate of zeros.

Theorem 2.32. Let n

=

1 mod 8.

The number of (n,(n - 1 ) / 2 ) doubly-even self-

orthogonal codes over G F ( 2 ) that d o not have a coordznate of xeros is:

Proof. Let X denote the nurnber of (n, ( n- 1 ) / 2 ) doubly-even self-orthogonal. codes over
G F ( 2 ) . Let Y denote the number of such codes that have a coordinate of zeros. Then the
number of (n,( n- 1 ) / 2 ) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate
of zeros is equal to X

- Y.

Lernma 2.31 gives us X . Thus, al1 we need to find is Y.

Let C be an (n, (n - 1 ) / 2 ) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over G F ( 2 ) that has x
coordinates of zeros. Let Cf be the (n- x, (n - 1 ) / 2 ) code that is obtained by deleting
the x coordinates of zeros from C. Then Cf is a doubly-even self-orthogonal code. Since
Cf is self-orthogonal, we must have ( ( n- 1)/2)

5 ( n - x ) - ( ( n- 1 ) / 2 ) , which implies
n - 1 5 n - x, which implies x = 1. Therefore, C cannot have more that one coordinate
consisting entirely of zeros, and thus, C' must be an (n-1, ( n - 1 ) / 2 ) doubly-even self-dual
code.
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Thus, if C is an (n,(n- 1)/2)doubly-even self-orthogonal code that has a coordinate
of zeros then if we remove the coordinate of zeros fiom C, the resulting code is an

(n- 1,(n- 1)/2) doubly-even self-dual code Cf. Conversely, if Cf is an (n- 1, (n- 1)/2)
doubly-even self-dual code then if we insert a coordinate of zeros anywhere in C f , the
resulting code C is an (n,(n - 1)/2)doubly-even self-orthogonal code. Thus, Y is equal
to the number of (n- 1, ( n - 1)/2)doubly-even self-dual codes multiplied by the number
of ways in which we can insert a coordinate of zeros into such a code.
Since for any particular (n- 1,( n - 1)/2)doubly-even self-dual code C', there are n
locations in C' in which we can insert a coordinate of zeros, we have Y = nZ,where Z
is the nuniber of (n- 1, (n- 1)/2) doubly-even self-dual codes over GF(2). Substituting
n - 1 for n in Lemma 2.31 gives us 2.

Thus, the number of (n, (n- 1)/2) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have
a coordinate of zeros is:

doubly-even
Using Theorem 2.32, we have computed the theoretical nwnber of (33,16)
self-orthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate of zeros. The total computed matched
the number of such codes we computed using the sizes of the automorphism groups of
the codes in our list Lc,that we enumerated using Algorithm 2.26,thus assuring us our
enumeration was correct.
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2.6

Concluding Remarks

We will now conclude this chapter by reviewing the main results presented in the chapter.
Using the methods of [2], we have enumerated a list LD of inequivalent (34,17, d 2 4)
self-orthogonal codes over GF(2). Using the list LD,we have enumerated a list Lc of
inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes over GF(2) t hat do not have a
coordinate of zeros. The list Lo contains 20852 codes. The list Lc contains 594 codes.
We have also found the automorphism groups of the codes in LD and Lc. Generators for
the codes in L c , dong with their automorphism groups, are available on the world wide
web at : www. CS. umanitoba.ca/~umbiloul/DoublyEvenCodes/
Using the methods of MacWilliams, Sloane, and Thompson in [14], we have counted
the theoretical number of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes over GF(2) that do
not have a coordinate of zeros. Together with the automorphism groups, we have used
this result to check that we did not make any mistakes in our enumeration of the list Lc.
Using the methods in [14], we have also proved that any (33, k) doubly-even selforthogonal code over GF(2) is contained in a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code
over GF(2). Since the point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD is a (33, k) doubly-even selforthogonal code over GF(2), that does not have a coordinates of zeros, this tells us that
if a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists, then our list LC of 594 inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even
self-orthogonal codes must contain a code that contains the incidence matrix of such a
design.

Chapter 3

BIBD Search: Eliminating Codes
Theoretically
We now have a list Lc of 594 (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonalcodes with the property
that if a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists then there exists a code in Lc that contains the
incidence matrix of such a design. In the next two chapters, we will consider the problem
of determining whether or not a given code in Lc contains such an incidence matrix. In
this chapter, we will look at how we can prove that certain classes of codes in Lc cannot
contain the incidence matrix of such a design. For each code C in LC that we cannot
eliminate theoretically,we must search the weight 12 words of C for the incidence matrix.
How we perform this search is the subject of Chapter 4.
Since our approach to determining whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BBD exists is
based on the fact that if it does then its incidence matrix generates a (33,16) doubly-even
self-orthogonal code, we will begin this chapter by giving a formal proof of this fact in
Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we will look at the weight distribution of the (33,16) doublyeven self-orthogonal codes. In Section 3.3, we will introduce the concept of a "weight 4
block." Simply put, a weight 4 block is a set of weight 4 words, with certain properties,
that may occur in a self-orthogonal code. In Section 3.4, we will classiSr the (33,16)
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doubly-even self-orthogonal codes based on the weight 4 blocks they contain. We will

use the weight 4 blocks they contain to prove that certain classes of codes in Lc camot
contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
In Section 3.5, we will give a general outline of the method we use t o prove that a code
camot contain an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. In Sections 3.6 and 3.7,
we will describe some of the tools we will need for our proofs. In Section 3.6, we will have
a look a t a standard method we use to prove that any matrix that contains a certain
submatrix cannot be the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. In Section 3.7, we
will have a look at the different possibilities for the four columns in an incidence matrix
that are supported by a weight 4 word.

In Sections 3.8-3.10, we will prove that three different classes of codes in Lc cannot
contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. In Section 3.8, we will prove
that the class of codes we refer to as the e3-codes cannot contain an incidence matrix. In
Section 3.9, we will prove that the class of codes we refer to as the ezi-codes, for i 2 2,
cannot contain an incidence matrix. Finally, in Section 3.10, we will prove that the class
of codes we refer to as the &-codes, for i

1 5, cannot contain an incidence matrix. The

number of codes in Lc that fa11 into one of these three classes is 116. Therefore, these
proofs eliminate I l 6 of the codes in Lc,leaving us with 594 - 116 = 478 codes to search.

In Section 3.11, we will briefly discuss the classes of codes in Lc that we have not
been able to eliminate theoretically. Finally, in Section 3.12, we will conclude this chapter
with a brief review of the main results presented in the chapter.

3.1

The Point Code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD

Our approach for investigating whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists is based on
the fact that its point code (i.e. the code generated by the rows of its incidence matrix)
is a doubly-even self-orthogonal code with length 33. Therefore, in this section, we wi11
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give a forma1 proof of this fact.

Theorem 3.1. Let A be the incidence mat& of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD
B. Let C be

the point code of B. Let Cm denote the set of al1 codewords in C that are the sum rnodulo
2 of ut rnost m rows i n A, where O 5 m 5 22. Then the codewords in Cm al1 have weight
r O rnod 4. Fudhermore, if â is a row in A and Z E Cm then Ü and ë intersect in an even
nurnber of positions.
Proof. By induction on m.

O mod 4.

5.

8 hm weight
Furthermore, since 6 intersects each row in A in zero positions, 6 intersects

If m = O then Cm consists of the al1 zeros vector

Since w(@ = 0,

each row in A in an even number of positions.
Assume our proposition is true for k = m, where O 5 m < 22. Consider the set Ck+l.
Let ZE Ck+l.If Cis also in Ck then, by our induction hypothesis, chas weight G O rnod 4
and intersects every row in A in an even number of positions. Suppose c' # Ck.Then

ë = Z + Zk, where 8 is a row in A and ci, is the surn of k other rows in A. Consider the
three different non-zero possibilities for a component in â and Zk:

a

1

1

0

z

1

O

1

23

Let

Xi,

where 1

Then w(Ü)= xs

x2 x1

< i 5 3, denote the number of times each of these possibilities occur.

+ xz, w (&) = x3 + X I ,and w(ë)= x2 + al.

Since both

Z and & are

< k rows of A, we know Z, & E Ck.Therefore, by our induction hypothesis,
G O mod 4 and 23 + x i = O mod 4. Furthermore, since ü is a row in A, by

the sum of
23

+ x2

our induction hypothesis,

Ü and

Zk intersect in an even number of positions. Therefore,
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= O mod 2, which implies 2x3 = O rnod 4. Thus:
w(Z) = x 2 + x i
=
= 2x3 + (x3 + x2) + ( 5 3 + X I )
= o+o+o
O
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mod 4
mod 4
mod 4
mod 4
mod 4.

Furthermore, if Fis any row in A then, by our induction hypothesis, F intersects both &
and Z in an even number of positions, which implies:

have weight
Therefore, the codewords in Ck+i

= O rnod 4, and, each codeword in Ck+i

intersect each row in A in an even number of positions.
Thus, by the principle of mathematical induction our proposition is true.

O

Corollary 3.2. The codewords in C have weight = O mod 4.
Corollary 3.3. Every pair of codewords in C intersect in an even number of positions.

Proof. Let Ü, v' E C. Consider the three different non-zero possibilities for the components
of Ü and v':

+ x2 = x3 + x l r x2 + x i =
Therefore, ( x J + x2) + (x3 + xl) = O rnod 4, which implies 2x3 + (x2 + X I ) =
+

Since Ü, 5,and Û v' al1 have weight = O rnod 4, we have

O rnod 4.

O rnod 4, which implies 2x3

= O rnod 4, and thus 23

intersect in an even number of positions.

G
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O rnod 2. Therefore, .Li and v'
O
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Corollary 3.4. C is a doubly-even self-orthogonal code.
Thus, the point code

C of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BLBD
is a doubly-even self-orthogonal

code with length 33.

3.2

The Weight Distribution of the (33,16) Codes

In this section, we will have a look a t the weight distribution of both the (33,16)doublyeven self-orthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate of zeros, and the orthogonal
complement of such codes.
Throughout this section, we will use the following notation: We will use D to denote a
(34,17, d 2 4) self-dual code that has a doubly-even coordinate, as defined in Section 2.4.
We will use j to denote the doubly-even coordinate in D.Finally, we will use C to denote
the (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that is formed by taking the cross-section
of D at coordinate j . Of course, as we saw in Section 2.4, since D has distance 2 4, C
does not have a coordinate of zeros.

In order to determine the generd properties of the weight distributions of both C and
CI,
we will first give a theorem that relates the codewords of CIt o the codewords of

D.

Theorem 3.5. The orthogonal complement CI is equal to D with coordinate j deleted.
Proof. Let C' denote the (33,17) code that consists of the codewords in D with component
j deleted. Let Ü be any codeword in C' and let v' be the corresponding codeword in D.If

V has a value of O in component j then O E C which irnplies ü E c

~If.i? hm a value of 1

in component j then G must be orthogonal to every codeword in C since the codewords in

D that correspond t o the codewords in C al1 have a value of O in component j. Therefore,
if 5 has a value of 1 in component j then Û E CL. Thus, @ Ç CL. Since both C' and

CL have dimension 17, this implies C = .
'c

O
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Let us now apply what we know about the codewords in D t o the codewords in
and C. Since D is a self-dual code and j is a doubly-even coordinate, we know, by
Theorem 2.19, that D contains 216 codewords with a value of O in component j and 216
codewords with a value of 1 in component j. Furthermore, the 216 codewords with a
value of O in component j have weight

G

of 1 in component j have weight

G

following about the codewords in

c~:

O rnod 4, and the 216 codewords with a value

2 rnod 4. Therefore, by Theorem 3.5, we know the

CL contains 216 codewords with weight

= O rnod 4,

CL contains 216 codewords with weight

= 1rnod 4

(i.e. the weight

= 2 rnod 4

codewords in D with component j deleted), and thus
0

CI does not contain any codewords with weight

= 2,3rnod 4.

Since the codewords in C are the codewords in D that have a value of O in cornponent j ,
with component j deleted, we also know the 216 codewords in
is C. In other words, if CE

with weight

= O mod 4

then C E C if and only if w(C) EE O rnod 4.

We will now use D to show that the number of weight 4i words in

is equal to

the number of 33 - 4i words in CL. Let Sidenote the number of weight 2 words in

D. Then, since D contains the al1 ones vector, IS4il = ]S34-4il. Furthermore, since

34 - 4i

= 2 rnod 4, the words in

correspond to the weight 33 - 4i words in

Therefore, the number of weight 4i words in

c ~ .

are equal to the number of weight 33 -42

words in CL.
Since D has distance 2 4, we know D does not contain any weight 2 words, which
implies D also does not contain m y weight 34 - 2 = 32 words. Therefore,

does not

contain m y weight 2 - 1= 1 words, nor any weight 32 words.

This concludes our look at the generd properties of the weight distribution of C and
In Appendix A, we give tables listing al1 the different weight distributions for the
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594 equivalence classes of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that do not have a
coordinate of zeros. The weight distribution of the orthogonal complement of the codes
c m be easily obtained from the tables using the fact that the number of weight 33 - 4i
words in

3.3

cJ-is equal to the number of weight 4i words in C.

The Weight 4 Blocks of a Code

In this section, we will have a look at the different ways in which the weight 4 words may
interact in the (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes.
We begin by defining a structure we cal1 a weight

4 block, which we use to describe

the weight 4 words that may occur in a given code.

Definition 3.6. Let C be a self-orthogonal code with distance 4. A wezght 4 block W
in C is a set of weight 4 words in C with the following two properties: (1)if Z is a weight
4 word in

C that is not in W then c' does not intersect any of the weight 4 words in W ,

and (2) W cannot be partioned into two sets, Woand Wi, in which the words in Wo do
not intersect any of the words in Wi.

Example 3.7. Let C be a self-orthogonal code with distance 4. Suppose C contains the
following weight 4 words:
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Then the weight 4 blocks in C are:

We typically represent our weight 4 blocks with a generator block, which we define
next .

Definition 3.8. Let C be a self-orthogonal code with distance 4. Let W be a weight 4
block in C. A generator block for W is any set S of codewords in C with the property
that a weight 4 word ZZ c m be generated by the words in S if and only if ?u' is an element
of W.
Example 3.9. Consider the weight 4 block Wi in Example 3.7. The set:

is a generator block for Wl .
Any weight 4 block can be generated by a generator block S that consists entirely of
weight 4 words. Furthermore, any such generator block S also generates a self-orthogonal
code. Therefore, we can find generators for al1 the inequivalent weight 4 blocks by finding

al1 the inequivalent self-orthogonal codes that are generated by weight 4 words only.
Pless and Sloane [20] have found al1 the inequivalent self-orthogonal codes that can be
generated by weight 4 words only. They are the

e7,

Es,and d2,-codes, for n 2 2. We
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l o l l o o l o o *

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 *
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 *
the es-block

the e4-block

the di-block, i 2 1
Figure 3.1: The weight 4 blocks.
represent our weight 4 blocks with these codes. However, whereas Pless and Sloane
subscript their codes with their length, we use the dimension of the code to subscript Our
weight 4 blocks. Thus, we refer t o their

e7,

Es, and d2,-codes as es, e4, and dn-l-bl~~ks,

respectively. Generator blocks for the es, e4, and dpblocks, for i 2 1, are depicted in
Figure 3.1. Note that we will use the notation es, e4, and di to refer to any weight 4
block that is equivalent to the corresponding weight 4 block in Figure 3.1. For example,
any weight 4 block that is equivalent to an es-block will also be referred to as an e3-block.

We distinguish a special case of the d2i-l-bl~~ks,
for i 2 2, in which we attach the
vector 1 O 1 O.. .1 O to the generator block for the di-block depicted in Figure 3.1. We
refer to such blocks as ezi-blocks. A generator block for the ezi-blocks, i

2 2, is given in

Figure 3.2. The reason we distinguish these blocks is that when we remove the coordinates
of zeros fkom the blocks, we get a block that generates a (4i, 2i) self-dual code. Note that
for the case of i = 2, the generator block given in Figure 3.2 generates a weight 4 block

Figure 3.2: the ezi-blocks, i 2 2.
that is equident to the e4-block given in Figure 3.1. This can be seen by adding the
last row of the generator block for the e4-block in Figure 3.1 t o the second last row and
then performing an appropriate coordinate permutation, producing the generator block
for the e4-block in Figure 3.2.

3.4

Classifying the Self-Orthogonal Codes

We will now classify the self-orthogonal codes with distance 4 based on the weight 4

blocks they contain.
Since any self-orthogonal code with distance 4 may contain more than one weight 4
block, we wili first define an order of precedence for the different weight 4 blocks. In
descending order, this precedence is:

We classify our self-orthogonal codes based on the highest precedence block they contain.

Example 3.10. Suppose C is a self-orthogonal code that contains an ea-block, two esblocks, and a d5-block. Then, since the e4-block is the highest precedence block in C, we
classify C as an e4-code.
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number of
codes in class

; /

dist

Table 3.1: The number of inequivdent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes in each
class of codes.

In Table 3.1, we list the number of inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal
codes, that do not have a coordinate of zeros, that are in each class of codes. Also listed
in the table is the number of codes with distance > 4, al1 of which have distance 8.

3.5 Our Theoretical Approach to Eliminating Codes
In this section, we will give a general outline of the rnethod we use to prove that any code
that contains a certain structure, such as a particular weight 4 block, cannot contain the
incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Let W be a particular set of codewords that may occur in the orthogonal complement
of a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code. Let C be any (33,16) doubly-even selforthogonal coda in which

contains W. Our method for proving that any such C

cannot contain the incidence matrix A of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD is to first assume that

C does contain such an A, and then, using the fact that CLcontains W, prove that our
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assurnption is wrong.

Our method for disproving our assurnption works as follows: We begin by assurning C
contains 22 weight 12 words that form the incidence matrix A of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Let S denote the set of columns in A that are supported by W. Without loss of generality,
we assume S occurs in the f h t IS]columns of A. We then find a list L of i x 1 SI matrices
Y, where i 5 22, with the property that the first ISI columns of any such A must contain,

up to row and column rearrangement, one of the matrices in Y. We find the list L using
facts such as C is a doubly-even self-orthogonal code, C' contains the set of codewords
W, and, under our assumption, A is the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
For each Y in L, we then show that Y cannot be a submatrix in the incidence matrix
of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. This tells us that our assumption that C does contain an
incidence matrix A was wrong, and thus, any C in which'C contains W cannot contain
the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Once we are able to prove that any code C, in which'C contains a certain structure
W, cannot contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, we can then eliminate
al1 such codes from our list of 594 inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes.

3.6

The Column Weight Solutions Algorithm

One common method we use to show that a matrix Y cannot be a submatrix in the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD is a generalization of the method used by Hamada
and Kobayashi [9]to produce the block intersection patterns given in Theorem 1.8.

Suppose we are given an n x m matrix Y, where 1 5 n 5 22 and 1 5 rn < 33.
We assume Y is a submatrix of a 22 x 33 matrix A that is the incidence matrix of a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Without loss of generality, we assume Y is located in the upper
left corner of A, and we let Z denote the n x (33 - m) submatrix of A that is adjacent to

Y, as in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: The incidence matrix A, of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, that contains the n x m
submatrix Y in its upper left corner.

Let zj denote the number of columns in Z with weight j . Since the columns of
A have weight 8, the columns of Z have weight in the range L i n ,jmm], where jmin =

max(0,8 - (22 -n)) and j,,,

= min(8, n) . Using the known matrix Y and our assumption

that the matrix A is the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, we will now find
three equations that the unknowns Zjmi,,

Zjmin+l,.

.. ,zj,,,

must satisfy.

Since the matrix Z consists of 33 - rn columns, we must have:

Let ri denote the weight of row i in Y, for 15 i

< n. Then, since the rows of A have

weight 12, row i of Z must have weight 12 - Ti. Therefore, the nurnber of ones in the
matrix Z is equal t o C:!l(12

- ri).

Since Cjrm,jzj must also sum to the number of

ones in 2,we must have:

Let

sil,i2denote

the number of columns in rows il and i2 of Y in which both rows

have a value of 1, for 1 5 il

< i2 5 n. Then, since rows il and i2 of A intersect in 4

positions, the number of columns in rows il and i2 of Z in which both rows have a value
of I is 4 si,,^. Therefore, the surn, over al1 pairs of rows in 2,of the number of columns
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Since, for a given column c in Z with weight j, there are
have a value of 1 in column c,
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~ ~ = i ,(4+-i s

~ ~ , ~ ) .
pairs of rows in Z that both

(i)

min (S)zj must also be equal to the sum, over al1 pairs

of rows in 2,of the number of colurnns in which a pair of rows both have a value of 1.
Thus, we must have:

Since we are given the matrix Y, and thus, the integers m, n, ri, and si1,i2,the onIy
unknowns in Equations 3.1- 3.3 are the variables zj. Using integer Iinear programming,
we can find al1 non-negative integer solutions for the unknowns

zj.

If we find there are

no non-negative integer solutions, we then know the matrix Z cannot exist , and thus, we
know that any matrix A that contains the subrnatrix Y cannot be the incidence matrix
of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
We sumrnarize this procedure in Algorithm 3.11. The algorithm takes as input the
matrix Y and returns the set of al1 non-negative integer solutions to Equations 3.1-3.3.
We will refer to these solutions as column weight solutions for the matrix Z adjacent to

Y. If no column weight solutions exists, the algorithm returns f he empty set.
Algorithm 3.11. Column WeightSolutions(Y, S):

<

Input: an n x m matrix Y, where 1 5 n 5 22 and 1 m < 33.
Output: the (possibly empty) set S of non-negative integer solutions to Equations 3.1-3.3 for the unknowns Zjd,,

and jm,

zj,,+i,

. .. ,tj,,,,where jmm = max(0, n- 14)

.

= min(8, n ) If there exists a matrix A that contains Y, in which A is the

incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, then the colurnn weight distribution
of the matrix 2, adjacent to Y in A, is an element of the set S of column weight
solutions returned by the algorithm.
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Proof. Let S4 = YYT. Then, as Greig shows us in Theorem 1.11, the only unique
possibilities for S4,up to row and column rearrangernent of Y, are:

Using the fact that the rows of Y must intersect the weight 4 word w' in an even nurnber
of positions, and thus, m u t have weight 0, 2, or 4, it c m easily be shown that for each
of the three S4'sgiven there exists one and only one Y such that YYT = S4. This leads

us to the three matrices given in Figure 3.4.

Corollary 3.13. Let C be a (33, k , 4 ) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains an
incidence matrix A for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Let 5 be a weight

4 word

in CI.Then

the rows of A cannot intersect W in 4 positions.
Proof. Let Y denote the 22 x 4 matrix consisting of the columns supported by G . By
Theorem 3.12, the only possibilities for Y, up to row and colurnn rearrangement, are the
three given in Figure 3.4, none of which have rows with weight 4.

O

Note that in the proof of Theorem 3.12, we used Theorem 1.11 to find the different
possibilities for the columns of A that are supported by a weight 4 word d in CL. However,
Theorem 1.11is stated in terms of a weight 4 word that is in the orthogonal complement
of the point code D of B. This, however, is not a problem since C must contain D, which
implies CL E DI, and thus W must also be a weight 4 word in D I .
For future reference purposes, we will now give a theorem (without proof) that tells

us there are seven different possibilities, up to row and column rearrangement, for the
columns in an incidence matrix that are supported by a weight 5 word. The theorem can
be proved in the same manner as Theorem 3.12, using the results of Theorem 1.11.
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Theorem 3.14. Let C be a (33, k ) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains an

incidence mat*

A for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Let W be a weight 5 word in c

Y denote the 22 x 5 mat*

~ Let
.

consisting of the 5 columns in A that are supported by w'.

Then there are seven different possibilities, up to row and column rearrangement, for the
mat*

Y.

We will now conclude this section by giving an alternate proof to Theorem 3.12 that
does not depend on the results of Theorem 1.11 (which required much computational
time). Instead, the proof makes use of Algorithm 3.11.

Let C be a (33, k, 4) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains an incidence
matrix A for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Let
generality, assume the four ones of ZU OCCW

W be a weight 4 word in c

~Without
.
loss of
in the first four coordinates of cL.Let Y be

the 22 x 4 submatrix in the first four columns of A. Since every row in Y is orthogonal
to G,we have the following eight possibilities for a row in Y:

Let xi, O 5 i

< 7, denofe the nurnber of times the corresponding row occurs in Y.

Without Ioss of generality, we will assume x6 2 2 5 2 x*. (That is, given any Y, we will
assume the columns of Y are sorted in such a way that

x6

2 2 5 2 x4.) Using the facts

that there are 22 rows in Y and each column in Y has weight 8, we get the following set
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of equations:

This system of linear equations reduces to:

Using Equations 3.4 and 3.8, dong with Algorithm 3-11,we will now find the range
of x7. If we run Algorithm 3.11 with an 8 x 4 matrix of zeros as input, then the output
we get is S = 0. This implies the incidence matrix A, and thus Y, cannot contain an

8 x 4 matrix of zeros. Therefore, we must have $0
implies

x6

+ xs + x4

5 7. This, together with Equation 3.4,

2 7. This in turn, together with Equation 3.8, implies x7 5 1.

Therefore, x l = O or x7 = 1.
Suppose

27

= 1. Then, by Equation 3.8, we have x6

+ x5 + 2 4

= 7, which, by

Equation 3.4, implies xo = 7. Thus, the matrix A must contain the 8 rows in the matrix
given in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: A subset of the rows of an incidence matrix that contains a row that intersects
a weight 4 word in 4 positions. The notation 02' represents a string of 21 zeros. Zo is a

7 x 8 matrix and Zl is a 7 x 21 matrix.
Consider the 7 x 4 rnatrix of zeros in the lower left corner of the matrix in Figure 3.5.
If we run Algorithm 3.11 on this matrix, then we get the following five solutions as output:

O

0

1

0

2

3

5

0

0

O

0

0

3

2

0

6

0

0

O 0 0 2 2 3 3

1

0

O

0

0

1

2

6

0

2

0

O

0

0

0

2

8

0

0

1

If the matrix in Figure 3.5 is a submatrix of the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD then one of these five solutions must be the column weight distribution for the
matrices Zo and Zi. However, if the columns of Zo and Zihave one of these five weight
distributions, then Zo cannot contain more than 27 ones. For example, if the columns
of Zo and Zihave the weights given in the first solution (i.e. 1 column with weight 5,

23 columns with weight 3, and 5 columns with weight 2), then the maximum number of
ones that Zo may contain is 1 x 5

+ 7 x 3 = 26. Similarly, for each of the remaining four
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solutions, we d s o h d the maximum number of ones in Zo does not exceed 27. Therefore,
Zo contains at most 27 ones. However, since each of the last 7 rows of the matrix in
Figure 3.5 must intersect the first row in 4 positions, each row in Zo must have weight 4.
This implies the number of ones in Zo is 7 x 4 = 28, which is a contradiction. Thus, x7

cannot be 1.

We now know 2 7 must be 0, which, together with Equation 3.8, implies ~

6 + ~ 5 +=
~ 8,
4

which in turn, together with Equation 3.4, implies xo = 6.

Let us now fhd al1 the different possibilities for x6, x5, and

24.

If we run Algo-

rithm 3.11 with the following 5 x 4 matrix as input:

0. This implies A, and thus Y, cannot contain this matrix.
Therefore, we must have x6 5 4. Together with the fact that 2 6 + 2 5 + = 8, and Our
assumption that x6 2 x5 2 2 4 , this gives us the following four possibilities for the values

the output we get is S =

of x6, x5, and

24:
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Now, if we run Algorithm 3.11 on the following 8 x 4 matrix:

the output we get is S = 0. This implies the matrix A, and thus Y, cannot contain this
matrix. This elirninates the case of xc = 4,

$5 = 4,

and x4 = 0.

Together with Equations 3.5- 3.7 and the facts that

x7 = O

and xo = 6 , th% leaves

us with the following three solutions for the n m b e r of times each of the 8 possible rows
occur in Y:

These three solutions lead us to the three matrices given in Theorem 3.12. This completes
our proof.

3.8

Eliminating the es-Codes

In this section, we will prove that any (33, k, 4) doubly-even self-orthogonal code 1;hat
contains an es-block camot contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Let C be a (33, k, 4) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains an es-block. Without loss of generality, assume the es-block occurs in the fmt 7 coordinates of C. In
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Figure 3.6, we list al1 the different possibilities for the values of the components of a
codeword in C that are supported by the e3-block. They are determined by the fact that
any codeword in C must be orthogonal to every codeword in the es-block.
Suppose C contains the incidence matrix A of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Let A7 denote
the 22 x 7 submatrix in the first 7 columns of A (i.e. the columns of A supported by the
e3-block). Since every column in A has weight 8, the number of ones in A7 is 8 x 7 = 56.
Let us now count the number of ones in A7 wing the fact that the first 7 colurnns
of any row in A must be one of the 16 possibilities given in Figure 3.6. By examining
Figure 3.6, one finds that for any codeword in C, the nurnber of ones in the components
of the codeword that are supported by the es-block is either 0, 3, 4, or 7. However, for
each codeword in Figure 3.6 with weight 4 or 7 in the components supported by the e ~ block, there exists at least one weight 4 word in the es-block that intersects the codeword
in 4 positions. For example, Z2 intersects gi in 4 positions, & intersects
in 4 positions, and ëlointersects

g1@ g2@ g3

& $ 33 in 4 positions. By Corollary 3.13, none of the

weight 12 words in the incidence matrix A c m intersect any of the weight 4 words in the
es-block in 4 positions. Therefore, the codewords in Figure 3.6 that have weight 4 or 7
in the components supported by the es-block cannot be rows in A. Thus, the rows of A7
have weight O or 3. Let x3 denote the number of weight 3 rows in A7. Since the rows
of A7 have weight O or 3, the number of ones in A7 is 3x3. However, we already know

A7 contains 56 ones and 3 does not divide 56, which implies A7 cannot contain 3x3 ones.
Therefore, C cannot contain the incidence rnatrix A of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Thus, any (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code t hat cont ains an es-block cannot
contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. This eliminates the 76 es-codes
from our list Lc of inequident (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes, leaving us
with the 594 - 76 = 518 eai-codes, da-codes, and distance 8 codes to check.
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Figure 3.6: The codewords of a code that contains an es-block. Above the horizontal line
are generators for the es-block. Below the horizontal line and to the left of the vertical
line are al1 the different possibilities for the components of a codeword in C that are
supported by the es-block.
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3.9 Eliminating the ezi-Codes
In this section, we wiil prove that any (33, k, 4) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains an e2i-block, where i 2 2, cannot contain an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD.
Let C be a (33, k, 4) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains an ezi-block,where
i 2 2. Without loss of generality, assume the eu-b1ock occurs in the first 4i coordinates

of C. In Figure 3.7, we give generators for our eni-block.
Let us first consider the different possibilities for the first 4i components of a codeword
in C (Le. the components that are supported by the ezi-block). Let Ca,denote the
(4i, 2i) self-dud code that is generated by the eai-block with the trailing coordinates of
zeros removed. Since Cei is self-dual, we have C& = Ce,, . Since any codeword C in
C mu& be orthogonal to the eai-block, the first 4i components of Zmust be an element

of

ch,, and

thus must be an element of

C,.

Therefore, the only possibilities for the

first 4i components of any codeword in C are al1 the linear combinations of the first 4i
components of our generators for the ezi-block.
Suppose C contains the incidence matrix A of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Let us now
find al1 the different possibilities for the first 4i components of any codeword Z that is a
row in A, keeping in mind that the first 4i components of C must be a linear combination

$2,

1 O 1 O 1 O

a

-

-

1 O O*

Figure 3.7: Generators for an eai-block, i 2 2.
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of the first 4i components of our generators for the ezi-block. By Corollary 3.13, none
of the rows in A can intersect any of the weight 4 words in the ezi-block in 4 positions.
Therefore, the first 4i components of any codeword C that is a row in A cannot be a linear
combination of the first 2i - 1 generators in Figure 3.7 since:
if ë = gj, where 1 5 j 5 2i - 1, then

& is a weight

4 word in the ezi-block that

intersects ê in 4 positions, and
0

if Zis the sum of two or more generators in the first 2i - 1rows, Say Z = 6,@&,

@-

- ,

then &l @ 6,is a weight 4 word in the ezi-block that intersects ë in 4 positions.
Therefore, if Zis a codeword that is a row in A then the first 4i components of Zare either
a l zero, or, a linear combination of the first 2i - 1 generators plus the last generator in
Figure 3.7. In the later case, we have a codeword 3 whose first 4i cornponents can be
partitioned into consecutive pairs with each pair having a value of either 1O or O 1,which
implies ê has weight 2i in its first 4i components. Thus, the first 4i columns of any row
in A either has weight O or weight 2i.
Let Aqi denote the 22 x 4i submatrix in the first 4i columns of

A. Let xo denote the

number of rows in Aqi that have weight O and let xi denote the number of rows in Aqi that
have weight 2i. Then, since Ai only has rows with weight O or 2i, we have xo + x i = 22.

Ai al1 have weight 8, we have 2ixi = 8 x 4i = 32i,
Therefore, xo = 22 - xi = 6. Thus,
contains 6 rows with

Furthermore, since the columns of
which implies

XI

= 16.

weight 0, which implies A contains a 6 x 4i matrix of zeros. Since i 2 2, and thus 4i 2 8,
this implies that for any i 2 2, the matrix A4i, and thus the matrix A, contains a 6 x 8
matrix of zeros.
Let Y be a 6 x 8 matrix of zeros. If we run Algorithm 3.11 with the matrix Y as input
then the output returned is S = 0. This implies that any A that contains the matrix Y
cannot be the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Therefore, C cannot contain
the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD,
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Thus, any (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains an ezi-block, i 2 2,
cannot contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. This eliminates the 14
eai-codes, i

2 2, Erom our list Lc of inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal

codes, leaving us with the 518 - 14 = 504 &-codes and distance 8 codes to check.

3.10

Eliminating the di-Codes, i 2 5

In this section, we will prove that any (33, k, 4) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that
contains a di-block, where i 2 5, cannot contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD.
Let C be a (33, k,4) doubly-even self-orthogonal code t hat contains a &-block. Without loss of generality, assume the di-block occurs in the first 2i

+ 2 coordinates of C. In

Figure 3.8, we give generators for the di-block. Unless specified otherwise, we will assume
i 2 1 in our proof. This reason for this is that it will show us where things go wrong for

the case of i 5 4.
Let us first consider al1 the different possibilities for the first 2i

+ 2 components of

a codeword c' in C (i.e. al1 the different possibilities for the components of c' that are
supported by the di-block). Suppose Z has a value of either O O or 1 1 in the pair

Figure 3.8: Generators for the di-blocks.
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of coordinates denoted by po in Figure 3.8 (i.e. the first two coordinates). Then, for
j = 1,2, . . . ,i, since C must be orthogonal to the generator

$, the codeword 3 either h a
a value of O O or 1 1 in the pair of coordinates pj. Similarly, if C has a value of either O 1
or 1 O in the pair of coordinates po then for j = 1,2,... ,i, the codeword C either has a

value of O 1or 1O in the pair of coordinates pj.

We will refer to the codewords 3 that have a value of either O O or 1 1 in the pair of
coordinates po as Type O codewords. We will refer to the codewords C that have a value
of either O 1 or 1 O in the pair of coordinates po as Type 1 codewords.
Suppose C contains the incidence matrix A of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Let us now
find al1 the different possibilities for the first 2i + 2 components of a codeword that is also

a row in A. Now, by Corollary 3.13, we know that none of the rows in A can intersect
any of the weight 4 words in the di-block in 4 positions. We will use this fact to find a11

the different possibilities for the first Si + 2 colurnns of a row in A by determining, for
each of the Type O and Type 1 codewords, whether or not there exists a weight 4 word
in the di-block that intersects the codeword in 4 positions.
Now, for each pair of coordinate pairs ( p j , , pj2) in Figure 3.8 there exists a weight 4
word in the di-block whose ones are located in the pair (pjl ,pj2):
for the pair (po,pj), where 1 5 j 5 i, the generator

&- is a weight 4 word whose

ones are located in the pair of coordinate pairs (po,pj), and
for the pair O?i,,pj,), where 1 5 ji

< jz 5 i, the codeword gj1@ Qjî is a weight

4

word whose ones are located in the pair of coordinate pairs ( p j , ,pj2).
These are the only weight 4 words in the di-block.
Now, the Type O codewords have a value of either O O or 1 1 in each pair p j , which
implies a Type O codeword will intersect a weight 4 word in the dpblock if and only if it
h a . weight

> 4 in its first 2i + 2 components (i.e. if and only if it contains at least 2 pairs
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pjl and pj, that have a value of 1 1).Therefore, a Type O codeword may be a row in the

incidence matrix A if and only if it has weight

5 2 in its first Si + 2 components.

Since

the Type 1 codewords have a value of either 1 O or O 1in each pair pj, none of the Type 1
codewords intersect any of the weight 4 words in the di-block in 4 positions. Therefore,
every Type 1codeword may be a row in A. Thus, the only possibilities for the first 2 i

+2

components of a codeword that is a row in A are those given in Figure 3.10.
Let us now determine the number of times that each of the rows in Figure 3.10 that
begin with either O O or 1 1 may occur in the first 2i

+ 2 columns of A. Towards this

goal, let us first count the number of rows that have a value of either O 1 or 1 O in a pair
pj. Since every column in A has weight 8, we know that for each pair of columns pj, the

number of rows in A that have a value of O 1 in pj is equal to the number of rows in A
that have a value of 1 O in pj. Therefore, if A contains x rows that have a value of 1 1 in

the pair of columns po then A contains 8 - x rows that have a value of O 1 in the pair po

Figure 3.9: The possibilities for the first 2i + 2 components of a codeword in C that
is a row in the incidence matrix A. The last row of 2i
first 2i

+ 2 components represents the

+ 2 components of a Type 1 codeword. Each x j has a value of either O or 1. The

notation Zj meam 1 - xj.
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and 8 - x rows that have a value of 1 O in the pair po. Furthermore, since a row of A has
a value of either O 1 or 1O in pair po if and only if it has a value of either O 1 or 1 O in
evew pair pj, for each pair pj, A must contain 8 - x rows that have a value of O 1 in the
pair p j and 8 - x rows that a value of 1 O in the pair pj. Thus, for each pair of colurnns
p j , A must contain exactly x rows that have a value of 1 1 in the pair pj.

Since the only rows in A that have a value of 1 1 in the pair of columns pj are those
that begin with the row

Tj

depicted in Figure 3.10, A must contain exactly x rows that

begin with the row rj. Thus,

A contains (i+ 1)s rows that begin with one of the i + 1

rows Tj, where O 2 j 5 i, and 2(8 - x) rows that begin with either O 1 or 1 O. The only

+2 zeros. The number
of such rows must be 22 - ((i+l)x +2(8 -x)) = 6 -x (i- 1). Thus, the first 2i +2 columns
of A must contain the x ( i + 1) + (6- x(i - 1)) = 6 + 22 rows depicted in Figure 3.10.
remaining possibilities for a row in A are those that begin with 2i

Without loss of generdity, we will assume the rows depicted in Figure 3.10 occur in

+

+

+

+

the first 6 2x rows of the first 2i 2 columns of A. Let Yi,, denote this (6 2s) x (22 2)
submatrix in the upper left corner of A. Since each of the rows in Figure 3.10 cannot
occur a negative number of times, we must have x

> O and 6 -x(i - 1) > O, which implies

x 5 6/(i - l), if i > 2. (Note that for the cases of i = 1 and i = 2, Theorem 3.12 tells us

Figure 3.10: If C contains a dpblock in its first Si

+ 2 components, then the first 2i +2

coIumns of A must contain the above rows. To the left of each row is the nurriber of times
that row must occur in A.
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we must have x 5 3.) Therefore, if i 1 8 then we must have x = O and if i = 5, i = 6,
or i = 7 fhen x = O or x = 1. Thus, if i 2 8 then

i = 6, or i = 7 then either

is a submatrix of A, and if i = 5,

x,oor E;:J is a submatrix of A.

If i 2 5 then the matrix Y5,0
is a submatrix of I$,O, which implies that if A contains

x,othen A contains

If we run Algorithm 3.11 with

as input then the output

returned is S = 0. This implies there are no solutions to the cohmn weights of the matrix
adjacent to

and thus A cannot contain Y5,0.
Thus, if i 2 8 then C cannot contain

the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, and if i = 5, i = 6, or i = 7 then A must
contain the matrix

IZ,l.

If i = 5, i = 6, or i = 7 then the matrix Y5,iis a submatrix of I ~ J which
,
implies A
contains

If we run Algorithm 3.11 with Y5,~
as input then the output returned is

S = 0. This implies A cannot contain Ys,i.
Thus, if i = 5, i = 6, or i = 7 then C cannot

contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Thus, any (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains a dpblock, where

2 5, cannot contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BZBD. This eliminates
the 26 di-codes, where i 2 5, frorn our list Lc of inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even selforthogonal codes, leaving us with the 504 - 26 = 478 di-codes, i 5 4, and distance 8 codes
i

to check.
For the case of i

5 4, we find there exist matrices KI, in which Algorithm 3.11

does return one or more solutions. Therefore, the method we just used to eliminate the
di-codes, where i 2 5, cannot be used to eliminate the dpcodes when i 5 4.

3.1 1 The Remaining Codes
We are now left with a list L of 478 inequivdent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal
codes with the property that if a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists then there must exist a
code in L that contains the incidence matrix of such a design. Each code in the list L
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is either a d4-code, a d3-code, a &-code, a dl-code, or a distance 8 code. Ideally, we
would either like to find the incidence matrix of such a design in one of these codes, or
h d a theoretical proof that each of these classes of codes cannot contain an incidence
matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. However, thus far we have not been able to do eit her.
Therefore, we must use an dgorithmic approach to search the weight 12 words of each
code in L for the incidence matrix of such a design. This is the topic of our next chapter.

3.12

Concluding Remarks

We will now conclude this chapter with a review of the main results we have presented.
First, we developed a simple algorithrn for determining when certain matrices cannot
be submatrices in the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. The algorithrn is a
generalization of the met hods used by Hamada and Kobayashi to find the block intersection patterns of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. We used our algorithm to aid us in proving the
two main results presented in this chapter.
The first result was our alternate proof that there are only three possibilities, up to
row and column rearrangement, for the columns supported by a weight 4 word in the
incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Our proof does not depend on the results of
Greig's work (i.e. Theorem 1.I l ) , whose results required much computational time.
The second result was that any (33, k, 4) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains either an epblock, an eai-block, where i

> 2, or a di-blo~k,where i > 5, cannot

contain an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. This result allows us to eliminate
the 116 es-codes, eai-codes, where i

> 2, and di-codes, where i 2 5, from o u complete

list Lc of 594 inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes. In Appendix B,
we give tables that give the characteristics of each of the 116 codes we have theoretically

eliminated. The information the tables provide for each code C includes the class of codes
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to which C belongs (i.e. is it an q-code, an ezi-code,i 2 2, or a di-code, i 2 5), the

number of weight 4 words in C, and the size of &T(C).
We are now lefi with a list L of 478 codes with the property that a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD exists if and only if L contains a code that contains the incidence matrix of such a
design.

Chapter 4

BIBD Search: Searching The
Remaining Codes
ln this chapter, we will describe our algorithm for searching the weight 12 words of a

(33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code for the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD.
In Section 4.1, we will give sorne of the definitions and notation we will need to
describe our algorithm. In Section 4.2, we will give a general outline of our algorithm.

Our algorithm consists of five basic stages. In Sections 4.3-4.7, we will give a detailed
description of each of these five stages. In Section 4.8, we will combine the five basic stages
of our algorithm to give us our complete algorithm. In Section 4.9, we will demonstrate
the performance of our algorithm with an example.
Thuç far, we have been able to search 155 of the 478 codes we have not eliminated
theoretically. None of the codes we haved searched contained the incidence matrix of a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. In Section 4.10, we will discuss which codes we have been able to
search. Included in the codes we have searched are al1 the d4 and ds-codes (as defined
in Section 3.4). In Section 4.11, we will discuss several ideas that may help in searching
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the 323 codes we have not yet been able t o search. Finally, in Section 4.12, we will give
a brief review of the main results presented in the chapter.

4.1

Definitions and Notation

In this section, we will define some of the concepts and notation we will use throughout
this chapter.

4.1.1 Word Blocks
In Chapter 3, we used the weight 4 blocks to prove that certain classes of codes cannot
contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. We will also make use of such
structures in our algorithm for searching for an incidence matrix in a code. However,
instead of limiting ourselves to just the weight 4 blocks, we will use a more general
structure that we shall cal1 a word block.

Definition 4.1. A word block W is any set of codewords that may occur in the orthogonal
complement of a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal. code.
We will limit ourselves to word blocks W that consist only of weight 4 and/or weight

5 words. We consider any linear combination C of the words in W to be an element of W
if and only if ë has weight 4 or 5. The reason for this convention is that it allows us to
classi@ the weight 4 blocks as word blocks. We typically represent our word blocks W
with a set of linearly independent codewords in W. We refer to such a set as generators
for W .
Let W and W' be any two word blocks. We consider W and W' t o be equivalent if
there exists a permutation

~r
of

the coordinates of W such that TW = W'. If no such

permutation exists, we consider W and

W'to be inequivalent. Generators for the al1 the

inequivalent word blocks we will be working with in this chapter are given in Figure 4.1.
't
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1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 *

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 *

the d4-block

the di-block

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 *

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 *

the d3-block

the dz-block

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 *

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 *

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 *

the d2-bIock

the di-block

1 1 1 1 0 *

1 1 1 1 1 0 *

the dl-block

the fi-block
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Figure 4.1: Generators for our word blocks. The notation O* is used to represent a string
of zeros that extends each codeword to have 33 components.
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The d4, d3, da, and di-blocks are just the weight 4 blocks that we have not been able
to prove cannot occur in the point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. The dg, d;, and
df-blocks are the word blocks consisting of the ds, d2, and dl-blocks, respectively, with
a particular weight 5 word attached. The fi-block is a word block consisting of just a
weight 5 word.
We know,by Appendix A, that the orthogonal complement of any (33,16) doubly-even
self-orthogonal code must contain a t least six weight 5 words. So clearly, the orthogonal
complement of each of our remaining codes must contain a word block that is equivalent
to one of the word blocks in Figure 4.1. The reason Figure 4.1 contains word blocks other
than the fi-block is that, generally speaking, the "bigger" the word block the easier it is
to determine that a code, whose orthogonal complement contains the word block, cannot
contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. So, Figure 4.1 contains a Jist of
the convenient word blocks we will be working with in this chapter.

4.1.2 Left Word Blocks
Let W be a word block. Let S(W) denote the support of W. That is, S(W) is the set
of al1 coordinates j for which there exists at least one codeword in W that h a . a value
of 1 in coordinate j. Throughout this chapter we will use the notation n(W) to denote

IS(W I
We cal1 W a left word block if S(W) = (1,2,... ,n(W)). That is, W is a le& word
block if the non-zero coordinates in W al1 occur to the left of the zero coordinates in W.
The word blocks given in Figure 4.1 are al1 examples of left word blockç.
Let W be a left word block. Let

7r

be a permutation of the coordinates of W that

only moves the integers 1,2,.. . ,n(W). We consider

T

to be an autornorphism of W if

7rW = W. Note that since W is a set, we do not require that

W to itself.

7r

maps every codeword in
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Example 4.2. Suppose W is a d2-block:

Consider the permutations

TI

= ( 1 3) and .irz = ( 1 3)(2 4 ) . The sets xlW and rsW are:

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 *

Since nlW

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 *

# W , ni is not an automorphism of W. Since 7r2W = W, x2 is an automor-

phism of W .
We will use the notation & f T ( Wto
) denote the set of al1 automorphisrns of W . Since
for any permutations xi, na E &7(W), we have 7r17r2W = 7r1(7r2W)
= xlW = W , we
know dUT(W) is a group. Therefore, we will refer to &T(W) as the automorphism
group of W .

For a given left word block W, we will use the notation C(W)to denote the set of
al1 (33,16)doubly-even self-orthogonal codes C in which

contains W. We will use

the notation A(W) t o denote any incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBDthat may
be contained in a code in C ( W). In other words, A(W) will denote any incidence matrix
whose rows are orthogonal to every word in the left word block W.

4.1.3 Left Patterns
Since the support of W occurs in the first n(W) coordinates of W , there is a limited
number of possibilities for the first n(W) columns of any incidence matrix A(W) that is
contained in a code in C(W). We refer to these possibilities as left patterns of the left
word block W , which we formally define next.
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Definition 4.3. Let W be a left word block. A beft pattern of W is a 22 x n(W) matrix P
that may occur in the first n(W) columns of an incidence matrix A(W) . More precisely,

P is any matrix we have not been able to theoretically prove cannot occur in the first
n(W) columns of an incidence matrix A(W) contained in a code in C(W).
Exarnple 4.4. Suppose W is a da-block. Then:

are generators for W (with the trailing zero coordinates eliminated). Consider the 22 x
n(W) matrix P in Figure 4.2. We have not been able to theoretically prove there does not
exist an incidence matrix A(W) that begins with P. That is, P has d l the properties that
we know a left pattern of W must posses and that we can check without an exhaustive
search (such as our BIBD search algorithm) . For example, the rows of P intersect the first
n(W) components of each word in W in an even number of positions and the colurnns of
P al1 have weight 8. Therefore, P is a left pattern of W.
For a given code C E C(W), our basic strategy for determining whether or not C
contains an incidence matrix A(W) is as follows: First, we produce a list of left patterns

L(W,C) with the property that C contains an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD if and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with one of the left
patterns in L(W, C). For each P in L(W, C), we then search the weight 12 words of

C for an incidence matrix A(W) that begins with P. If for each P in L(W, C), we do
not find an incidence matrix, we then know C camot contain the incidence matrix of a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.

In order t o produce the list L(W,C), we first find a complete list L(W) of inequivalent
left patterns for the lefi word block W. Informally, we consider two left patterns Piand

Pz to be equivalent if we can permute the rows and colurnns of Pito obtain P2without
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altering the left word block W. If no such permutations exist, we consider Pl and Pz to
be inequivalent.
Before we can give a formal definition of equivalent and inequivalent left patterns, we
must first introduce some permutation notation that we will use throughout this chapter
to deal with the fact that any left word block W has 33 coordinates while any left pattern
of W has only n(W) columns. Given any permutation n of the integers 1,2,. .. ,n(W),
we will use the notation n33 to denote the permutation of the integers 1,2, ... ,33 that
moves the integers 1,2, . .. ,n(W)in the same fashion as T but does not move the integers

+

+

n(W) 1,n(W) 2, ... ,33. Conversely, given a permutation R of the integers 1,2,... ,33

)denote the
that only moves the integers 1,2,. .. ,n(W),we will use the notation d Wto
permutation of the integers 1,2, . .. ,n(W)that moves the integers 1,2,. . . ,n(W)in the
same fashion as n.

Example 4.5. Suppose n(W)= 10. Consider the permutations:

The permutation
7r2

rrrl

is a permutation of the integers 1,2, . .. ,33, while the permutation

is a permutation of the integers 1,2, . .. ,n(W ). The permutation

moves the integers

1,2, .. . ,n(W)in the same fashion as the permutation m. F'urthermore, n i does not move

+ 1,n(W)+ 2, ... ,33. If we are given the permutation ni, and want

the integers n(W)

to use the permutation

?rz,

then we will use the notation n:(*) to denote x2. Sirnilarly, if

we are given the permutation a2,we will use the notation

7rZ3

to denote the permutation

Tl

We are now ready to give a formal description of the concepts of equivalent and
inequivalent lefi patterns of W .
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Definition 4.6. Let W be a left word block. Let Pi and P2 be any two left patterns
of W. Then Pl and P2 are said to be equivalent if there exists a permutation .rr, of the
rows of Pl and a permutation

?rc

of the columns of Pl, where 7rZ3 E A U I ( W ) , such that

m r ~ P=
i P2. If no such permutations exist, we Say Pi and P2 are inequivalent.
Given a complete list L(W) of inequivalent left patterns of W, we can find a list of al1
left patterns that may occur in the first n ( W ) columns of an incidence matrix A(W), up
t o row rearrangement, by simply applying each permutation ?rc, where 7rZ3 E AUT(W), to
the columns of each left pattern in L(W) . However, for a given code C E C (W ),it may not
be necessary t o include every one of these left patterns in our list L(W, C ) . For example,
suppose the automorphism group of C contains a permutation
the integers 1,2, ... ,n ( W ) and
such that

T Lis

?rr

where .rrl only moves

+

+

only rnoves the integers n ( W ) 1, n ( W ) 2, . . . ,33,

also an element of dZ47(W). Then, since Tlnr is an automorphism of C ,

if C contains an incidence matrix A ( W ) then C must also contain an incidence matrix

.rrl-/r,A(W).Furthermore, if P is the left pattern in the first n(W) colu~llnsof A(W)
then the left pattern in the first n(W) columns of ?riirTA(W)is T ~ ( ~ )Thus,
P . for each
left pattern P in L(W),the code C contains an incidence matrix that begins with P if
and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with the left pattern T ; ( ~ ) P .
Therefore, if we search for an incidence matrix in C that begins with P then we do not
have t o search for an incidence matrix in C that begins with T ; ( ~ ) PT
.his leads us to
the concept of a partial left automorphism of W and C.

Definition 4.7. Let W be a left word block, let C be a code in C(W),and let nl be a
permutation in &T(W). Then

T L is

a partial left automorphism of W and C if there

exists a permutation .n, of the coordinates of C that o d y moves the integers n ( W )

+

1,n ( W ) 2, .. . ,33,such that

+

is an automorphism of C.

Example 4.8. Suppose n(W) = 10. Suppose &Z(W) contains the permutation nl =
(2 7 5) and suppose dUT(C) contains the permutation

?r

= (2 7 5 )(12 15). Then the

+

+

permutation n;. = (12 15) is a permutation that only moves the integers n(W) 1, n(W )
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is a partial left

automorphism of W and C.
We will use the notation .AU7PART-LEFT(W,
C) to denote the set of dl partial left
automorphisms of W and C. The set m?pART-LEFT(W,C)is a subgroup of dUT(W).
We will refer to AU'TpARTJEFT (W, C) as the partial left automorphism group of W and

C.

As we shall see later in this chapter, we will use &7(W), dU7PART-LEFT
(W, C) , and
our complete list L(W) of inequivalent left patterns of W, to produce our list L(W, C) of
left patterns with the property that C contains an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD if and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with a left pattern in
Cl.

4.1.4

Left and Right Words

Next we will discuss the concepts of the left and right words of a code in C(W).

Definition 4.9. Let W be a left word block. A left word of W is any binary string of
length n(W) that may occur in the first n(W) components of a codeword in a code in

C(W).In other words, a left word is a binary string of length n(W) that intersects each
of the words in W in an even number of positions.
We will use the notation LEFT(W) to denote the set of al1 left words that do not
intersect any of the weight 4 words in W in 4 positions. In other words, E131(W)is the
set of al1 binary strings that rnay occur in a row of a left pattern P of W. The reason we

do not include any of the left words that intersect a weight 4 word in W in 4 positions is
that, by Corollary 3.13, none of the rows of P c m intersect the weight 4 words of W in
4 positions.

Definition 4.10. Let W be a left word block. Let C be a code in C(W). A right word
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of W and C is any binaxy string of length 33 - n(W) that occurs in the last 33 - n(W)
components of a codeword in C.
For a given C E C(W)and 1 E LEFT(W),we will use the notation 7U!2'F17(W,
C, 1)
to denote the set of d l right words r in which Zr is a weight 12 word in C that does not
intersect any of the weight 4 words in C in 4 positions (where the notation Ir is used to
denote the concatenation of the strings 1 and r ). In other words, 7UÇ'HT(W,C, Z) is the
set of d l right words r such that Zr forms a weight 12 word that may occur in a row of an
incidence matrix A(W) of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD that is contained in C. We will refer
to 7UÇWT(W,C, 1) as the right set in C for the Ieft word 1.

4.1.Fi

Left and Right Automorphisms

The final concepts we will discuss in this section are the left and right automorphisms of
a code in C(W).

Definition 4.11. Let W be a left word block and let C be a code in C(W). A left
automorphism of W and C is an automorphism of C that only rnoves the first n(W)

coordinates of C. A right automorphism of W and C is an automorphism of C that only
moves the last 33 - n(W) coordinates of C.

Example 4.12. Suppose n(W) = 10. Suppose N I ( C ) contains the following three
permutations:

+

The permutation ni does not move any of the integers n(W) + 1,n(W) 2,. . . ,33, and
therefore is a left automorphism of W and C. The permutation

7r2

does not move any

of the integers 1,2,. . . ,n(W),and therefore, is a right automorphism of W and C. The
permutation

7r3

is neither a left automorphism nor a right automorphism of W and C.
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We will use the notation &TLEFT(W, C) to denote the set of al1 left automorphisms

C) to denote the set of al1 right
of W and C. We will use the notation dZ4TRIGH~(W,
C) are subautomorphisms of W and C. Both .AUTLEFT(W,C) and -AUTRIGHT(W,
groups of AUT(C). We will refer to AUILEFT(W,C) as the left autornorphism gmup of
C) as the right automorphism group of W and C. Note
W and C and .AUTRIGHT(W,
that .AUILEFT(W,C) is not necessarily equal to .AUTPART-LEFT(W,
C). For example,
if q E .AZAIPART-LEFT

+

(W, C) and S(q) =

integers n(W) 1,n(W)

+ 2, . . . ,33 in which

1 .~r,
is a permutation that only moves the
T~T,

AYT(C)),
then it is not necessarily

true that the identity permutation is in S(nt),and thus it is not necessarily true that nl
is a left automorphism of W and C.
This completes our look at some of the basic concepts and notation we will use
throughout th%chapter in describing our algorithm for searching for an incidence matrix
of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD in a given code.

4.2

General Outline of Algorithm

Let Lc denote our list of 478 inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that
we have not been able to eliminate theoretically (i.e. the di-codes, where i

5 4, and the

distance 8 codes). In this section, we will give a general outline of each of the basic stages
in our algorithrn for determining whether or not a given code in Lc contains the incidence
matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BTBD.
We begin by producing, for each left word block W in Figure 4.1, a complete list
L(W) of inequivalent left patterns of W. What we rnean by a "complete list" is a list
L(W) with the property that if A(W) is any incidence matrix contained in a code in
C(W) then L(W) contains a left pattern that is equivalent to the left pattern in the first
n(W) columns of A(W). How we produce such a list L(W) is the subject of Section 4.3.
Let C be a code in our list Lc. Then CL may contain many word blocks that are
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equivalent to one or more of the left word blocks in Figure 4.1. However, our BIBD search
algorithm d l only work with one of the word blocks in CL.Therefore, we will need to
select the word block in CL that our algorithm will work with. Which word block we
select is the subject of Section 4.4.
Once we have selected, for each C in Lc, the word block W' in

that we will use

in our BIBD search algorithm, we then permute the coordinates of C in such a way that
W' is permuted to the left word block W to which W' is equivalent. This leaves us with
a list L c of codes C in which

contains one of the left word blocks in Figure 4.1. We

then partition the list of codes Lc into the sets D(d4),V(ds), D(c&), V ( d a ) ,D(dz), D(dr),
V ( d i ) , and V(fi), where V ( W )is the set of codes in Lc in which W is the left word

block to which our selected word block was permuted.
For a given code C E D(W), we then determine whether or not C contains an incidence
matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. We accornplish this by first finding a list L(W,C) of
left patterns with the property that C contains the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD if and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with one of the left patterns
in L(W, C). In Section 4.5, we will show how we can produce such a list L( W, C) using
the automorphism group of W, the partial left autornorphism group of W and C, and
our complete list L(W) of inequivalent left patterns of W.
Once we have produced the list L(W, C), Our algorithm then searches the weight 12
words of C for an incidence matrix A(W) that begins with the left pattern P, for each left
pattern P in L(W, C). If for each P in L( W, C) we find C does not contain an incidence
matrix that begins with P, we then know C does not contain the incidence matrix of a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
For a given left pattern P in L(W, C), we use a backtrack algorithm to search the
weight 12 words of C for an incidence matrix that begins with P. We begin the search
with a 22 x 33 matrix A whose first n(W) columns contain P. We then use our backtrack
algorithm to fil1 in, row by row, the la& 33 - n ( W ) columns of A, using the fact that if 2
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is the left word in the first n(W)columns of row i of A then the only choices for the right
word in the last 33-n(W) co1il;mns of row i of A are the right words r in Z G N T ( W , C,1)
in which Zr intersects each of the fkst i - 1 rows of A in 4 positions. The algorithm runs
until either an incidence matrix is found or we have exhausted al1 possibilities for the
rows of A. In order to reduce the number of possibilities the algorithm needs to try, our
backtrack algorithm also includes pruning of the setuch space. In Section 4.6, we will
discuss the details of our backtrack search algorithm including the methods we use to
prune the search space.
Since the last 33 - n(W) columm of A are filIed row by row, the way in which the
rows in the Ieft pattern P are ordered can greatly affect the running time of our backtrack
search. Therefore, before we begin our search, we sort the rows of P in an attempt to
minimize the running time of our algorithm. In Section 4.7, we will discuss how we sort
the rows of our left patterns. Finally, in Section 4.8, we will put al1 the pieces of our

BIBD search algorithm t ogether.
This completes our brief look at the main stages in our algorithm for determining
whether or not a code in Lc contains the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. In
the sections to follow, we will discuss in detail how we accomplish each of the stages of
our algorithm.

4.3

The Left Pattern Algorithm

In this section, we will describe our aigorithm for producing a complete list L(W) of
inequivalent left patterns for a given left word block W. We will refer to this algorithm
as our Left Pattern Algorithm.

Let us begin with a brief review of our Ieft pattern terrninology. Let W be a left word
block. Recall that a left pattern of W is any 22 x n(W)rnatrix P that we have not been
able t o theoretically prove cannot occur in the first n(W) columns of an incidence matrix
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A(W). The set E F T ( W )consists of al1 the left words of W that may be a row in a left
pattern of W . We consider two left patterns Pl and P2 to be equivalent if there exists
a permutation

7rT

of the rows of Pl and a permutation xc of the columns of Pl, where

TF is an automorphism of W, such that T~F~?T,&
= Pz.If no such permutations exist, we
consider Pl and Pz to be inequivalent.
In this section only, we will use the term left pattern to refer to any 22 x n(W)matrix

P whose rows are elements of L&FT(W).If we cannot theoretically determine whether
or not there exists an incidence matrix A(W) that begins with P, we will refer to P as
a valid left pattern, otherwise, we will refer t o P as an invalid left pattern. Of course, if

Pl and Pz are equivalent left patterns then Pl is a valid left pattern if and only if Ps is
a valid left pattern.
We will build up our Left Pattern Algorithm in three phases. In the first phase, we
will describe the algorithm we use to enumerate a list of left patterns (both valid and
invalid). In the second phase, we will discuss how we c m alter the algorithm to enumerate
a list of inequivalent left patterns. Finally, in the third phase, we wiIl discuss how we can
alter the algorithm to enurnerate a list of inequivalent valid left patterns.

4.3.1

Enumerating the Left Patterns of W

We enumerate the left patterns simply by recursively filling in each left pattern, row by
row, with left words from the set E F T ( W ) . A formal description of our algorithm is
given in Algorithm 4.13. The algorithm is recursive and is begun with the cal1 Enumer-

ateLeftPats(&, L), where L is initially empty.

Algorithm 4.13. EnumerateLeftPats(Pi-1, L):
Input: The (i - 1) x n(W) matrix Pi-l. The rows of Pi,l

L&FT(W).
Output: The list L of al1 left patterns of W.

are elements of the set
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begin
i f i - 1 = 2 2 then
Insert Pi-i into L.

else
for each left word 1 in LEFT(W) do
Append 1 to the end of Pi-i, producing the i x n(W ) matrix Pi.
Cal1 EnumerateLeftPats (Pi,L) .

end for

end
Throughout this section, we will use the term partial Eefl pattern of W to refer to
the i x n(W) matrices Pi produced at the ith level of the recursion in Algorithm 4.13.

In other words, a partial left pattern is an i x n(W) matrix whose rows are elements of

EF?(W).
Let us now consider how we can alter Algorithm 4.13 t o only enurnerate a list of

inequivalent left patterns of W. Basically, our method for producing only inequivalent
left patterns is to define a canonical form for our left patterns. We will define Our canonical form in such a way that it will allow us to determine when a partial left pattern Pi
produced by Algorithrn 4.13 cannot be completed to a left pattern that is in our canonical form. We will refer to the left patterns that are in our canonical form as minimal

increasing left patterns, which we will define in the next subsection.
4.3.2

Minimal Increasing Left Patterns

Since we are enumerating our left patterns row by row, we will first define a unique
ordering for the rows of the left patterns that are in our canonical form.

Definition 4.14. Let P be a left pattern of W . Then P is an increasing left pattern
if its rows are in increasing order. Recall, from Section 1.1.6, that the rows of a binary
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matrix are considered to be in increasing order if, when considered as binary integers, the
integer d u e of row i of P is less than or equal to the integer value of row i + 1 of P.
Since we can sort the rows of any left pattern into increasing order, any left pattern
is equivalent to an increasing left pattern. However, two increasing left patterns are
not necessarily inequivalent. The reason for this is that if we apply a permutation n,,
where

7rg3

E AUT(W),to the columns of an increasing left pattern P, and then apply a

permutation n, that sorts the rows of .rr,P into increasing order, then the resulting left
pattern ?r,n,P is an increasing lefi pattern that is equivalent to P, but not necessarily
equal to P. Therefore, in order to distinguish a unique left pattern in the set of al1
increasing left patterns that are equivalent, we will define a cornparison relation between
two increasing left patterns:

Definition 4.15. Let Pl and Pz be any two distinct increasing left patterns of W. Suppose the first row in which Pl and P2 differ is row i. We Say Pl is less than P2 if the
integer value of row i of Pi is less than the integer value of row i of P2.Otherwise, we
Say

Plis greater than P2.
This leads us to our canonical form for our left patterns:

Definition 4.16. Let P be a left pattern of W. We Say P is a minimal increasing left
pattern if P is an increasing left pattern and if P is less than or equal to any increasing
left pattern that is equivalent to P.

4.3.3

Enumerating the Minimal Increasing Left Patterns

We are now ready to describe our algorithm for enumerating a list of inequivalent left
patterns of W. More specifically, we are ready to make the changes to Algorithm 4.13
that will result in the algorithm enurnerating only the minimal increasing left patterns of

W.
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There are two basic changes that we will make to Algorithm 4.13. First, we will only
adjoin to the end of the input partial left pattern Pi-i, the left words in L&FT(W)
that are greater than or equal to the la& row of Pi-i. This results in the algorithm
enumerating the increasing left patterns only. The second change we will make is to
determine, for each partial left pattern Piproduced by the algorithm, if it is not possible
to complete Pi to a minimal increasing left pattern. We accomplish this by producing
each of the partial left patterns ?rr?rcPi,where

7rz3

E &47(W)

and

TT is

a permutation

that sorts the rows of rcPi in increasing order. If we find a T,T,P~that is less than Pi,
we then know Picannot be completed to a minimal increasing left pattern.

In Algorithm 4.17, we give a forma1 description of our algorithm for determining
whether or not a partial left pattern (whose rows are in increasing order) cannot be
completed t o a minimal increasing left pattern. The algorithm is implemented as a
Boolean function. It returns a value of false if we can determine that the input partial
left pattern cannot be completed to a minimal increasing left pattern. Of course, if i = 22
then the algorithm returns twe if and only if the input left pattern is a minimal increasing
left pattern.
Algorithm 4.17. boolean MinIncPartialLefEPattern(Pi):
Input: the partial left pattern Pi. The rows of Pi mu& be in increasing order.
Output: returns a value of false if Pi cannot be completed to a minimal increasing
left pattern, otherwise a value of t n t e is returned.
begin

Let min-put = true.
for each n E A U I ( W ) do
Let

?r, = T " ( ~ ) .

Let

.~r,
be

any permutation that sorts the rows of xcPi
in increasing order.

if %rcPi is less than Pi t h e n
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Set min-pat = false.
Break from the for loop.

end if

end for
Ret urn min-put .

end

A formal description of our algorithm for enumerating a list of minimal increasing left
patterns is given in Algorithm 4.18. The algorithm is recursive and is begun with the cal1

EnumerateMinIncLeftPatterns(Po,
L), where L is initially empty.
Algorithm 4.18. EnumerateMinIncLeftPatterns(Pi-1,
L):
Input: the partial left pattern Pi-i. The rows of Pi-l are in increasing order. Pi-1
also has the property that it is less than or equal to each of the partial left patterns
?r,~,&-~,

where

7rZ3

E AUT(W) and rr, is a permutation that sorts the rows of

7rcPi,l in increasing order.
Output: a cornplete list L of minimal increasing leR patterns. In other words, a
list L with the property that for any lefi pattern P of W, there exists one and only
one left pattern in L that is equivalent to P.
begin
if i - 1 = 22 t h e n
Insert Pi-i into L.

else
for each left word 1 in ISEFT(W) d o
if i - 1= O or 1 is greater than or equal to row i - 1 of Pi-l then
Append 1 to the end of Pimi, producing the partial left pattern Pi.
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if Mz'nIncPartialLeftPattern(Pi)
t hen
Cal1 EnumerateMinIncLeftPatterns (Pi, L) .

end if

end for
end else

end

We now have our algorithm for enumerating a list L of minimal increasing left patterns
of W. Of course, not al1 of the left patterns produced by the algorithm can occur in the
first n(W) columns of an incidence matrix A(W) for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. How we
eliminate such left patterns is the subject of our next subsection.

4.3.4

Eliminating the Invalid Left Patterns

We will now discuss how we determine when a left pattern produced by Algorithm 4.18
is an invalid left pattern. More specifically, we will discuss several ways in which we
can determine when a partial left pattern Pi produced by the algorithm can only be
completed t o left patterns that we know cannot occur in the first n( W) colurnns of an

We will refer to such a partial left
incidence matrix A(W) for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
pattern as an invalid partial left pattern and the converse as a ualz'd partial left pattern.
In determining whether or not a partial left pattern is an invalid left pattern, we will

make use of the following properties that m y (valid) left pattern P, that occurs in the
first n(W)columns of an incidence matrix A(W), must posses:
Since every pair of rows in A(W) intersect in 4 positions, every pair of rows in P
must intersect in at rnost 4 positions.
a

Since the columns of A al1 have weight 8, the colurnns of P al1 have weight 8.
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By Theorem 1.9, each pair of columns in A, and thus, each pair of columns in P,
must intersect in either 1, 2, 3, or 4 positions.

0

By Theorem 3.12, for each weight 4 word 5 in the left word block W, there are
exactly 3 different possibilities, up to row and column rearrangernent, for the four
columns in P that are supported by 5.

By Theorem 3.14, for each weight 5 word 20 in W, there are exactly 7 different
possibilities, up to row and column rearrangement, for the five columns in P that
are supported by 23.
Finally, if M is a x x n(W)matrix whose rows are taken from P, then there must
exist a x x 33 matrix N, whose first n(W) columns are M, such that the rows of N
have weight 12 and intersect in 4 positions.
We will now discuss how we can use each of these properties to determine whether or not

a given Piis an invalid partial left pattern. More specifically, for each property we will
discuss how we c m determine when a partial left pattern Picannot be completed to a
left pattern P that has the given property. At the conclusion of each discussion, we will
give a function name that we wil later use in our formal description of our algorithm
for determining whether or not a given Pi is invalid. Each function will be a Boolean
function that returns a value of false if it c m determine that Picannot be completed to
a lefi pattern with the given property.

In our discussions, we will use the notation R(i) to denote the set of al1 left words
in L&FT(W)that are greater than or equal to the last row in the partial left pattern

Pi (i.e. R(i) is the set of d l left words that the algorithm will use to complete Pito an
increasing left pattern). We will also assume that the input partial left pattern Pi-i is
valid, and thus, we only need to consider the effect that the ith row of each Piproduced
has in determining whether or not Piis a valid partial left pattern.
Let us first consider the number of positions in which row i of Piintersects each of its
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first i - 1 rows. Since every pair of rows in a left pattern P intersect in at most 4 positions,
row i of Pi must intersect each of its first i - 1 rows in at rnost 4 positions. Therefore,
if row i of Pi intersects one of the first i - 1 rows in Pi in more than 4 positions then Pi
is an invalid left pattern. We will use the Boolean function ValidRowIntersections(Pi)to
determine whether or not row i of Pi intersects each of the first i

- 1 rows of Pi

in at

most 4 positions.
Let us now consider the weights of the columns of Pi.Since every column in a left
pattern P has weight 8 , we mu& be able t o complete Pi to a left pattern whose columns
al1 have weight 8. Therefore, the columns of Pi must have weight 5 8. F'urthermore, if
column c of Pi has weight w then in order t o complete Pi to a left pattern with weight
8 in column c, we must have 22 - i

> 8 - W. We can also use the set of left words

R(i)to check whether or not Pi can be completed to a left pattern whose colurnns al1
have weight 8. For exarnple, if column c of Pi has weight

< 8 then there must exist at

l e s t one left word in R ( i ) that has a value of 1 in colurnn c. We will use the Boolean
function ValidColumnWeights(Pi,R ( i ) ) to check whether or not Pi can be completed to
a left pattern whose columns al1 have weight 8.

Next, let us consider the nurnber of positions in which each pair of columns in Pi
intersect. Since each pair of columns in P intersect in either 1, 2, 3, or 4 positions, each
pair of columns in Pi must intersect in

< 4 positions.

As with the colurnn weights, we

can also use the set of rows R ( i ) to check whether or not it is possible to complete Pi
to a left pattern whose columns intersect in the required range. For exarnple, if columns
ci and

c2

of Pi intersect in O positions, then since the columns of any left pattern must

intersect in at least 1 position, R(i)must contain a left word that has a value of 1in both
columns ci and cz. We will use the Boolean function ValidColumnIntersections(Pi,R ( i ) )
to check whether or not Pi can be completed t o a left pattern whose colurnns intersect in
the required range.
Let us next consider how we can use the weight 4 words in the left word block W to
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C

check whether or not Pi can be completed t o a valid left pattern. Let 20 be any weight

4 word in W. Let Ti denote the i x 4 matrix that consists of the 4 columns in Pi that
are supported by G. Let P be any left pattern whose first i rows are Pi.Finally, let T
denote the 22 x 4 matrix that consists of the 4 columns in P that are supported by 5.
By Theorem 3.f 2, we know T contains exactly 6 weight O rows. Theorern 3.12 also tells

us the number of times each of the different weight 2 rows c m occur in T. Let r l , r2, and
r3

denote the three weight 2 binary strings of length 4 that have a value of O in the first

position. Let xi denote the number of times ri occurs as a row in T. By Theorem 3.12,

{xi,xs, 23) mu& be one of the three sets (4,3, l), {4,2,2), {3,3,2). Let 6 denote the
binary string that is the complement of ri. Let Ti denote the number of times Ti occurs
as a row in T. By Theorem 3.12, we must have Zi = xi. We can use each of these facts

about the matrix T to eliminate some of the partial left patterns Pi we produce. For
example, if the binary strings ri and

7-2

both occur in Tt four times then Ti cannot be

completed to a matrix T in which {xi,$2, x3) is one of {4,3,1), {4,2,2), (3,3,2), and
thus Pi cannot be completed to a valid left pattern. We will use the Boolean function

Valz'dWeightFourSupports(Pi) to determine whether or not the partial left pattern Pi
can be completed t o a left pattern P in which every set of four colurnns in P that are
supported by a weight 4 word in W are valid.
Similarly, for each weight 5 word zU in W, we can use the fact that, by Theorem 3.14,
there are 7 different possibilities for the columns of the left pattern that are supported by

20 to eliminate some of the partial left patterns Pi we produce. We will use the Boolean
function ValidWeightFiveSupports(Pi)t o determine whether or not Pican be completed
to a left pattern P in which every set of five columns in P that are supported by a weight
5 word in W are valid.

Finally, for each partial left patterns Pi, we veri@ that each z x n(W)matrix M is
"valid," where the rows of M are any combination of z rows in Pi that include row i of Pi.
What we mean by M being valid is that if N is a z x 33 matrix whose first n(W)columns
are M, then M is valid if we can "fil1 in" the remaining 33 - n(W) columns of N to
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produce a set of rows that may occur in an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD
(i.e. an N whose rows have weight 12 and intersect in 4 positions). Testing has shown that
this check is practical for z 5 5. We will use the Boolean function ValidRowCornbs(Pi)
to determine whether or not each combination of five or fewer rows in Pi, that includes
row i, is valid.
This concludes our discussion of how we determine whether or not a partial left pattern

Pi produced by our algorithm can be completed to a valid left pattern. We summarize
each of the points made in our discussion with Algorithm 4.19.

Algorithm 4.19. boolean Valz'dPartialLeftPattern(Pi,
R(i)):
Input: the partial left pattern Pi and the set R(i) of left words in CE37(W) that
are greater than or equd to row i of Pi.

Output: returns false if Pi is an invalid partial left pattern (i.e. if Pican only be
completed to left patterns that we know cannot occw in the first n(W) columns of
an incidence matrix A(W) for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD), otherwise true is returned.

begin
valid = ValzdRowIntersections(Pi)and
ValidColumn Weights (Pi, R(i)) and

ValidColumnIntersections(Pi,
R(i)) and
Valid W e i g h t F ~ ~ r S p ( and
P~)
Valid WeightFiueSupports(Pi) and
ValidRowCombs(Pi).
Return valid.

end
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A Formal Description of Our Left Pattern Algorithm

4.3.5

We are now ready for a formal description of our Left Pattern Algorithm. The algorithm
is recursive and is begun with the cal1 EnumerateLeftPatterns(Po,CEFT(W),L(W)),
where L(W) is initially empty.

0

Input: the valid partial left pattern Pz-land the set R(i - 1) of a11 left words in

U F T ( W )that are greater than or equal to row i - 1 of Pi-l.
Output: the list L(W) of minimal increasing valid left patterns.

begin
i f i - 1 = 2 2 then
h e r t Pi-iinto L(W).

else
for each left word 1 in R(i - 1) do
Append 2 to the end of Pi-l,
producing the partial left pattern Pi.
Find R(i), the set of al1 leff words in R(i - 1)that are greater than or
equal to the lei3 word 1.

if ValidPartialLeftPattern(Pi,
R(i)) and MinIncPartialLeftPattem(Pi)then
Cal1 EnumerateLeftPattents(Pi,R(i), L ( W ) ).

end if
end for
end else

end

We have run our Left Pattern Algorithm (with optimizations) on each of the left
word blocks given in Figure 4.1. We have also run our Left Pattern Algorithm on the
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two left word blocks, the dS* and dT*-blocks, given in Figure 4.3. The resdts are given
in Table 4.1. For each left word block W, Table 4.1 gives 1L(W)1, the number of left
patterns in the complete list L(W) of inequivalent left patterns of W produced by Our
program. The table also gives the running time of our program for each Ieft word block
W. The program was run on a Solaris 2.5.

As Table 4.1 demonstrates, for each of the d4, d3, dg, dz, da, dl, and fi-blocks, the
number of left patterns produced by the algorithm was relatively small. Fùrthermore,
as expected, the number of left patterns produced for the dl and fi-blocks agree with

Theorems 3.12 and 3.14,respectively. On the other hand, the number of lefi patterns
produced by the algorithm for each of the dz*, dr and d;*-blocks was relatively large. For
the cases of the da* and dr-blocks, this was due to the fa& that for each choice for the
first n(W) - 3 colurnns of a left pattern, there are a relatively large number of choices for
the last three columns of the left pattern (i.e. the colurnns that are supported by a weight
5 word, but not a weight 4 word). For the di*-block, the reason for the larger number of
left patterns is the fact that the weight 4 words in the block do not intersect .
We will not consider the dg*-block in our BIBD search algorithm since any code that
contains a dS*-block must also contain a dz-block (i.e. the dS*-block with the weight 5
word removed) and testing has shown us that, due to the large number of left patterns
associated with the dS*-block, the algorithm runs faster if it uses the dz-block instead of
the dS*-block. Though more testing is required for the dl, df, and df*-blocks, we have
found that our BIBD search algorithm works best with the dT-block, followed by the
dl-block, and lastly the d:*-block. Since any code that contains a di*-block must also
contain a di-block, we will not consider the dlf*-block in our algorithm. However, since
any code that contains a di-block does not necessarily contain a df-block, we will consider
both the dl and di-blocks in our algorithm.
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1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 *

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 *

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 *

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 *

the dr-block

the dT*-block
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Figure 4.3: The da* and d;*-blocks.

running t ime
8.6 min
12.1 min
35.8 sec
8.8 min
5.6 min
39.8 hrs
1.4 min
4.3 hrs
162.0 hrs
7.8 min
Table 4.1: Results of o u Left Pattern Algorithm for each of the left word blocks W given
in Figures 4.1 and 4.3.
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Selecting a Word Block

Let Lc denote our list of 478 inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes
that we have not eliminated theoretically. Let C be a code in Lc. Then

cJ-may contain

many word blocks that are equivalent to one or more of the left word blocks in Figure 4.1.
However, our dgorithrn for searching for an incidence matrix in C will only use one of
the word blocks in
block in

cl. Therefore, before we begin our semch, we must select the word

that our search algorithm will work with. In this section, we will discuss

which word block in'C we select.
The choice of the word block can have a great effect on the running time of our

BIBD search algorithm. Therefore, we will attempt to select the word block in CL that
minimizes the running time of our BIBD search algorithm.
The main criteria we will consider in selecting our word block is the type of the word
block. We consider two word blocks to be of the same type if they are equivalent. In order
to quantify this concept, for a given word block W, we will use the notation iryPE(W)
to denote the type of W. The value we assign to T y P E ( W ) is the name of the left word
block in Figure 4.1 t o which W is equivalent. For exarnple, if W is equivalent to the
d4-block then TyP&(W) = d4.
The type of word block we select c m have a great effect on the performance of our

BIBD search algorithm. For example, if

contains the word blocks W' and W",where

TyPE(W') = d4 and TyPE(W") = dl, then our BIBD search algorithm will run much
faster if we select

W' instead of W".

There are two factors to consider in determining which type of word block we should
select. The first factor is that for a given left word block W and code C in C(W),our

BIBD search algorithm will search for an incidence matrix in C that begins with the left
pattern P, for each P in L(W, C). (Recall that L(W,C) is our list of left patterns of

W with the property that C contains an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD if
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and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with one of the left patterns in

L(W,C) .) As we shall see in the next section, the number of left patterns in L(W, C)
is largely determined by the left word block W (and to a lesser extent, the partial left
automorphism group of W and C). The second factor we must consider is that the
number of distinct left words of W is not the same for the different left word blocks W.
The relevance of this factor is that, generally speaking, the larger the number of left
words of W there are, the faster our search algorithm will be for a given left pattern P
in L(W,C). The reason for this is that , generally speaking, the larger the number of left
words 1 we have, the smaller the sets of right words WÇ7iT(W,C,Z) will be, which in
turn reduces the number of choices we have for the last 33 - n(W) columns of the rows
of an incidence matrix that begins with P.
Ideally, we would like the type of word block we select to result in L(W, C) containing
the srnaIlest number of left patterns. We would also ideally like the type of word block
we select t o have the largest number of left words associated with it. However, typically,
the larger the number of left words, the larger the number of left patterns in L(W,C).
Therefore, in determining which type of word block to select, a balance must be struck
between these two factors.
Through testing, keeping the above two factors in mind, we have established a precedence relationship among the different types of word blocks, with the word blocks with
higher precedence being the ones that result in our BIBD search algorithm generally
running faster. From highest to lowest, this precedence relationship is:

In deciding which word block in

to select, we first find al1 the different types of word

blocks that CL contains. The word block we select will have the highest precedence
among al1 the different types of word blocks in

cl.

Let T denote the type of the highest precedenced word block in

c ~Then
. CImay

contain more than one word block Wt in which 7YPE(Wt) = 2'. Therefore, once we have
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determined T, we then select one word block from the set of al1 word blocks W' in CL
in which TJP&(W1) = T. Simply put, the word block we select is the one that results
in the largest set of right words RZçC%I(W, C, 1 ) having the least number of words in it.

(If

cL contains more than one such word block, we select the first one we encounter.)

Whether or not this is the best one to select is a matter of further research. However, for
the codes on which we have run our algorithm thus far, we have found that if

does

contain more than one type T word block, then the algorithm runs relatively quickly, and
therefore, which of the type T word blocks we select is of little consequence.
Once we have selected the word block W' in CL that we will use with our BIBD
search algorifhm, we must then permute the coordinates of C in such a way that W' is
permuted to the left word block W in Figure 4.1 to which W' is equident. This leaves us
with a code that is an element of the set of codes C(W). Of course, we must also adjust
the automorphism group of C t o reflect the fact that we have permuted the coordinates
of C.
Once we have selected the word block W' for each code C in Lc (and appropriately
permuted the coordinates of C and M I ( C ) ) , we are left with a list of codes that can
be partitioned into the sets V(d4), V(di), V(dS), V(d3), V(d2), V(d;t), V(di), and V(fi),
where V ( W )is the set of codes in which the selected word block W' was permuted to
the left word block W. Each set D ( W ) consists of al1 the codes D in which W is the
left word block in DI our BIBD search algorithm will use in its search for an incidence
matrix in D.
In Algorithm 4.21,we give a formal description of our algorithm for both selecting the
word block in each code in Lc our BIBD search algorithm will use, and producing the
sets of codes V ( W ) ,for each lei3 word block W in Figure 4.1. Note that in our algorithm
the elements in the list Lc and the sets V(W) are in fact pairs (C,AUT(C)), where C
is a code and AUI(C) is the automorphism group of C. (Of course, C is in fact stored
with a generator matrix, while M T ( C )is stored with a set of generating permutations.)
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Algorithm 4.2 1. Producesets OfCodesToSearch:
Input: o u . list Lc of pairs (C,M T ( C ) ) ,where C is a (33,161 doubly-even selforthogonal code and dUT(C)is the automorphism group of C. The list Lc contains
one and only one pair for each of the 478 inequivalent (33,16)doubly-even selforthogonal codes C that we have not eliminated theoretically.
Output: for each of our left word blocks W, the set V ( W )of pairs ( D ,d U T ( D ) ) ,
where the code D has the property that DI contains W. Ofcourse, the codes in the
union of the sets D ( W ) give us a complete list of inequivalent (33,16)doubly-even
self-orthogonal codes that we have not eliminated t heoretically.

begin
for each left word block W in Figure 4.1 do
Set V ( W )= 0.
for each pair (C,dUT(C))in Lc do

Find T, the type of the largest precedenced word block in CL.
Select from the set of all type T word blocks in cL,the word block W' that we
will use in our BIBD search algorithm.
Let r be a permutation of the coordinates of C that permutes W' t o the left
word block W in Figure 4.1 to which W' is equident.
Apply

~r
to

C, producing the code D.

Apply r to dUT(C),
producing AUT(D).
Insert ( D ,&T(D)) into V ( W ) .

end for
end

Note that, for a given code C in D ( W ) , even though we will use the left word block
W to search for an incidence matrix in C, we will still classify C based on the weight 4
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number of codes
in D(W)
from each class

class of codes

1

fi

1

distance 8

120

1

11

1

Table 4.2: The nurnber of codes, from a given class, in each set D ( W ) , for each left word
block W.
blocks it contains (as discussed in Section 3.4). For example, if the largest precedenced
weight 4 block in C is a d3-block, but W is a dz-block (which has higher precedence than
the d3-block), then we will still refer to C as a d3-code. With this convention, the set
of codes V(W) may contain more than one class of codes, and, there may be more than
one set of codes V(W) that contains codes from a given clstss. In Table 4.2, for each left
word block W, we give the nurnber of codes in D ( W ) that are from each of the different
classes of codes. For example, for the set V(dZ), Table 4.2 gives the number of codes in
D ( d l ) that are d3-codes and the nurnber of codes in V ( d 5 ) that are d2-codes.

We will now conclude this section by briefly discussing what we can learn about the
point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD even if we are not successful in searching for an
incidence matrix in every code in each of the sets V(W).
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We can prove that any (33, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains a dablock cannot contain an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD by simply searching
al1 the codes in D(d4). That is, if for each of the d4-codes in V(d4) our BIBD search
algorithm does not find an incidence matrix, then since we have eliminated al1other codes
e ~ , i 1 2, and the dpcodes,
that may conta h a d4-block (i.e. the e3-codes, the e 2 i - ~ ~ dwhere
where i

2 5 ) , we know any (33,16)-code, and thus any (33, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal

code that contains a d4-block, cannot contain an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD. This, of course; implies that the point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD cannot
contain a d4-block. Similarly, we c m prove that the point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD
cannot contain a d3-block by simply searching al1 of the d3-codes (and the d4-codes) in
the sets V(W).

4.5

Left Patterns and the Code

In the la& two sections, we described the work we perform before we begin searching
for an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD in a given code C. In the next three
sections, we will describe our algorithm that, for a given left word block W and code
C E D(W), searches the weight 12 words of C for an incidence matrix A(W) for a

(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Recall that for a given left word block W and code C E D(W), Our search algorithm
works by h s t producing a list of left patterns L(W,C), and then, for each P in L(W, C),
searches C for an incidence matrix A(W) that begins with the left pattern P. In this
section, we will determine which left patterns we need to include in the list L(W, C).
Tbat is, we will have a look at how we c m produce a list L(W, C) of left patterns of W,
with the property that C contains an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD if and
only if C contains an incidence matrix A(W) that begins with one of the left patterns in
L(W, Cl*
Let L(W) denote our complete list of inequivalent left patterns that we produced by
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running Algorithm 4.20 on the left word block W. We will begin by showing that we
cannot simply use L(W) for our list L(W, C). Suppose the code C contains an incidence
matrix A for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Let P be the left pattern in the first n(W)columns
of A. Then L(W) must contain a left pattern P' that is equivalent to P. That is, there
mu& exist a Pt in L(W) and a permutation ri E &T(W) such that I ~ ; ( ~and
) P P' are
the same, up to row rearrangement. However, the existence of an incidence matrix A in
C that begins with P does not necessarily impIy the existence of an incidence matrix in C
that begins with the left pattern T : ( ~ ) P That
.
is, there may not exist an automorphisrn
?r

of C in which the le& pattern in the first n(W) columns of T A is equal to ? ~ Y ( ~ ) P .

In other words,

TLmay

not necessarily be an element of NTPARTJEFT
(W, C)- (&cal1

that dZ47PART-LEFT(W7
C) is the subset of permutations q E AUT(W) for which there
exists a permutation .rr, that does not move the fkst n(W) coordinates of C, such that
is an automorphism of C.)

Example 4.22. Suppose W is a d3-block:
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 *
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 *
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 *
Then ri = (7 8) is an element of & T ( d j ) .
V ( d 3 )in which (7 8)

However, we have found there exist codes C in

4 -AU7PART-LEFT(da,C). Furthermore, there exist left patterns P

in which P and (7 8 ) P are not the same, up to row rearrangement. For example, the left
patterns P and (7 8)P in Figure 4.4 are not the same, up to row rearrangement. Therefore,
the existence of an incidence rnatrix in C that begins with P does not necessarily imply
the existence of an incidence matrix in C that begins with (7 8)P.
Therefore, for each left pattern P in L(W),it is not sufiicient to simply look for an
incidence matrix that begins with the left pattern P.
Conversely, if for a given le& pattern P in L(W), we look for an incidence matrix
that begins with the left pattern

Pr,for each P is the set { X " ( ~ ) P 1 T E AUI(W)} of
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Figure 4.4: Two left patterns of the d3-block that are equivalent but not equal, up to row
remrangement.
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al1 left patterns that are equivalent to P, then our algorithm rnay wind up performing
a lot of unnecessary work. That is, there may exist equivalent left patterns, P and P',
with the property that C contains an incidence matrix that begins with P if and only if
C contains an incidence matrix that begins with P'.

In conclusion, for a given left pattern P in L(W), it is inefficient to include every left
pattern that is equivalent to P in our list L(W, C), and insufiicient to onIy include P in
L(W, C) . So, for a given P in L(W) , let us now determine which of the left patterns that
are equivalent to P we need to include in our list L(W, C).
Since the existence in C of an incidence matrix that begins with a left pattern P
irnplies the existence of an incidence matrix in C that begins with rrP, where .rr, is any
permutation of the rows in P, we will only consider left patterns that are increasing left
patterns (as defined on page 104). For a given left pattern P in L(W), we will use the
notation Sm(W, P) to denote the set of al1 increasing left patterns that are equivalent

,E &T(W) and 7rr is any row permutation
P) = { n + & W ) ~1 ~r
to P. That is, SINC(W,
that sorts the rows of & W ) ~
in increasing order ).
In order to determine which left patterns in SINc(W, P) we need to include in L(W, C),
let us first write the group of permutations AUT(W) in terms of the partial left automorphism group of W and C. Let G = &7(W) and let H = -AUTPARTJEFT(W,C).

By our definition of partial left automorphism in Section 4.1.3, we know H is a subgroup
of G. Therefore, we can write G as the union of m = IGI/IH( right cosets of H :

where

ri E

G and H7ri f i H r j = 0,for i # j . We will refer to the set of permutations

(ri,q ,.. . ,rm)as a set of coset leaders for the left word block W and code C. We will

use the notation COSET(W,C) to denote any set of coset leaders for W and C.

For a given left pattern P and permutation r E &?(W), we will use the notation
SPARTLEFT(wC,Pia) to denote the set of al1 left patterns

T,T:(~)P,

where

T, E

HT
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increasing order. Using

this notation, we can now rewrite our complete set SINC(W,C) of left patterns that are
equivalent to P, up to row rearrangement, as follows:

where {ni, .lrz, . . . ,T

~=
) COSEI(W, C).

We will now show that we only need to include, in our list L(W, C), one left pattern

from each set SPARTJEFT
(W, C, P, T) ,where n E COSEI(W, C). Towards this goal, we
first require the following lemma:

Lemma 4.23. Let P be any Eeft pattern of W and let ni be a partial left automorphism
of W and C. Then C contains an incidence rnatrix that begins with the left pattern P if
and on13 if C m t a i n s an incidence natrix that begins with the lefi pattern

C(~)P.

Proof. By our definition of partial left automorphism, since q is a partial left automor-

phism of W and C, we know there exists a permutation nT, that does not move the first

n(W) coordinates of C, such that nln;. is an automorphism of C. Since qn;. is an automorphism of C,we know C contains an incidence matrix A if and only if C contains an
incidence matrix nlnTA. Thus, since

?r,

does not move the first n(W) coordinates of C ,

C contains an incidence matrix that begins with P if and only if C contains an incidence
matrix that begins with I ~ ; ( ~ ) P .

O

We are now ready t o show that we only need to include in L(W, C), one left pattern
C, P, T ) , where n E COSET(W, C).
from each set SPARTJIEFT(W,

Theorem 4.24. Let

7r

E

M T ( W ) and let Pi,Pz E SPART-LEFT(W,
C, Pi T). Then C

contains an incidence rnatrix that begins urith Pl i f and only i f C contains a n incidence
mat*

that begins with Pz.
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Proof. Let H = . A U T ~ A R T _ L
(W,
~ TC) By our definition of SPART-LEFT
(W,C, P, n) ,
since Pl E SPARTLEFT(W,C, P, n) we know there exists a permutation .rr,, E H n and a
row permutation nT, such that Pl = ?r,&w)~. Similarly, there exists a permutation
n,

E H a and a row permutations

~
r
,

such that P2 = r r , , n ~ ( W ) Since
~.
nc, ,7rc2 E

H n , we know G, = r l n and nC2= n2n for some permutations n l , ~ 2E H.- Consider
the permutation nt = 7r2nc1. Since H is a group, we know d E H. Therefore, by
Lemma 4.23, we know C contains an incidence matrix that begins with the left pattern

T C ~ ( ~ ) Pif and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with the left pattern
=) ( T ' T ~ ~ ) ~ ( Since
~ ) P .n
(n')n(w)(n~.w'~

n,,

' =~( 7 ~ n r~l(?rln)
)
= 7r2(a~'n1)7r= 7 r z ~=

this implies C contains an incidence matrix that begins with

?r,:(w)~
if and only if

C contains an incidence matrix that begins with nZW)p. Since Pi and P2 are equal to
T $ ~ ) P and

?;RW)p,
respectively, up to row rearrangement, this implies C contains an

incidence matrix that begins with Pl if and only if C contains an incidence matrix that
begins with P2.

Cl

Let us now surnmarize what we have just found. Let P be a left pattern in L(W).
Then the set:

contains, up to row rearrangement, every left pattern that is equivalent to P. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.24, for a given n in COSET(W, C), if Pl and P2are any two left
patterns in SPARTmLEFT(W,
C,P, n) then C contains an incidence matrix that begins
with Pl if and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with P2. Therefore, for a given P in L(W), we only need to include one left pattern from each set

C, P,n), where n E COSET(W, C), in our list L(W,C). Thus, if we let
SPARTLEFT(W,
Q (W, C, P, n) denote the left pattern in S

~(W, C, P, T)
A that we select,
~
we can
~

then state that C contains an incidence matrix that begins with a left pattern that is
equivalent to P if and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with a left
pattern in the set (Q(W, C, P, n) 1 n E COSEI(W, C)) .

~
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Let us now consider which left pattern in S P A R T ~ E F TC,
(W
P,,T ) would should include in our list L(W,C). Now, we have found there may exist permutations ni, .lrz E

COSEI(W,C )in which SPART_LEFT(W,
C,P,T I ) = SPARTJ,EFT(W,
C , p , 112). Therefore,
if we arbitrarily select the le& pattern Q(W,C, P, n), for each T E COSET(W,C ), then
our list L(W,C ) rnay contain more left patterns than necessary. Therefore, for each set

SPARTmLEFT(W,
C,P,n),we will select the smallest left pattern in the set, which we will
denote by Q&(W, C,P, T ) , for inclusion in L(W, C). What we mean by smallest is the

C,P, T ) that is less than or equal to al1 other left
unique left pattern in SPART-LEFT(W,
patterns in the set (what is meant by "less than or equal to" is defined in Section 1.1.6).
Using our notation, we can now state that C contains an incidence matrix for a

(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBDif and only if C contains an incidence matrix that begins with one
of the left patterns in the set {Qmi,(W,C,P,n ) 1 n E CUSEI(W,C ) and P is in L(W)).
This give us our list of left patterns L(W,C).

We will now conclude this section by giving a forma1 description of our algorithm for
producing our list of left patterns L(W,C).

0

Input: A left word block W, a code C E D(W),the automorphism group M T ( W )
of W , the partial left automorphism group .LUA~PART-LEFT(W,
C) of W and C,
and L(W),the complete list of inequivalent left patterns of W produced by Algorithm 4.20.
Output: A list L(W, C) of left patterns with the property that if there exists an
incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBDin

C then there exists an incidence

matrix in C that begins with one of the left patterns in L(W,C ) .

begin
Clear the list L(W,C).
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(W,
~ C)
- ~to
~ find
~ ~ a set
Use the group M T ( W )and the subgroup - q U i T P A R
COSET(W, C) of right coset leaders for W and C.

for each left pattern P in L(W) da
for each permutation
Produce the set S

?r

in COSET(W, C) do

~

A
(W, C,
~P, n).~

,

~

~

~

~

Find P', the smallest left pattern in SPARTJIEFT
(W, C, P, T).
if P' is not an element of the list

L(W, C) then

Insert P' into the list L(W, C).

end if
end for
end for
end

4.6

The BIBD Search Algorithm

Let W be a left word block, let C be a code in D ( W ) , and let P be a left pattern
in L(W,C). In this section, we will describe in detail our algorithm for determining
whether or not C contains an incidence matrix A(W) that begins with the left pattern P.
Throughout this section, we will refer to this algorithm as our BIBD search algorithm.
That is, whenever we use the term BIBD search algorithm in this section, we are referring
to o u algorithm for determining if a particular code C contains an incidence matrix that
begins with a particular left pattern P in L(W,C) (and not our overall algorithm for
determining whether or not C contains an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD).
Let us begin with a brief outline of how our BIBD search algorithm works. Let A be
a 22 x 33 matrix whose first n ( W ) columns contain the left pattern P. Let li denote the
left word in the first n(W) columns of row i of A. Our BIBD search algorithm works
by trying to recursively fil1 in, row by row, the last 33 - n(W) columns of each row in

A using the facts that: (1) the la& 33 - n(W) cohmns of row i of A must be a right
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word in the set 7UÇîiT(W, C,li), and (2) every pair of rows in A must intersect in 4
positions. If the algorithm manages to completely fil1 in the la& 33 - n(W) columns of
A, it then checks whether or not each colurnn of A has weight 8. If this is the case then
the algorithm has found an incidence matrix A, for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, that begins
with the left pattern P. If the algorithm does not find such a matrix A, then C does not
contain an incidence matrix A( W) that begins with the lei3 pattern P.

In describing the details of our BIBD search algorithm, we will make use of the
following notation: We will use A to denote our 22 x 33 rnatrix, that begins with the left
pattern P, that we are trying to complete to an incidence matrix A(W). We will use Ai,
where O 5 i 5 22, to denote the matrix A with its first i rows completely filled. That
is, we will use

Ai to denote any 22 x 33 matrix A in which the first n(W) columns of A

contains P, the last 33 - n(W) columns of the first i rows of A contain appropriate right
words, and the last 33 - n(W) columns of the last 22 - i rows of A contain nothing. We
will use the notation lm, where 1 5 m 5 22, to denote the lefi word in the first n(W)
columns of row m of Ai (which, of course, is also the left word in row m of the left pattern

P). Finally, we will use the notation

Tm,

where 1

< m 5 i, to denote the right word in

the last 33 - n(W)columns of row m of Ai.

Our BIBD search algorithm is a backtrack algorithm, and thus can be thought of as
a preorder traversal of a tree T of matrices Ai. (In a preorder traversal, each node in the
tree is visited before any of ifs children). The root of T is the 22 x 33 matrix Ao. Each
node at level i of T, where 1 5 i 5 22, is a distinct matrix Ai. The children of each Ai,
where O

5 i 5 21, are al1 the matrices Ai+1 whose first i rows are equal to Ai. That is,

for each right word

T

E 7UG%T(W, C,liti) in which 2 i + i ~ intersects each of the first i

rows of Ai in 4 positions, Ai has a child Ai+1 that is equal to Ai with the right word
inserted into the last 33 - n(W) columns of row i

T

+ 1.

We will refer to the tree T as our BIBD search tree (for the code C and left pattern P).

In describing many of the details of our BIBD search algorithm, we will find it beneficial
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to think of our algorithm in terms of the BIBD search tree T.
Due t o the potentially enormous size of the BIBD search tree T, we will prune T in
our BIBD search algorithm. We use two different methods to prune T. One method uses
the automorphism group of C to show that a given subtree Tz does not contain a leaf node
at level22 of the tree T (and thus, the matrix Aiat the root of Tz cannot be completed to
an incidence matrix A(W)) based on the fact that a previously visited subtree Tldid not
contain a leaf node at level 22 of the tree. The other method determines that a subtree

Tldoes not have a leaf node a t level22 of T based on the number of right words that are
available for insertion into each of the last 22 - i rows of the matrix Ai at the root of Ti.

4.6.1

The Basic Recursive Step of our BIBD Search Algorithm

We implement our BIBD search algorithm recursively. The input to the ith level of the
for rn = i, i

recursion is a matrix Ai-1 and a list of sets
consists of al1 right words r E ~

~

~

+ 1,. . . ,22.

The set

IC,1,)( that
W c, m be inserted into the

last 33 - n(W) colurnns of row m of Ai-l. That is, the right word r is an element of
&-l,,

if and only if lmr intersects each of the first i - 1 rows of Ai-l in 4 positions.
For each right word r in the set &-i,i, the algorithm proceeds as follows: First, using

the automorphism group of C, we determine whether or not inserting r into row i of Ai-l
results in a matrix Ai that we know cannot be completed to an incidence matrix due to
the fact that we were not able to complete some previously processed matrix. If this is
not the case, we then continue by inserting r into the last 33 - n(W) columns of row i
of Ai-i, producing a matrix Ai. For rn = i

+ 1,i + 2, .. . ,22, we then produce the sets

&,, by finding al1 the right words r' in & - i ,
positions. We then check that the sets &,

in which 1,r' intersects row i of Ai in 4
contain enough right words to, potentially,

fil1 in the remaining rows of Ai. If this is the case, we then proceed to the next level of
the recursion.
This gives us the basic recursive step of our BIBD search algorithm. In the remainder
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of this section, we will have a detailed look at each of the operations we need to perform
in our basic recursive step. That is, we will have a detailed look at how we produce the
matrices Ar, how we produce the sets &,

and how we prune the BIBD search tree

using the automorphism group of C and the sets &,.

Since the basic recursive step

may be called an enormous number of tirnes, it is crucial that we implement each of these
operations as efficiently as possible. Since the efficiency of these operations can be greatly
affected by the manner in which we store the objects used by our algorithm, we will also
describe how we store many of Our objects.

4.6.2

Storing the Right Words of C

We will begin by discussing how we store the right words of C used by our BIBD search
algorithm. More specifically, we will discuss how we store the right words in the sets
WÇNT(W, C,1) and

a,,,and the right words in the last 33 - n(W) columns of the

matrix A we are trying to complete to an incidence matrix.
Let us first consider the sets 7ZTÇXT(W,C, l), where 1 E LEFT(W). For the left
word blocks W we use, we have found there exist many left words 1, and lb in which

RXÇNT(W, C,1,) = 7UG3CI(W,C,lb). This fact not only plays an important role in
how we store the sets 7ZZÇZT(W,C, 1 ) , but also in how we bot h store and manipulate
the sets &,

as we shall later see. But fmt, we will demonstrate this fact with an

example.

Exarnple 4.26. Suppose W is a ds-block:

For this example, we will use the symbol pi, where 1 5 i 5 4, written below the d3-block,
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to denote the pair of consecutive equal coordinates in the d3-block that is located above
the symbol.
Let us first have a look at the left words in the set CE37(d3). Using the fact that
each left word in C E F 7 ( d 3 )must intersect each word in the d3-block in an even nunber
of positions, but cannot intersect any of the weight 4 words in the d3-block in 4 positions,
it can easily be shown that the left words in E . F 7 ( d 3 ) have weight 0, 2, or 4. This
dlows us to classiS. the left words in E F 7 ( d 3 ) into three different types of left words:
0

the left word of weight O, which we refer to as a type O left word,
the left words with weight 2, which we refer to as type 1 left words, and

0

the left words with weight 4, which we refer to as type 2 left words.

Each of the type 1 left words has a value of 1 1in one of the pairs of coordinates pi and

O O in al1 other pairs. Each of the type 2 left words has a d u e of either 1 O or O 1 in
each pair pi.
Now, it c m easily be shown that for any code C E C(d3), if 1, and lb are both type
1 left words then 7UÇ7-11(d3, C, la) = 7ZLÇZT(d3,C, Zb). For example, if Z, = 11000000
and

Zb

= 00110000 then, since C contains the codeword ~11100000*,we know Z,T

codeword in C if and only if

Zbr

is a

is a codeword in C.

It can also easily be shown that for any code C E C(d3), if la and lb are both type 2 left
words that contain an even number of pairs pi with a value of 1O then 72ZÇNT(d3,C, 1,) =
7UÇ3.t7(d3, C, lb). This is also true if la and lb both contain an odd number of pairs with
a value of 1 0.
Together with the set 7UÇ3.tT(d3,C, l a ) , where Z, is the type O left word, this gives

us at most 4 distinct right sets RZç'F17(d3,C, 2). The reason we Say a t most 4 is that,
depending on the automorphism group of the code C, it may be true that for any type

2 left words 2, and lb, we have 7UÇZ7(d3, C, 2,) = RZçîi7(d3,C, lb). If this is the case
then there are 3 distinct right sets 7UÇ3-ll(d3, C, 1).
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We store all of the distinct right sets R Z Ç W T ( W ,C,1) in any array of right words

...num-right-words - 11, where num-right-words is the total num-

RIGHT- WORDS[O

ber of right words in each of the distinct right sets. The right words in each distinct
right set are stored in consecutive locations in RIGHT- WORDS[1. In order to access
the elernents of a particular right set in RIGHT- WORDS [

1,

we use two integer ar-

rays, RIGHT-SET_START[O.. .num-sets - 11 and RIGIiT-SETSIZE[O. . .nw-sets -

11, where num-sets is the number of distinct right sets. The first right word in the mth
right set in RIGHT- WORDS [ ] is located in position RIGHT-SET-START[m- 11, while
the last right word in the rnth set is located in position RIGHT-SET-START[m - 11

+

RIGHT-SETSIZE [m- 11 - 1. The right words in each right set in RIGHT- WORDS[]
are stored in decreasing order (as defined in Section 1.1.6).
The array RIGHT, WORDS[ ] contains al1 of the right words of C that our BIBD
search algorithm uses. Therefore, if S is any collection of right words used by our algorithm, instead of physically storing each right word r in S, we will only store the position
of

T

in the array RIGHT- WORDSI 1. That is, we will store

T

as the integer i, where

RIGHT- WORDS[i]= r . We will use the phrases "right word index" or "index of the
right word r" t o refer to the position i of r in the array RIGHT- WORDS[1. W e will use
the notation index(r) to denote the index i of the right word r .
We store the right words in the la& 33

- n(W) colurnns

of the matrix A (that

we are trying to complete to an incidence rnatrix) as an array of right word indices

BIBD-RIGHT-INDEX[l.. .22]. That is, instead of physically inserting a right word r
into the last 33 - n(W) columns of row i of A, our algorithm will simply assign the value
of index(r) t o BIBD-RIGHTJNDEX[i].
We d s o store each of the sets

a,,rts an array of right word indices.

However, as

we shall soon see, since the right sets RZÇiFIT(W, C, 1 ) may not al1 be distinct, the sets

... , may not al1 be distinct. Therefore, separately storing every one
of the sets a,,may waste both time and space. In the next subsection, we will discuss
&,i+i,

&,c+2,
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how we d e d with the fact that the sets &, rnay not al1 be distinct.

4.6.3 Producing the Sets %,
Recall that for a given matrix Ai produced during our BIBD search algorithm, where

O 5 i

5 21, the set &,

7UÇ'HT(W,C, 1),

where i

in which Z
r,

+15

m

5 22, consists of al1 right words r in

intersects each of the first i rows of Ai in 4 positions.

Each set &,, is simply the set 7UÇ7fT(W7C, 1,).

Each set

simply the set of al1 right words r in the set &-l,m
parent of

a,,,where 1 5 i 5 21, is

(that is associated with Ai-l, the

Ai)in which 1,r intersects row i of Ai in 4 positions.
is that it consists of d l the right words r in

The reason we produce the set

7UÇ%7(W7C,li+i) that, when inserted into the 1 s t 33 -n(W) columns of row i+ 1 of Ai,

+

result in a matrix Ai+1 whose (i l ) t hPOW intersects each of its first i rows in 4 positions.
There are two reasons we produce the remaining sets fil,, where i

+ 2 < rn 5 22. First,

as we shall see later in this section, these sets can be used to prune our BIBD search tree.

Second, for any matrix Am-1 that is subsequently produced by the algorithm (Le. any
A,-l

that is a descendent of Ai) the set

(associated with Am-1) is a subset of the

set &lm. Therefore, by producing the set

al,,we eliminate much of the redundant work

that would result if we produced the set &,lym
A,-l

from scratch, for each of the matrices

subsequently produced by the algorithm.
As we saw in Example 4.26, for the left word blocks we use, there may exist many le8

words lm, and lm, in which R Z Ç N I ( W , C,lm,) = 72ZÇ7i7(WYC,lm,). As we shall see
next, this implies the sets I&,i+l,
there may exist many sets,

,
our search that &

.. . ,

and a,,,,

may not al1 be distinct. Furtherrnore,

for which we can determine before we begin

and fi,,, will always be equd, no matter how we fdl in the last

33 - n(W)columns of the first i rows of A.

Exarnple 4.27. Let W be a d3-block and let P be the left pattern in Figure 4.5. As we
saw in Example 4.26, for any C E C(d3), there are either three or four distinct right sets
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for the left words in UFT(d3). For this example, we will murne we have a code C in
which there are three distinct right sets. Under this assumption, îUÇET(W, C, lm,) =

7ZZMT(W,C,lm,) if and only if the left words lm, and lm, have equal weight.
Let us first consider the sets hl,, for m = 1,2, . .. ,22. By our definition of
the set

a,,,

hl, is simply the set 7 U Ç X T ( W ,C, lm), where 1, is the left word in row m of

P. Since the left words in the k s t 12 rows of P al1 have weight 4, their right sets are
equal, and thus Roll = hI2
=

-

=

&,12.

Similady, fill3
=

=

=

&,20

and

fi,2i = R o , ~Therefore,
~.
there are only 3 distinct sets fi,,.
Let us now have a t look at some of the sets

a,,,where i 2 1. Let Ai be any matrix

that is produced a t the ith level of recursion, where 1 5 i

5 12, of our BIBD search

algorithm for our code C and left pattern P. Consider the sets
are associated with the matrix Ai.Since hIl3
= hIl4
=
13 5 m 5 20, consists of al1 the right words T E

&,14,

. . . ,&,20

= R0,20)each set

that

a,,,where

in which lmr intersects each of the

first i rows of Ai in 4 positions. h t h e r m o r e , since each of the left words Z13, lI4,. .. ,120
intersect each of the first 12 rows in P in exactly 1 position, Zmrwill intersect the first i
rows of Ai in 4 positions if and only if the right word r intersects the right words in the
first i rows of A in exactly 3 positions. Therefore, each set

where 13 5 rn 5 20,

consists of al1 of the right words in &,13 that intersect each of the right words in the first

i rows of Ai in 3 positions. Thus, no matter how we fil1 in the last 33 - n(W) columns of

all4,
. .. ,&120 will always be equal.

the first i rows of A, where 1 5 i 5 12, the set a I l 3 ,
Of course, these are not the only sets &,,,

where i 2 1, that we can determine will

always be equal before we begin our search. For exarnple, since TZÇZT(W,C, ls) =

RZÇ3.IT(W,C,27) and since the left words l5 and E7 both intersect the first 4 rows in P
in 2, 2, 1, and 2 positions, respectively, the sets

aIs
and &17 will always be equal, for

i = l,2,3,4.
Let us now formalize our discussion in Example 4.27, to give us a description of how
we c m determine, before we begin our search, when two sets

and

hl,, will always
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+1 5

5 22, the following two statements are true:

2. the left words lm, and lm, both intersect each of the left words in the first i rows
of the left pattern P in the same number of positions,
then no matter how we fil1 in the last 33-n(W) columns of the first i rows of A, producing

,
the matrix As, the sets fi,,, and &

will be equal. That is, since for io = 1,2,... , i,

we know lm, and lm, both intersect the left word li, in the first n(W) columns of row

io of Ai in the same number of positions, no matter what the right word ri, in the last
33 - n(W)columns of row io of Ai is, if T is a right word in ZÇ7iT(W,C,lm,) (which is
equal t o 7UÇ?iT(W,C,lm,)) then lm,r intersects lia,in 4 positions if and only if l,~
intersects Z i o ~ à o in 4 positions. Therefore r will be an element of fi,,, if and only if r is

an element of

a,,,.Thus, the sets a,,, and a,,,will always be equal.

For the left patterns of the left word blocks we use, we have found there exists many
pairs of integers, mi and

rn2,

for which we can determine, before we begin our search,

a,,,will always be equal. Therefore, if our algorithm separately
stores and maintains every one of the sets a,,then our algorithm may be performing
,
that the sets &

and

a lot of unnecessary work that could have been prevented. Thus, we have found it to
be beneficial to implement our algorithm in such a way that it does not spend time and
space reproducing sets that we know will always be equal to sets that the algorithm has
already produced.

In the remainder of this subsection, we will discuss how we prevent our algorithrn
from reproducing these sets. Towards this goal, we will first introduce the notation we
will use to describe how our algorithrn deals with these sets.
For a given integer m, where i.+ 15 m 5 22, we will use the notation Si,,to denote
the set of d l integers x, where i

+ 1 5 z 5 22, such that:

(1) 72TG7iT(W7C, 1,)

=
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7UÇNT(W,C,lm), and (2) 1, and 1, intersect each of the first i rows P in the same
number of positions. Thus, Silmconsists of al1 integers x for which we can determine,
before we begin our search, that

&,, and a ,will be equal for each Ai produced by Our

algorithm. Of course, Si,, = Si,, if and only if x E Si,,.

Example 4.28. Let us recursively b d the sets Si,,

, for i = 0,1,2,3, for the left pattern

P and code C of Example 4.27. As we saw in Example 4.27, there are 3 distinct sets
&, and thus, we have 3 distinct sets So,,:
S0,i

= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12)
= S O , ~=

=

S0,3

S0,13= {13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20) = S0,i4= S0,i5 =
S0.21

= (21,223

- a .

= s0.12

-

=

s0,20

= S0,22

Each set Si,,, where 2 5 m 5 22, consists of al1 the integers x E So,, in which 1, and 1,
both intersect Zi in the same number of positions. This gives us the six distinct sets:
s1.2

= {2I

S1.3

= I3I

s1.4

= {4,5,7,91

= s1,5

= s1.7

= s1,9

= {6,8,10,11,12)

= &,a

=

=

= {13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20)=
S1,21

= {21,22)

Sl,lq

Sl.10

= S1,ls =

&,II

=

&,12

=

&,20

= s1.22

Each set S2,, where 3 5 rn 5 22, consists of al1 the integers x E SI,, in which 1, and lx
both intersect l2 in the same number of positions. Of course, since in our left pattern P
the left words Il and l2 are equal, each set S2,, will be equal to the set Si,,. This gives

us the five distinct sets:
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Continuing on in the same manner, we find there are six distinct sets S3,rn:

We will use the notation n(i,m) to denote the smallest integer x in the set Si,,,

< m 5 22. In other words, n(i, m) is the smallest integer x for which we can
determine, before we begin our search, that the sets &, and &,, will always be equal.

where O 5 i

Note that if n(i, m) = x then we must have n(i, x) = x.
We will use the notation Ni to denote the set of al1 integers m in which n(i, m) = m,

5 i < m 5 22. For each Ai produced, our algorithm will only spend time and
memory finding the sets &, in which m E Ni. If m # Ni, then there is no need for Our
algorithm to spend time and memory h d i n g &, since we know the set &, must be
where O

equal to the set &,n(i,m) (which the algorithm will have already found).
For each matrix Ai produced by our algorithm, we can find the set &,

where m E Ni,

by h d i n g al1 the right words r in &-l,n(i-l,m) (which is equal to the set l&-l,,)

in which

lmr intersects row i of Ai in 4 positions. However, as the next example demonstrates,
there may exist integers ml, m2
and

Ni in which n(i - 1, mi) = n(i - 1,mz), which implies

a,,,are both subsets of the same set (Le. &-i,ml

= &-i,m2

= &,n(i-llm,));

and thus should be found at the same time. In other words, when producing the sets

G,,, where m E Ni, we only want our algorithm to make one pass through the right
words in each set

&-1,z7

where x € Ni-l.

Exarnple 4.29. Let C be the code and P the left pattern in Example 4.27. Suppose our
BIBD search algorithm for C and P has filled in the last 33 - n(W)columns of the first
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3 rows of A, giving us the matrix A3. We now want our algorithm to find the sets R3,,,
where rn E N3, by only making one pass through the right words in each of the sets Rz,,,
where x E N2.
Using the sets Si,, found in Example 4.28, we find the sets Ni, for i = 0,1,2,3, are
as follows:

No = { l , l 3 , 2 l }
NI = {2,3,4,6,13,21)
N2 = {3,4,6,13,21)
N3 = (4,5,6,12,13,21}

We will demonstrate how our algorithm fin& the sets R3,rn, where m E N3, by describing
how our algorithm finds the sets R3,6 and R3,12.
Since the le& word l6 intersects l3 in 2 positions, the set R3,6 will consist of al1 right
words r in Rzysthat intersect the right word

r3

(in row 3 of A3) in 4 - 2 = 2 positions.

Similarly, since the left words Zl2 and l3 intersect in O positions, the set R3,i2 will consist
of d l right words

T

in R2,12that intersect 7'3 in 4 - O = 4 positions. However, as the set

SzYs
in Example 4.28 demonstrates, n(2,12) = 6 , and thus the set RS,12is equal to the
set R2,6. Therefore, R3,6 and R3,12 are both subsets of R2,6. Thus, we can find both of
the sets R3,6 and R3,12with one pass through the right words r in the set Raye.That is,
for each T E R2,6, if we find that r intersects r3 in 2 positions then we insert r into R3,6,
otherwise, if we find that

T

intersects rs in 4 positions then we insert r into R3,X2.

As Example 4.29 demonstrates, given the matrix Ai and the set

&-l,x,

where x E

Ni-l, if rn is an element in Niin which n(i - 1,m) = x , then we cari find the set &,
by finding al1 the right words in

&-i,,

that intersect the right word

Ti

in w positions,

where ri is the right word in row i of Ai and 4 - w is the number of positions in which
the left words ti and 1, intersect. We can produce al1 the sets fi,,,,,where rn f Ni, that
are subsets of the set
is, for each right word r E

by making one pass through the right words in

That

we do the following: First, we find w, the number of
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5 4, we then determine whether or not

there exists an m E Ni, where n(i - 1, rn) = x (i.e. where &, is a subset of &-i,,),

in

which the left words li and 1, intersect in 4 - w positions. If such an m exists we then
insert r into the set a l m .

In order t o determine for a given w, where O 5 w

< 4, whether or not there exists an

integer rn, where rn E Ni and n(i - 1,rn) = x, in which the left words li and 1, intersect
in 4 - w positions, we will define the function t(i - 1,x,w), for w = 0,1,2,3,4. If there
exists an m E Ni, where (n - 1,m) = x, in which li and lm intersect in 4 - w positions
then t(i - 1,x, w) is assigned the value of m. If such an m does not exist, then t(i - 1,x, w)
is set t o -1.

Example 4.30. Let C be the code and P the left pattern in Example 4.27. As we saw
in Example 4.29, for this C and P we have the following:

Let us now find the value of the function t(2, x, w) for x E N2 and O 5 w 5 4. Let us first
consider the function t ( 2 , 6 , w). Since 6 E N3, n(2,6) = 6, and l s intersects l3 in 4-w = 2
positions, the value of t(2,6,2) is 6. Since 12 E N3, n(2,12) = 6, and

Zi2 intersects l3

in 4 - w = O positions, the value of t(2,6,4) is 12. Since 6 and 12 are the only integers

m E N3 in which n(2,m) = 6, the value of t(2,6, w) is -1 for w = 0,1,3. Thus:

Similady, t(2,4,1) = 4, t(2,4,3) = 5, t(2,13,3) = 13, and t(2,21,4) = 21. For a11 other

x E Nzand O < w 5 4 , we havet(2,x,w)=-1.
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For a given matrix Ai,our BIBD search algorithm now produces the sets &,

m E Ni,as follows: For each x E Ni-1 and each right word

T

E

where

we first find w,

the number of positions in which r intersects ri, where ri is the right word in the last

33 - n(W) colurnns of row i of Ai. If O 5 w 5 4 and t(i - 1,x,w ) = m, where m # -1,
we then insert r into the set

a,,.

We now have the logic that allows our algorithm to produce the sets &,, without
spending time and space reproducing the sets we luiow will dways be equal to sets the
algorithm has already produced. Let us now turn our attention to how we irnplement
this operation.
We store each of the sets fi,,, where O 5 i

5 21 and m f Ni, in an array of
right word indices RIGHT-LIST[O. ..num-rightlists - 11[O .. .m a x l i s t A z e - 11, where
num-rightdists is the total number of sets &,
the maximum number of right words in a set

in which m E Ni, and maxlist-size is

G,,. The right word indices in each list

RIGHT-LIST[i][] are stored in increasing order. We store the size of each set

a,,in an

array RIGHT-LIST-SIZE[O... n u m r i g h t l i s t s - 11. That is, the number of right word
is RIGHT-LIST-SIZE[i].
indices in RIGHTLIST[i][]

In order to allow quick access to the set &,i+l (which we use to fil1 in the 1 s t 33-n(W)

+ 1 of Ai), our algorithm will store &,i+i in RIGHTJIIST[i][ 1. The
algorithm will store the remaining sets a,,,where m E Niand m # i + l , in an arbitrarily
columns of row i

chosen RIGHT,LIST[ ][ ] that is fked before the search begins.
We implement the sets Ni and the function t(i, m, w) with a set of 22 linked lists, which

.

we will denote by LINKED-LIST[O . .21]. The linked list LINKEDJIIST [il contains one
node for each m E Ni.The information contained in each node includes:
0

right-set-num: This is the location in RIGHT- WORDS [ ] that 7?XÇ7i1(W,C, 1,)
is stored. (Note that this is only used to find the set

&,m.)

1ist-num: This is the location in RIGHT,LIST[ ] [ ] in which the set &,, will be
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al,in RIGHT-LISTLlist-num][1.

(Of course, as mentioned, if m = i + 1 then list-num = i.)

num-equal-sets: This is equal to ISi,,I

(Le. the number of sets

KI, that we know

will always be equal to &,).

child [O . ..4]: This is used to implement the function t ( i ,m, w ), where O 5 w 5 4.
I f t(i, m, w ) = Z, where z

is stored. If t(i,m, w ) = -1 then child [w]is set to -1.

in which the set
0

# -1, then child [w]is the location in RIGHT_LIST[] [ ]

next: This is a pointer to the next node in the linked list. If we are a t the end of
the list then next = null.

Ai produced by our BIBD search algorithm, we use the linked list
LINKEDLIST[i - 11 to produce the sets a,,,where rn E &, as follows: For each

For each matrix

node in LINKEDILXST[i - 11, we run through each right word index, index(r), in
the list RIGHT-LIST[list-num][

1.

For each right word r (where index(r) is in the

list RXGHT_LIST[Zist-num][] ) , we find w, the number of positions in which r and

ri intersect. If O

w

< 4 and

child[w]# -1 then we insert index(r) into the list

RIGHT,LXST[child [w]]
[ 1.
One last aspect of our method for producing the sets &,

where m E Ni,
that we must

1,
consider is that for each right word r , where index(r) is in RIGHT_LXST[list-num][
we must compute w , the number of positions in which r and ri intersect. Due to the
number of times our algorithm must make this calculation, we do not want our algorithrn to compute w on the fly. Therefore, before we begin the search, we will build an
array INTERSECTION- TABLE[O ...num-right -words

- 11[O ...num-right-words - 11.

The value of INTERSECTION-TABLE[il][i2]is the number of positions in which the
intersect. Thus, our dgoright words RIGHT- WORDS[il]and RXGHT- WORDS [i2]
rithm computes the number of positions in which the two right words r and ri intersect
by a simple table look up. Note that this table occupies a large amount of memory, but
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the time saved by using it more than makes up for the space used.
We wilI now conclude our discussion of how our algorithm produces the sets Rilrn,

<

where O

i 5 21 and m E Ni, by giving a formd description of our algorithms

for producing these sets. We will give two separate algorithms, one for producing the
sets &,,

and one for producing the sets

a,,,where i

2 1. Both algorithms as-

sume the linked lists LINKED-LIST[ ] and al1 other data structures used (such as

INTERSECTION- TABLE[] [ 1) have already been found and are available.
We begin with a forma1 description of our algorithm for producing the sets Roi,,
where rn E No:

Algorithm 4.31. BuildFirstRaght WordLists:

begin
Set curr to point at the first node in the linked list LINKEDJIST[O].

while curr # null do
for io = O to RIGHT-SET-SIZE[curr

-t

~ght-set-num]- 1 d o

Set RIGHT-LIST [curr -r list-num][ao] = RIGHT-SE T-START[cuw -t

right-set-num] + ia.

end for
Set RIGHT-LISTSIZE[curr + Zist-num] = RIGHT-SET-SIZE[curr +

right-set-num].
Set curr = curr + ne&.

end while

end
We will now give a forma1 description of our algorithm for producing the sets
where m E Ni:

al,,
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Algorithm 4.32. BuildRight WordLZsts(index,i ) :
0

Input: the integers index and i, where index is the right word index of the right word
in row i of the matrix Ai currently being processed by our BIBD search algorithm.

begin
Set curr to point at the first node in the linked list LINKED_LIST[i].

while curr # nul1 do
Set RIGHT,LISTSIZE[curr

-, Zist-num] = 0.

Set curr = curr -+ next.
end while

Set cuw to point at the fkst node in the linked list LINKED_LIST[i- 11.
while curr # null do
for io= O to RIGHT-LISTSIZE[curr -, Zist-num] - 1 d o
Let indexo = RIGHT-LIST[curr -, Zist-num)Fol.
Let w = INTERSECTION-TABLE[indez][indexo].

if w

< 4 and curr + chiZd[w]# -1

then

Let Zbt-num = curr -+ chibd [w].
Set RIGHTJIIST [ZZst-num][RIGHT-LIST-SIZE [Zkt-nud]=indexo.

+

Set RIGHTLIST-SIZE[iist-num]
= RIGXTLIST-SIZE [kt-num] 1.
end if
end for
Set curr = curr -, next.
end while
end
This completes our discussion of how our algorithm produces the sets &
,

where

O 5 i 5 21 and m E Ni. We will now turn ow attention to the methods we use to prune
the BIBD search tree of our BIBD search algorithm.
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Pruning the BIBD Search Tree

We have two different methods for pruning the

BIBD search tree. One method uses the

sets &, t o determine that a matrix Ai cannot be completed to an incidence matrix. The
other method uses the automorphism group of C to determine that a matrix Ai cannot
be completed to an incidence matrix.

Pruning with the Sets &,
Let us first consider our pruning method that uses the sets fi,,.
method works by determining whether or not each set

Simply put, this

G,, contains enough right words

to (potentidly) complete Ai to an incidence matrix. How we determine whether or not
each set

contains enough right words is explained next.

,?&

Let Ai be any matrix produced at the ith level of the recursion. Suppose for a given

,
set &

where m E Ni, we find that the number of right words in &, is less t han 1Si,, 1.

Then we immediately know that

Ai cannot be completed to an incidence matrix. The

reason for this is that in order for the algorithm to complete Ai to an incidence matrix,
it will eventually have to insert into each row x, where x f Si,,,one of the right words
in

a,, (since & , = &,

and thus,

is a subset of

shall see next , each of the ISi,,l right words in

a,,).Furthermore, as we

that the algorithm rnust eventually

insert into Ai,must al1 be distinct (for the left words blocks we use with Our algorithm).
Therefore, if

[&,I

< ISi,,1

then we know Ai cannot be completed to an incidence matrix.

Let us now see why the ISil,l right words must be distinct. Suppose we have an
incidence matrix A in which the right words Tm, and Tm, in the last 33 - n(W) columns
of rows mi and

m2

of A, respectively, are equd. Consider the left words lm, and lm, in

the first n(W) columns of rows mi and m2 of A, respectively. Since the rows of A have
weight 12, the rows of A intersect in 4 positions, and the right words

Tm,

and r,,

are

equal, A must contain at least 8 columns in which lm, has a value of 1 and lm, has a
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value of O. Similarly, A must d s o contain at least 8 columns in which lm, has a value of

1 and lm, has a value of O. This implies the left words lm, and lm, contain at least 16
components, and thus, n(W) 2 16. However, for the left word blocks we use, we have

n(W) < 16. Therefore, A cannot contain two rows with equal right words. Thus, the

ISi,,l right words must be distinct.
We will now give a formal description of our algorithm for determining whether or not
to (potentially) cornplete
there are enough right words in the sets fi,,, where m E Ni,
the current matrix Aito an incidence matrix. The algorithm is a Boolean function called

EnoughRightWordsLefi. It returns a value of true if and only if

I&,1

2 ISi,,l, for al1

m E Ni. The algorithm uses the linked list LINKED_LIST[i]to access each set
where rn E Ni. RecalI that the field in each node in LINKEDZIST[i]that contains ISi,,l
is num-equal-sets.
Algorithm 4.33. boolean EnoughRight WordsLeft(i):
a Input: the integer i, which is equal to the number of rows that have been completely

filled in the matrix currently being processed by o u BIBD search algorithm.

>= num-equal-sets for each
Output: returns true if RIGHTJIIST,SIZE[list-num]
node in LINKEDJ,IST[i], otherwise, a value of false is returned.
begin
Set enough-left = tme.
Set curr to point at the first node in the linked list LINKEDIIST[i].
while curr # nul1 do

if RIGHT,LISTSIZE[curr

Set enough-left = false.
Break from while loop.
e n d if
Set curr = curr -,ne&.

+ list-numl

< curr + num,equal-sets t h e n
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end while
Return enougkleft.

end
This completes our look at how we use the sets

a,,to prune the BIBD search tree.

Pruning with the Automorphism Group of C
Let us now consider our second method of pruning the BIBD search tree, in which we make
use of the automorphism group of C. For this method, it is important that we understand
the exact order in which we visit the nodes in our BIBD search tree. Therefore, before
we begin our discussion of our second method of p r h n g , we will first describe the exact
order in which the nodes in the (unpruned) BIBD search tree T are visited.
Let us first consider the order in which the children of a node are visited. Let Ai-i
be a matrix in our tree T and let
with Ai,l.

&,l,i

denote the set of right words that is associated

Recall that the children of Ai-i are the matrices Ai in which: (1) the first

i - 1 rows of Ai are equal to the first i - 1rows of Ai,i, and (2) the right word in the last

33-n(W) columns of Aiis an element of the set &-i,i Let Aiand Ai be any two children
of Ai-i, and let ri and

ri be the right words in row i of Ai

and A:, respectively. Then

our algorithm will visit the child Ai before the child Af if and only if, when considered
as binary integers, ri is greater than ri. In terms of the right word indices of ri and
our algorithm will visit Ai before A: if and only if index(ri)

ri,

< index(ri) (since the right

words in each right set in RIGHT,WORDS[] are stored in descending order).
The order in which we visit the children of a node, together with the fact that our
algorithm performs a preorder traversal of the tree T, gives us the order in which we visit
al1 the nodes in T . That is, if Ai, and Ai, are any two matrices in T, where il 5 i2, then:

if Ai, is a descendent of Ail then Ai, is visited first , otherwise
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there exists a smallest integer io 5 il in which row io of Ail is not equal to row io
of Ai2. If

T

and

T'

are the right words in row io of Ail and Ai,, respectively, then

Ail is visited before Ail if and only if index(r) < index(rf).
Note that if the algorithm visits the matrix Ail before Ai, (and Ai, is not a descendent
of Ail) then the algorithm will visit al1 descendents of Ail before it visits Ai,.
We are now ready to begin our discussion of our second method of pruning the BIBD
search tree T in which we make use of the automorphism group of C. This method of
pruning T works as follows: Let Ai, denote the matrix that is currently being processed
by the algorithm. Using the automorphism group of C, our algorithm first determines if
there exists a matrix Ai, (that is neither an ancestor nor a descendent of Ai, in T) with
the property that Ail can be completed to an incidence matrix if and only if

Ai,can be

completed to an incidence matrix. If such an Ail exists and has already been processed,
our algorithm then prunes Ai, from T (since the algorithm has already determined that

Ai, cannot be completed to an incidence matrix). The algorithm determines that it has
already processed Ail by finding the first row io in which Ail and Ai, di&.

If the right

words in row io of Ail and Ai, are r and r', respectively, then as we've just seen, Ail has
already been processed if and only if index(r) < index(rf).
We have two different approaches to using this method of pruning the BIBD search
tree. In our first approach, we use the left automorphism group of W and C to determine
before we begin our search that certain matrices produced by the algorithm can be pruned
from the BIBD search tree. In our second approach, we use the right automorphisrn group
of W and C to show the matrix currently being processed by the algorithm can be pruned
from the BIBD search tree.

Pruning with the Lefi Automorphism Group
We will first discuss our approach that uses the left automorphism group of W and C.
&cal1 that a left automorphism of W and C is an automorphism of C that does not
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move the last 33 - n(W) coordinates of C. The left automorphism group of W and C,

C), is the set of al1 left automorphisms of W and C.
which we denote by .AUTLEFT(W,
For this discussion, we will use the notation ?rT(rn,i), where 1 5 m
denote any permutation

?r,

< i 5 22, t o

of the rows of our le& pattern P in which:

In other words, ?r,*(m,i) w i l denote any permutation of the rows of P that moves row i

of P t o row m, but does not move the first m - 1 rows of P.

Our method of pruning that uses the lefi automorphism group of W and C is based
on the following fa&: Suppose for two integers i and m, where 1 5 m

< i 5 22, there

exists a permutation n,*(m,i) of the rows of P and a permutation .rr, of the columns of P,
where 7rZ3 E AUTLBFT(W,C), such that ?r:(m,i)?rcP= P. Then, as we shall see next,
our BIBD search algorithm can prune any matrix Ai, produced at the ith level of the
recursion, in which index(ri)

< iadex(r,), where ri and r, are the right words in the

laçt 33 - n(W) columns of rows i and m of Ai, respectively.
Let us now see why this is so. Let Ai be any matrix produced at the ithlevel of the
recursion. Consider the matrix Ai = ?r:(m, i) xZ3Ai. Since Ir:(m, i)?r,P = P, we know the
left pattern in the first n(W)columns of A: is also P, and thus, A: is also an element of
our BIBD search tree. Furthermore, since 7rZ3 is a left automorphism of W and C, and
thus, 7rZ3 is an automorphism of C, we know Ai can be completed to an incidence matrix
if and only if Ai can be completed to an incidence matrix. Therefore, once Our algorithm

Ai and Ai, the other can be be pruned from our BIBD search tree. As
we shall see next , if index(ri) < index(r,), then our algorithm will process Ai before Ai,
processes one of

and thus, our algorithm can prune the matrix Ai.
Now, suppose index(ri)

< index(r,).

Then, since ?rT (m, i) does not move the first

m - 1rows of Ai, and since 7rZ3 does not move the 1st 33 -n(W) columns of Ai,we know
the right words in the first m - 1 rows of Ai and Ai are equal. Therefore, which one of
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Ai and A: is processed first by the algorithm is determined by the right words in rows m
of Ai and Ai. The right word in row rn of Ai is Tm. Since ?r:(m, à) moves the right word
in row i of Ai to row m of A:, we know ri is the right word in row m of Ai. Therefore,
since index(ri)

< index(rm), we know the algorithm will process Ai before Ai. Thus, we

c m prune the matrix Ai.
Summarizing what we have found, if for two integers m and i, where 1 5 m < i

< 22,

there exist permutations .rr, and .zr, of the rows and columns of P, respectively, where x,.
is a permutation of the form rr:(m, i) and

7rz3

is a left automorphism of W and C,such

that rTrCP
= P, then any matrix Ai in which index(r,) < indm(r,)

can be pruned from

our BIBD search tree.
Let us now consider how we implement this method of pruning in our BIBD search
algorithm. We begin by finding, before we begin our search, the set S of al1 ordered pairs

(m, i),where 1 5 m < i 5 22, for which there exist permutations
7rz3

<(m,i) and

?rc,

where

E AUTLEFT
(W, C),in which x:(m, i ) r c P = P. At the ith level of the recursion, if

there exists a pair (m, i) E S, then our a l g o r i t h will skip over al1 of the right words r in
in which index(r)

< index(r,),

where r, is the right word in row m of the input

matrix Ai-i. Thus, if there exists a pair (m, i) E S, then the only matrices Ai produced
a t the ith level of the recursion are those in which index(ri) > index(r,).
Now, for a given integer i, there may exist more than one pair (m, i) in S, which
means that for each r E &,i-i, our algorithm may have to compare index(r) to the right
index of more than one right word r, in the input matrix Ai-i. However, this is not
a problem since, as we shall see next, our algorithm will in fact only need t o compare

index(^) t o the index of the right word r, in which m is maximal and (m, i) E S.
Let us now see why this is so. Let Ai-t be the input matrix to the ithlevel of the
recursion. Suppose the set S contains the pairs (mi, i) and (mz,i), where ml
Then for each right word r E

fi,i-l,in order t o determine whether

< ma.

or not it needs to

insert r into row i of Ai,i, our algorithm must first check that index ( r ) > index(r,,)

and
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also contains the pair (ml, mz), then the

in the input matrix Ai-1 will have the property that index(r,,)

<

Therefore, if (ml, mz) is also in S, then our algorithm only needs to check

that indez(r)

> indez(rm2) (since if index(r) > index(r,,) we immediately know that

indm(r) > index(r,,)).

In other words, if the set S has the property that if for al1

< ma, we have (ml,m2) E S, then for each r E &-l,i,
our algorithm will only need to check that index(r) < index(r,), where m is the largest
(ml,i), (m2,i) E S, where m l

integer in which (m, i) E S.
We will now show that the set S does in fact have this transitive property. That is, we
will show that if (ml, i) ,(m2,i) E S, where m i

< m2, then

(ml, m2) E S. To accomplish

this, we must show there exist permutations rr and rc,where rTis a permutation of the
form n,*(ml,m2) (Le. a permutation that does not move the first m l - 1 rows of P and
moves row m2 of P to row ml) and rZ3is a left automorphism of W and C, such that

r,r,P = P.
Let us now find such permutations .n;. and fi. Since (mi, i) E S, we know there exist
where
permutations r,, and ?~f,,

~r,,
is a

permutation of the form r:(ml, i) and

is a

= P. Similarly, since (m2, i) E S, we
left automorphism of W and C, such that rr1./r,,P

P = P. Consider
know t here exist appropriate permutations xr2 and .rr,, such that 7rT2rC2
the permutations

?rr17r;l

and ?r,r&l.
We will show these two permutations are the sort

of permutations we are looking for. Since r,?: and TC:
and C, we know rfp(r,?;)-'

are both left automorphisrns of W

= xz1(n&1)33= ( rci 7r-1)33
c2
is also a left automorphism of W

and C. Since xrl does not move the first ml

- 1 rows of P, and ml < m2, we know I

- 1 rows of P, r

~does
' not move the first

~ ~ does
~ T not
G ~
move

the first ml

- 1 rows of

P. Furthermore, since n;,l moves row rnz to row i and since T,, moves row i to row ml,
we know

?rT1~&' moves

row m2 to row ml. Finally, since rr2rc2P
= P, which implies
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sort of permuta-

= ?r,, ir,l

tions we are looking for. Thus, if (mi, i ) ,(m2,i) E S,where ml

< m2,then (ml, 7722) E S.

We are now ready to give a precise description of how we implement our method of
pruning the BIBD search tree, which uses the left automorphism group of W and C,in
our BIBD search algorithm. Let Sm,, denote the set of al1 pairs (m, i ) E S in which

m is maximal. Before we begin our search, we h d Sm,. We store Sm, in an integer
array MUST-NO T-COMEBEFOR E [l . . .22]. If there exists a pair (m, i) E Sm,, then

MUST-NOT-COME-BEFORE[i] is assinged the d u e m. If no such pair exists then
MUST-NOT-COME-BEFORE[i] is set to -1.
At the ith level of the recursion, if MUST-NOT-COME-BEFORE

[il= m, where

# -1, then our BIBD search algorithm will skip over a11 the right words in the set
in which index(r) < index(r,), where rm is the right word in row m of the
input matrix Ai-i. Since the set &l-l,i is stored as an array RIGHT-LIST[i - 1][ ] of
m

increasing right word indices, the algorithm can skip over the appropriate right words in
by simply sequentially scanning the array RIGHT-LIST[( - 11[ ] until an integer io
is found in which RIGHT_LIST[i- l][io]> indes(r,).

The algorithm can then continue

by inserting into BIBDJZIGHTJNDEX[i],one by one, al1 of the right word indices in

RIGHT,LIST[i

- I][ ] in positions io and beyond.

This concludes our discussion on our fkst approach of pruning the BIBD search tree
using the automorphism group of C, in which we make use of the Ieft automorphism
group of W and C. We will now consider o u second approach in which we make use of
the right autornorphism group of W and C to prune the BIBD search tree.
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Pruning with the Right Automorphism Group
Recall, the right automorpbism group of W and C,which we denote by mTRIGHT(W,
C),
is the set of al1 permutations in AUT(C) that do not move the first n(W)coordinates of

C. The way in which we use the right automorphism group to prune our BIBD search
tree T works by determining, for a given matrix Ai, whether or not there exists a permutation

T

€

that index(ri)

.AUTRI~HT(W,
C), that does not alter the first i - 1 rows of Ai) such

< index(ri), where ~i and ri are the right

words in row i of Ai and rAi,

respectively. If such a permutation n exists then, as we shall see, we can prune Ai from

Let Ai-i be our input matrix and let

&-lYi be

with it. Let r and r' be any two right words in
Let

the set of right words associated
in which index(r)

Ai and A: denote the matrix Ai-1 with the right words r and

<

zndex(rr).

r' inserted into row

i, respectively. Suppose there exists a right automorphism r E ETRIGHT
(W, C) that
permutes the first i rows of Ai to the first i rows of Ai. That is, suppose there exists
a r E dZ41RIGHT(W,C) that: (1) does not alter the first i - 1 rows of Ai, and (2)
permutes the right word r in the last 33 - n(W) columns of Ai to the right word r' in
the last 33 - n(W) columns of Ai. Then, since ?r is a right automorphism, and thus does
not alter the left pattern P in Ai, we have zAé = A:. Fùrthermore, since T is also an
automorphism of C, we know Ai can be completed to an incidence matrix if and only if

Ai can be completed to an incidence matrix. Thus, since our algorithm will process the
matrix Ai first (since index(rr) < index(r)), our algorithm does not have to produce the
matrix Ai, and thus Ai is pruned from our BIBD search tree. This gives us Our method
for pruning the BIBD search tree using the right automorphism group of C.
Let us now consider how we can implement this method of pruning in Our BIBD search
algorithm. First, since we will only be working with right words and right automorphisms,
we will rewrite the permutations in MTRIGHT(W,C) in terms of the coordinates our
right words, giving us a group of permutations on the syrnbols 1,2,

... ,33 - n(W) that
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.

we will denote by RIGHTSUBGROUP[O] That is, if:

(

1 2

n(W) n(W)+ 1 n(W)

+2 - - -

1 2 * * n(W) a n ( ~ ) + ~an(w)+2
is a permutation in &fTRIGHT(W,
C) then
n(W)+l-n(W) n ( W ) + 2 - n ( W )

a

.-

a33

33 - n(W)

an(w)+i - n(W) an(w)+2- n(W) - . as3 - n ( W )
is the corresponding permutation in RIGHT-SUBGROUP[O]. Since, for a given Ai-l, we
, that do not alter the first
are only interested in the permutations in d U I R I G H T ( WC)

i - 1rows of Ai- 1 , and t hus the permutations in RIGHT -SUBGR O UP[O] t hat do not alter
the right words ri, r2, . . . ,ri-1, we will maintain a set of such permutations, which we will
denote by RIGHT-SUBGROUPIi- 11. That is, for a given Ai-1, where 1 5 i- 1 5 21, the
set RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i-11 will consist of al1permutations in RIGHT-SUBGRO UP[O]
that do not alter the right words ro, ri, ... ,ri-1 in the first i - 1 rows of Ai,i.Note that

RIGHT-SUBGRO UP[Z - 11 is a subgroup of RIGHTSUBGRO UP[O].
At the ith level of the recursion, our algorithm uses RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i - 11 to
prune the BIBD search tree, and produce the group RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i],as follows:
For each right word r E

before our algorithm inserts r into row i of Aiel, it will first

determine whether or not there exists a permutation n in RIGHT-SUBGROUPIi
which index(nr)

- 11in

< index(r). (Note that since the right automorphism of W and C, that

corresponds to n, is an automorphism of C that does not alter the first i - 1 rows of Ai-l,
nor the left pattern P in first n(W)colurnns of Ai-l, we know the right word n r must
also be an element of the set

If such a permutation n exists then the algorithm

throws away the right word r (since the algorithm has already tried inserting nr into row

i of Ai-i and did not find an incidence matrix) and then continues on with the next right
word in &,l,i.

If such a permutation r does not exist then the algorithm proceeds by

inserting r into row i of Ai-l, producing the matrix Ai. The algorithm then produces

RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i] by finding d l permutations 7 in RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i - 11 in
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We will now conclude our discussion of how we use the right automorphism group to
prune our BIBD search tree by giving formal descriptions of our algorithm for pruning
using the group RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i - 11 and our algorithm for producing the group

RIGHT-SUBGRO UP[i].
First we will give a forma1 description of our algorithm for pruning the BIBD search
tree with the group RIGHTSUBGROUP[i - 11. The algorithm is a Boolean function
called NonIsomophicRight Word. The algorithm returns a value of false if there exists a
permutation

ir

in RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i - 11 in which index(m) < index(r),where T is

the right word our BIBD search algorithm is preparing to insert into row i of the current

) index(r)
input matrix Aiel. Note that the algorithm uses the fact that i n d e x ( ~ r <
if and only if, when considered a s binary integers, n r is greater than r, to determine
whether or not index(nr) < index(r).

AIgorithm 4.34. boolean NonIsomorphicRight Word(index,i ) :
0

Input: the right index of the right word our BIBD search algorithm is preparing to
insert into row i of the current input matrix Ai-i.
Output: returns false if there exists a permutation rr in RIGHT-SUBGRO UP[i- 11
in which index(?rr) < index(r), where

T

= RIGHT-WORDS[index],otherwise a

value of true is returned.

begin
Set nonisomorphic = true.

for each n in RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i - 11 do
Let r' = nr, where r = RIGHT- WORDS[index].

if the binary value of r' is greater than the binary value of r then
Set non-isomorphic = false.
Break from for loop.

end if
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end for
Return non-isomorphic.

end
Next, we give our algorithm for producing the group RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i]. The
algorithm is called Bui1dRightSubgrou.p and uses RIGHT-SUBGROUP[.L- 1 and the right
word r in row i of the current matrix Ait o produce the set RIGHT-SUBGRO UP[i], where

15i

< 21.

Algorithm 4.35. BuildRightSubgroup(index,i):
Input: The right index of the right word in row i of the current matrix

Ai being

processed by our BIBD search algorithm.
0

Output: The right subgroup RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i] for the matrix Ai.

begin
Initialize RIGHT-SUBGRO UP[i]to the trivial group.

for each n in RIGHT-SUBGROUP[i

- 11 d o

Let r' = w r , where r = RIGHT- WORDS[index].

if r' = r then
Insert n into RIG'HT-SUBGRO UP[i].

end if
end for
end

This concludes our discussion of the different methods we use to prune the BIBD
search tree our BIBD search algorithm.
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A ForrnaI Description of Our BIBD Search Algorithm

4.6.5

We will now wnclude this section by giving a formal description of our BZBD search
algorithm for a given left word block W, a given code C E D(W), and a given left
pattern P in L(W, C).
We will begin by giving the basic recursion step of our algorithm for determining for a
given W, C, and P, whether or not C contains an incidence matrix A of a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD, that begins with the left pattern P. The algorithm starts the recursion with the
call Fz'lZNeztBIBDRow(1). If the call to FillN&BIBDRozu(l) returns then we know the
code C does not contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD that begins with
the left pattern P.

Algorithm 4.36. FillNextBIBDRow(i):
Input: the integer i, which is the next position to be filled in the (global) array
BIBD-RIGHTJNDEX[

1.

(Recall that BIBLRIGHTJNDEX [ ] consists of the

right word indices of the right words in A. We do not physically insert right words
into the last 33 - n(W)columns of A, unless we complete it to an incidence matrix.)

begin
if i = 22 then
if the la& row of A cari be filled appropriately then
We have found an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Print A and stop program.

end if
end if
else
Set pst-index = 0.

if MUST-NOT-COME-BEFORE[i]
# -1 then
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while fi&-index < RIGHT-LIST-SIZE [i - 11 and
RIGHTJISTEi

- 1]lfirst-index] < BIBD_RIGHTJNDEX[

MUST-NOT-COME_BEFORE[i]]do
Set first-index = first-index

+ 1.

end while
end if
for index = first-index to RIGHT-LIST-SIZE[i - 11 - 1 do

if NonIsornorphicRightWord(index,i) then
Set BIBDAIGHT-INDEX[i]= index.
Call BuhldRight WordLists(index,i).

if EnoughRight WordsLeft(i) then
Call Buz'ldRightSubgroup(index,h).

Call FillNextBIBDRow(i

+ 1).

end if

end if
end for

end else
end

Next, we give the function BIBDSearch which is used to start the search for an
incidence matrix in C that begins with the left pattern P. Before beginning the search,
the function builds al1 of the data structures used in the search that are dependent
on the code C and left pattern P (such as the linked lists LINKED_LIST[ ] and the
array MUST,NOT,COMEEEFORE[

1).

The function assumes al1 other data structures

used in the search (such as the array INTERSECTION_TABLE[ ] [ ] and the group

RIGHT-SUBGRO UP [O]) have been found and are available.
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Algorithm 4.37. BIBDSearch(W, C, P):
O

Input: a left word block W, a code C E V(W),and a left pattern P E L(W, C).

begin
Create the linked lists LINKED_LIST[i], for i = 0,1,. .. ,21.
Call BuildFZrstRéght WordLists.

if EnoughRéghtWordsLeft(0) then
Set the array MUST-NOT-COME-BEFORE[].
Call FillNextBIBDRow (1).

end if
Dispose of the linked lists LINKEDI;IST[é], for é = 0,1, . . . ,21.

end

If the call to the function F2llNeztBIBDRow(l) returns, then we know the code C
does not contain an incidence matrix A for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD that begins with the
left pattern P. Note that the reason we call the function EnoughRight WordsLeft is that
for one of the left word bloch W we use (specifically the d4-block) there exist codes
in V ( W )that do not contain many of the left words in CE.FT(W), and thus may not
contain the left pattern P. We can detect this situation by calling EnoughRight WordsLeft
to make sure none of the sets &,, axe empty.

4.7

Sorting the Left Pattern Rows

The running time of our BIBD search algorithm is greatly d e c t e d by the way in which
the rows of the left pattern P in the matrix A are ordered. Therefore, before we begin
our BIBD search algorithm for a particular code C and left pattern P, we sort the rows
of P. In this section, we will discuss how we sort the rows of our left patterns.
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Ideally, we would like to sort the rows of our left patterns P in such a way that Our

BIBD search algorithm performs the least arnount of work. One way we may attempt to
do this is to sort the rows of P "on the go". For example, at the start of the ithlevel
of the recursion, we could pick as the ith row of P, the left word in the last 22 - i rows
of P in which the set

&-i,,

is the smallest. However, the linked lists LINKEDJIST[ ]

used by our algorithm t o generate the sets &,

where m E Ni, camot be built without

prior knowledge of the order of the rows in P. Therefore, if we sort the rows of P on
the go then our algorithm will either have to build the linked lists LINKEDJIST[ ] on
the go or independently produce every one of the sets &,

for m = i

+ 1,i + 2, .. . ,22.

In either case, additional operations are required for each recursive cal1 made by the
algorithm. Due to the large number of recursive cdls made by the algorithm, these
additionai operations may mean this "on the go" method for sorting the rows of P may
not be the best method. Furthermore, this method is a greedy algorithm, and thus may
not be optimal. Therefore, we have chosen to sort the rows of Our left patterns before we
begin the search.
We sort the rows of our left patterns P by first defining a canonical form for the rows
of our left patterns. We then sort the rows of P, producing a left pattern whose rows are
in canonical form. The canonical form we have chosen for the rows of our Ieft patterns is
the one we hope will resdt in our BIBD search algorithm performing as few operations as
possible. We have considered many factors in determining the canonicd form of our left
patterns P such as: the sizes of the right sets of the left words in P, which left words in P
have equal right sets, and the number of positions in which the left words in P intersect.
We have in fact tested several different canonical forms. Based on this testing, we have
selected the canonical form that seems t o work best, in general. In the remainder of this
section, we will describe the canonical form we have chosen and briefly discuss how we
sort the rows of any left pattern P to a left pattern whose rows are in our canonical form.
We will begin by discussing how we deal with the left words in P whose right sets
are not equal. First, we group together the left words in

P whose right sets are equal.
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This gives us a left pattern P whose rows c m be partitioned into consecutive blocks of
rows Bi,
B2,.
.. , Bn,where two rows are in the same block if and only if the left words

.. ,B,,using several
in the rows have equal right sets. Next, we sort the blocks Bi, B2,.
heuristics. For any two blocks of rows, Bi and Bj, the heuristics we use to determine
which block occurs first are, in decreasing order of relevance, as follows:
1. The block whose left words have greater weight occurs first.
2. If the left words in both blocks have the same weight then the block whose le&

words have a smaller right set occurs first.
3. If the sizes of the right sets are the same for the left words in both blocks then the
block that contains the rnost left words occurs first.

4. If both blocks contain the same number of left words then we arbitrarily chose the
block whose right set occurs first in the array RIGHT, WORDSE 1.
These heuristics uniquely define the order in which we sort the blocks in P . We will refer
to any left pattern whose blocks obey the above heuristics as a left pattern whose blocks
are in canonical form.

We will now define our canonical form for the rows of our left patterns. Let S ( P )
denote the set of al1 left patterns Pt in which the rows of Pt are a permutation of the rows

, let f ( P t ,io,il)
of P and the blocks of P' are in canonical form. For a given P' E S(P)
denote the number of positions in which the left words in rows io and il of P intersect.
The unique left pattern Pt E S ( P ) , that we will select as our left pattern whose rows are
in our canonical form, will have the property that for each Plt E S(P):

# f (Pu,io, il), then if ml is
the smallest integer for which there exists an integer m, where m < ml, such
that f (P',m, m i ) # f (P",m, mi), and if mo is the smallest integer for which
f (Pl, mot ml) # f (Pu,mo, ml), then f (P', mO, ml) is "theoreticdly bette?' than
if there exist integers io and il such that f (P',io, il)
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f (Pu,
mo, mi). What we mean by "theoretically better" is as follows: Let X (w)
denote the total number of pairs of binary vectors of length 33 - n(W) that intersect in 4 - w positions, where O

< w < 4.

Let w' = f ( P t ,mo,mi)and let

wf'= f (PM,
mo, mi). Then we consider w' to be theoretically better than w" if

X ( w f )< X(w").
If we find S(P)contains more than one left pattern P' with the above property, then we
simply select, as our unique left pattern P' whose rows are in our canonical form, the
"smallest" left pattern in S ( P ) with the above property. What we mean by "smallest" is
the left pattern P' that is "less than" al1 such left patterns Pt'. (What we mean by P'
being less than P" is defined in Section 1.1.6.)
For a given left pattern P,we find the unique left pattern P' E S ( P ) ,whose rows are
in our canonical form, by creating a tree T of partial left patterns. Level i of T consists of

al1 the different possibilities for the iîrst i rows of a left pattern in S ( P ) . The children of

Piat level i of T are d l the different possibilities for the (i + l)th
row of a left pattern in S(P)whose first i rows are equal to Pi.We find our canonical Pt

each partial left pattern

by performing a preorder traversal, with pruning, of T.

4.8

Putting It Al1 Together

In this section, we will piece together each of the different stages of our overall BIBD
search a l g o r i t h , discussed in the previous five sections, to give us our algorithm for
determining whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD
exists.
First, for each left word block W depicted in Figure 4.1, we run Our algorithm Enu-

merateLeftPatterns (given in Section 4.3) on W. This gives us a complete list L(W) of
inequivdent lefi patterns of W, for each of our left word blocks W.
Next , we run our algorithm ProduceSetsOfCodes Tosearch (given in Section 4.4) on

our complete list Lc of 478 inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes that
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we have not eliminated theoretically. This gives us our sets of codes D(W), for each of
our left word blocks W. If for each code C in each set V ( W ) we
, find C does not contain

an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, then we know such a design does not
exist.
For a given left word block W and code C E D(W), we determine whether or not

C contains an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD as follows: First, we run
our algorithm FindLeftPattemsForCode (given in Section 4.5) on our code C and list
L(W) . This gives us a list L(W, C) of left patterns with the property that C contains an
incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD if and only if C contains an incidence matrix
that begins with one of the left patterns in L(W,C). For each left pattern P E L(W,C),
we then sort the rows of P (asdescribed in Section 4.7), giving us a left pattern whose rows
are in our canonical form. We then run our algorithrn BIBDSearch (given in Section 4.6)
on our code C and canonicd left pattern P. If C does contain an incidence matrix that
begins with P then BIBDSearch will find such an incidence matrix. If for al1 lefi patterns

P E L(W,C), BIBDSearch does not find an incidence matrix that begins with P, then
we know C does not contain an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Unfortunately, a t the time of writing, our algorithm has proven too slow to search every code in the sets V(W) for the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Therefore,
in Section 4.10, we will discuss which codes we have searched (none of which contained an
incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD), and in Section 4.11, we will discuss some
ideas we have for improving our algorithm, in order t o search the remaining codes. But
first, we will give an example of the performance of our algorithm for a particular code.

4.9

An Example of the Program's Performance

In this section, we will demonstrate the performance of our algorithm by giving a detailed
description of the amount of work performed by the algorithm for a particular code C and
two left patterns in L(W, C), where W is the left word block in C used by Our algorithm
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in its search. By giving these examples, we hope to demonstrate several attributes of
our algorithm such a s the size of the search space for a given code C and left pattern

P, the amount of work that is avoided with our pruning, how the performance of the
algorithm can vary greatly over the different left patterns in L( W, C) , and just how close
the algorithm comes t o finding an incidence matrix in C.
In Appendix C, we give tables that summarize the results of our algorithm for each
of the codes we have searched thus far. As the tables demonstrate, the overall running
time of our search algorithm m i e s greatly over the different left word blocks W and
the different codes C in each set V(W). Therefore, the characteristics of both the lefi
word block W and the code C greatly affect the performance of our algorithrn. Thus, the
example we give in this section does not generally reflect the performance of our algorithm
for al1 codes. However, we do hope our example wil give a general feeling of how our
algorithm will run for any particular code C and left word block W and why there is
such a great variation in the running time of the algorithrn. Towards these goals, once
we have finished our example, we will conclude this section by discussing the different
characteristics of the codes and left word blocks that affect the relative running time of
our algorithm.
Since the performance of our algorithm is dependent on the code C and left word
block W, we will begin our example by describing the characteristics of the code C and
left word block W we have chosen for our example,
The code C we have chosen is code number 345 (i.e. the code with id 345 in the tables
in Appendix C). This code is a d3-code. The number of weight 4 words in C is 11 and
the number of weight 12 words in C is 10347. The number of weight 12 words in C that
do not intersect any of the weight 4 words in C in 4 positions is 7380. The order of the
automorphism group of C is 294912.
The left word block W in

that our algorithm uses in its search for an incidence

matrix in C is a dz-block. The size of the support of W is n ( W )= 8. The nurnber of left
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Figure 4.6: Characteristics of the 8 distinct right sets 7UgHI(W,
C, i) for our code C
and lefk word block W.
words in ISEFT(W)is 24. The order of &T(W),the automorphism group of W ,is 48.
The number of left patterns in our complete list L(W)of inequivalent left patterns of W
is 8.
The number of distinct right sets 7UGYT(W,
C,1)) where Z E LEFT(W),
is 8. For
our example, we will denote these sets by 7?ZÇ'FIT(W,C, i) , for i = 1,2,. . . ,8. In FigC, i) and the left words 1 E LEFT( W)
ure 4.6,we give the size of each set 7ZZÇXT(W,
in which ZÇ'FIT(W,C,1) = W Ç X T ( W ,
C,i).

For each left word Z we will use the

phrase "the right set number of 1" to refer to the integer i in which R Z Ç ' H l ( W , C,i) =

w g X T ( w ,C,2).
The order of dUTLEFT(W,
C) is 24. The order of
order of .AUTpART,LEFT(W,
C) is 48.

MIRmT(W,
C) is 6144. The

Since I&I(W)I

is 48, this tells us the set

COSET(W,C) of right coset leaders contains 48/48 = 1 elernent. This implies that
for each of the 8 left patterns P in L ( W ) , there is exactly one left pattern in L(W,C)
that is equivalent to P. Thus, the total niunber of left patterns in L(W,C)is 8.
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Figure 4.7: The left patterns Piand Pz. To the right of both left patterns are the right
set numbers of the left words in each row.
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The two left patterns in L(W, C) with which we will demonstrate our program are
the left patterns Piand Pz given in Figure 4.7. For both left patterns, we also give the
right set numbers of the left words in the let%pattern.

in order to demonstrate the performance of our algorithm for searching C for an
incidence matrix that begins with our left patterns, we will now rewrite the basic recursive
step of our BIBD search algorithm for C and P (i.e. Algorithm 4.36) with several counts
added:
Algorithm 4.38. FillNextBIBDRow(i):

begin
if i = 22 then

if the last row of A can be filled appropriately then

We have f o n d an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
Print A and stop program.

end if
end if

else

Set countl [il = countl [il + 1.

+

Set count2[i]= count2[i] RIGHT-LIST-SIZE[i - 11.
Set first-index = 0.

if MUST-NOT-COME-BEFORE[i] # -1 then

while first-index < RIGHT-LIST-SIZE[i - l] and
RIGHTI/IST[i - lllfirst-index] < BIBDXIGHT-INDEX[
MUST-NOT-COMEBEFORE [il] d o
Set first-index = Mt-index

+ 1.

end while
end if

for index = first-index to RIGHT-LIST-SIZE[i - 11 - 1 do
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+

Set countS[i]= countS[i] 1.

i f NonIsomorphZcRightWord (index,i ) then

+

Set count4 [il = count4 [i] 1.
Set BIBD AIGHT-INDEX [il = index.

Call ~ u i l d ~ i~~o hr dt ~ i s(index,
ts
i ).
if EnoughRight WordsLeft(i) then

+ 1.

Set countb[i]= count5 [il

Call BuildRightSubgroup(2ndex ,i).
Cd1 FillNextBIBDRow(i

+ 1).

end if
end if
end for
end else

end
For a given code C, lefi word block W, and left pattern P, our counts provide us with
the following information:

countl [il: this is the number of times the recursive step of our algorithm was
called at level i of the recursion. In other words, countl [il is equal to the number
of matrices Ai,i produced by the algorithm for which the algorithm has yet to
determine whether or not Ai-i can be completed to an incidence matrix.

count2 [il: this is the total nurnber of right words in the sets

that are as-

sociated with each of the countl [il matrices Ai-l that are input into level i of
the recursion. The average nurnber of right words in the set

&-l,i,

for each Ai-r

produced by the algorithm, is equal to count2 [il/ countl [il.
0

count3[i]:this is equal to the number of times the recursive step was not aborted
due to the pruning we do using the left automorphism group of W and C (Le. the
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pruning due to the array MUST,NOT,COMEBEFORE[ 1).
count4 [il: this is equal to the number of times the recursive step was not aborted
due to the pruning we do using the right automorphism group of W and C (i.e.
the pruning due to the subgroups RIGHT,SUBGROUP[i- 11). In other words,
count4 [il is equal to the total nuniber of right words that the algorithm inserts into
row i of each Ai-i produced, and thus is equal to the total number of matrices Ai
produced by the algorithm.
count5[i]:this is equal to the number of times the recursive step was not aborted
due to the pruning we do using the sets &,i+l, &,i+2)

. ..

)

In other words,

count5[i]is equal to the total number of matrices Ai produced by the algorithm for
which the dgorithm has yet to determine whether or not Ai can be completed to

an incidence matrix. Of course, count5 [il is equal to countl [i + 11.
In Figures 4.8 and 4.9,we give the counts produced by our program in its search for an
incidence matrix in C that begins with the left patterns Pl and P2,respectively.
In both figures, the value of countd[i]- count2 [ifis equal to the number of right words
in

l&-l,i

that our algorithm pruned using the array MUST-NOT-COME-BEFORE[
1.

The contents of this array for the left pattern Piis:

The contents of the array for the lefi pattern P2is:
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Of course, if the value of MUST-NOT-COMEEEFORE[i] is -1 then, as Figures 4.8
and 4.9 demonstrate, the algorithm will not perform any such pruning at level i, which
explains why, in these cases, we have countJ[i]= count2 [il.
The value of count4 [il - count9[i]is equal to the number of right words that our
algorithm pruned using the subgroup RIGHT-SUBGRO UP[i- 11. Of course, since these
subgroups eventually become the trivial group (the further we go into the recursion), the
rnajority of the pruning Our algorithm performed using this method occurred at the early
levels of the recursion.
The value of countd[i]- countd[i] is equal to the number of right words that Our
algorithm pruned using the sets

&,i+i,

&,i+2, .. . ,

Of course, since these subsets

shrink in size the further we go into the recursion, the majority of the pruning our
algorithm performed using this method occurred at the later levels of the recursion.
The amount of pruning our algorithm performed was relatively the same for both its
search for an incidence matrix in C that begins with the left pattern Pland its search for
an incidence matrix that begins with the left pattern Pz. However, the search space for
the search involving the left pattern Plwas much smaller than search space for Pz. As a
result, the time our algorithm took to search C for an incidence matrix that begins with

Pl was only 34.5 seconds, while the time our algorithm took to search for an incidence
matrix that begins with P2was 2.2 hours. On the other hand, even though the algorithm
took a lot more time in its search for an incidence matrix that begins with Pz, the
algorithm reached a deeper level in its search for an incidence matrix that begins with

Pl
The overall time it took our algorithm to search for an incidence matrix in C that
begins with P, for each of the 8 left patterns P in L(W,C), was 25.8 hours. The algorithm
did not find an incidence matrix in C. The minimum and the maximum deepest level
reached by the algorithm, over d l left patterns in L(W,C), was 14 and 20, respectively.
This concludes our example of the performance of our algorithm for code 345.
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Since our example is not a general reflection of how our algorithm performs for al1
codes, we will now conclude this section by discussing the main factors that affect the
running time of our algorithm.
Of course, the running time of our algorithm is determined principally by the size of the
search space for the code C. There are many factors that affect the size of the search space
such as the number of left patterns in L(W, C), the sizes of the sets Z G N T ( W , C, 1))and
the amount of pruning that is done. The number of lefi patterns in L(W,C) is a factor
since we must run our algorithm on every left pattern in L(W, C) . The sizes of the sets

WÇET(W,C, 2) are a factor since they consist of d l the right words that (potentially)
may be inserted into row m of our incidence matrix A. The arnount of pruning is a factor
since the more pruning we do the smaller the search space will be.
The number of lefi patterns in L(W, C), the sizes of the sets 7UG'F17(W, C, l), and the
amount of pruning that is done are al1 basically determined by the left word block W and
the code C. As we saw in Section 4.5, the number of left patterns in L(W,C) is determined
by the number of inequivalent left patterns of W and by the partial left automorphism
group of C. The sizes of the sets WÇX7(W, C, 1) are largely determined by the number
of left words of W and by the number of weight 4 words in C. The number of left words
of W affects the size of each set ZÇ'FII(W,C,1) since, generally speaking, the more
left words we have, the more right sets we have, and thus, the smaller each set will be.
The number of weight 4 words in C aifects the size of each set RXÇXT(W, C, 1) since,
as Appendix A demonstrates (in which we give the weight distributions of our codes)

the more weight 4 words we have, the fewer weight 12 words we have. h t h e r m o r e ,
generally speaking, the larger the number of weight 4 words, the larger the number of
weight 12 words that intersect a weight 4 word in 4 positions, and thus, the smaller the
sets 7 U Ç W ( W , C,2) (since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the right words
in the sets 7 U G N T ( W ,C, 1) and the weight 12 words in C that do not intersect any of the
weight 4 words in C in 4 positions). The amount of pruning our algorithm performs is
Iargely determined by the left word block W and the automorphism group of C. The left

'
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word block W can affect the pruning since the nurnber of distinct sets RZÇ'FII(W,C, 1)
we have is largely determined by W. The number of distinct sets 7 U Ç X T ( W ,C, 1 ) can
have an affect on the arnount of pruning we do using the sets &.,

The automorphism

group of C d e c t s the amount of pruning we can do since, generally speaking, the larger
the automorphism group of C is, the more pruning we can do using the left and right
automorphisrn groups of W and C.
Of course, the particular left pattern P in L(W, C) on which the algorithm is running
also affects the running time of our algorithm. However, if for two codes Cl, CsE D ( W )
we have L(W, Ci) = L(W,Cz), then we have generally found that if for a particular P in

L(W, Cl), the running time of our a l g o r i t h , when run on Ciand P , is relatively slow
(when compared t o the running times for each of the other left patterns in L(W, Ci)),
then the running tirne of our algorithm will also be relatively slow when run on C2
and P (compared to the running times for each of the other left patterns in L(W,Cz)).
Therefore, the relative overall running times of Ciand C2 are more a function of the
different characteristics of Cl and C2 than the left patterns in L(W, Ci)
and L(W, C2).

4.10 The Results Thus Far
Thus far, we have used our algorithm t o search 155 of our 478 codes, leaving us with 323
codes to search. The incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD has not been found in
any of the codes we have searched.
We have searched each of the 37 codes in V(d4), each of the 17 codes in D(d$), and
each of the 44 codes in D(d3). We have also searched 54 of the 115 codes in D(dl)
including al1 of the da-codes in V ( d 5 ) . Finally, we have searched 3 of the 122 codes in
D(d2)
Overall, we have searched al1 of the d4-codes and the d3-codes. We have also searched
al1 of the codes that contain 13 or more weight 4 words.
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In Appendix C, we give a one line summary of the results of our search algorithm
for each code. Included for each code C is the overall running time of the algorithrn,
the number of left patterns in L(W, C), and the minimum and maximum deepest level
reached by our BIBD search algorithm, over al1 al1 left patterns in L(W,C). The maximum
deepest level reached by our algorithm gives us an indication of just how close we came to
finding an incidence matrix in C.The minimum deepest level reached by our algorithrn
gives us an indication as to how "difficult" it rnay be to theoretically eliminate the left
patterns in L ( W ) . That is, if for a given left word block W, we find there exists a code

C E V ( W )in which the minimum deepest level reached by our algorithm waç relatively
large, Say 2 10, then it may be difficult to theoretically prove that any of the left patterns
in L(W) cannot occur in the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIl3D.

4.11

Where To Go Frorn Here

The codes we have left to search are the 11 distance 8 codes, al1 the 132 di-codes, and
180 of the 205 &-codes (including 61 of the 83 dz-codes in V ( d S ) ) .

In this section, we will discuss several ideas we have that may help us in searching
for an incidence matrix in these remaining 323 codes. First, we will discuss ideas we
have for improving the aspects of our algorithm that occur before we begin our BIBD
search algorithm for a particular code C and left pattern P, such as the different left word
blocks W we use and the number of left patterns produced by our Left Pattern Algorithm.
We will then discuss ideas we have for improving both our BIBD semch algorithm for a
particular code C and left pattern P, and the way in which we run our algorithrn. Our

BIBD search algorithm for a particular C and P and the manner in which we run our
algorithm are the areas we feel we have the greatest chance of improving our search.
Let us first consider the left word blocks we use. One idea that may be worth investigating is to determine whether or not there exist left word blocks, other than the
ones listed in Figure 4.1, that result in our overall search algorithm for a particular code
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running faster (as opposed to the time our algorithm would take using one of the left
word blocks in Figure 4.1). For example, one can investigate whether or not there exist
combinations of weight 5 words that will result in our overall algorithm running faster.
However, we believe we have found al1 the left word blocks that have a relatively small
number of left patterns associated with them. Therefore, the left word blocks we have
not considered al1 probably have too many left patterns associated with them to be of
practical use.
Let us now consider the number of left patterns produced by our Left Pattern Algorithm for a particular code (i.e. the number of left patterns in L(W)). The idea we have
for improving this aspect of our search is to try to eliminate left patterns from the list
L(W)produced by our Left Pattern Algorithm, for a given left word block W. However,
as our results in Appendix C indicate, our Left Pattern Algorithrn probably already elim-

inates al1 the left patterns from L(W) that can be easily eliminated (using methods other
than searching al1 codes for an incidence matrix that begins with a given left pattern P
in L(W)). For example, for code 345 in Appendix C, in which we used the dz-block in
our search, our algorithm managed to fil1 in at least 14 rows of an incidence matrix that
begins with P, for each left pattern P in L(W,C). Therefore, it will probably be quite
difficult to theoretically eliminate any of the left patterns in L(d2).
Other ideas for improving our search fhat may be worth considering include the specific word block in a code we select, and exaxnining the different structures in a particular
code to see if we can find anything that will aid us in our search. However, we feel the
aspects of our search that we have the greatest chance of improving are our BIBD search
algorithm for a particular code C and left pattern P (both the algorithm and how we
implement it) and the manner in which we run our algorithm (both the hardware we use
and how we use it).
Some of the ideas we have for speeding up our BIBD search algorithm include finding
better ways of sorting the rows of our left patterns and looking at ways in which we can
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eliminate the redundant work performed by the algorithm (i.e. further ways in which we
c m prune the BIBD search tree).
Let us n s t consider sorting the rows of P. As was pointed out in Section 4.7, the
running time of our BIBD search algorithm, for a given code C and left pattern P, is
greatly affected by the way in which the rows of P are ordered. Therefore, before we
begin our BIBD search algorithm, we sort the rows of the left pattern P (as described in
Section 4.7). However, our method of sorting the rows of P rnay not necessarily be the
best method. Therefore, it rnay be worth investigating whether or not there exist better
ways t o sort the rows of our left patterns. Furthermore, we have not yet tested the "on
the go" method (mentioned in Section 4.7) of sorting the rows of P. Testing rnay show
this method actually works better than o w method of sorting the rows of P before the
search begins. Even if the "on the go" method does not prove better, it rnay still aid us
in finding better ways to sort the rows of our left patterns.
Let us now consider the redundant work performed by the algorithm. Even though we
have included pruning in our BIBD search algorithm, we have not necessarily eliminated
al1 of the redundant work perforrned by the algorithm. For example, since AUT(C)
rnay contain permutations that are neither left nor right automorphisms, our algorithm
does not take full advantage of the automorphism group of C. Therefore, it rnay be
worth investigating whether or not there exist ways in which we can further use the
automorphism group of C and the sets fi,, to further prune our BIBD search tree. For
example, if our code contains a word block W' that is equivalent to the left word block W
we are using in o u search, then &T(C) rnay contain automorphisms that swap W and

W'. Whether or not we can efficiently use such automorphisms to reduce the arnount of
work performed by our algorithm is a topic that still needs to be researched.
Another idea for improving our BIBD search algorithm is to look for ways in which
we can further optimize our implementation of the algorithm. For exarnple, the manner
in which we produce and manipulate the sets &,

where m E Ni,
in our program rnay
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Let us now consider the manner in which we run our BIBD search algorithm (i.e. the
hardware point of view). One obvious improvement we can rnake is to run our search
aIgorithm on a faster computer (we have run our algorithm on a Solaris 2.5). Another
approach is to run our search algorithm on more than once machine (i.e. run it in parallel).
The advantage in this approach is it would result in us having much more cpu time for
our search (thus far, we've only run our algorithm sequentially on one machine). For
example, if for a set of Say 100 codes, we h d it takes, on average, six months to search
each code, with an upper bound of nine months, then if we search these codes in parallel
on 100 machines then our search will complete in nine months (as opposed to 600 months,
or 50 years, if we searched each code sequentially on one machine).
Of the idem discuçsed in this section, this parallel approach looks to be the most
promising one for searching the remaining 323 undecided codes.

4.12

Concluding Remarks

We will now conclude this chapter by reviewing the main results presented in the chapter.
In this chapter, we described in detail our algorithm for determining whether or
not a given (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code C contains an incidence matrix of

a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. The algorithm works by performing a backtrack search, wit h
pruning, on the weight 12 words in C.

Thus far, we have been able to use our algorithm to search 155 of the 478 (33,16)
doubly-even self-orthogonal codes t hat we have not been able t O eliminate t heoretically.
None of the codes we haved searched contained an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD. Included arnong the codes we have searched are al1 the d4-codes and the d3-codes.
We have also searched al1 of the codes that contain 13 or more weight 4 words.
Though we have not been able to search every code in our list of 478 codes (not
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eliminated theoretically), and thus have not determined whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD exists, we do believe our algorithmic approach to this problem may still work.
Therefore, w e also gave, in this chapter, several ideas on how we may be able to improve
our search approach in order to search the remaining codes.

Chapter 5

Summary
We conclude this thesis with a sumrnary of the results we have presented in the thesis.

In Chapter 2, we proved that any (33, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2)
is contained in a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code over GF(2). Since the point

code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD is a (33, k) doubly-even self-orthogonal code, this implies a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists if and only if there exists a (33,16) doubly-even seIforthogonal code that contains the incidence matrix of such a design. This fact forms
the basis of the approach we took to the problem we investigated in this thesis: "does a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exist?"

In [2], we enurnerated a list of inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual codes over GF(2), for
2k = 2,4,. . . ,32. We have since used the methods discussed in [2] to enurnerate a list
of inequivalent (34,17) selfidual codes over GF(2). We have also made improvements to
our algorithms in [2] that have allowed us to find the automorphism groups of each of
the codes we have enumerated. Using our list of (34,17) self-dual codes, along with their
automorphism groups, we have enumerated a list L of inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even
self-orthogonal codes (that do not have coordinates of zeros) along with their automorphism groups. The list L contains 594 codes.
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The importance of our list L, with respect t o the question of whether or not a
(22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists, is as follows: Suppose there exists a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD

B. Then there must exist a (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal code that contains the
incidence matrix of B. Since the columns of the incidence matrix of B must al1 have
weight 8, the code C does not have a coordinate of zeros. Furthermore, any code that
is equivalent to C will contain an incidence matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD that is
isomorphic to B. Therefore, our list L of codes must contain a code that contains the
incidence matrix of a design that is isomorphic t o B. Thus, our complete list L of 594
inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal codes (th& do not have a coordinate of
zeros) has the property that a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists if and only if there exists a
code in L that contains the incidence matrix of such a design.
In Section 2.5 we counted the total number of (33,16) doubly-even self-orthogonal
codes that do not have a coordinate of zeros. We also showed how we can use this total,
dong with the automorphism groups of our codes, to check whether or not our list L is in
fact complete. Generator matrices and generators for the automorphism groups for each
code in L are available on the world wide web at:

In Chapter 3, we gave proofs that certain classes of codes in L cannot contain the
incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. Two of our proofs made use of Our column
weight solution dgorithm, which is a generalization of the methods used by Hamada
and Kobayashi [9] t o find the block intersection patterns of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD . This
algorithm also proved useful in developing a proof, independent of the results of Greig 181,
that there are three different possibilities, up to row and column rearrangement, for the
columns, in the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD, that are supported by a
weight 4 word in the orthogonal complement of the point code of the design.
The classes of codes in L that we were able t o theoretically eliminate in Chapter 3
were the es-codes, the e2pcodes, for i 2 2, and the di-codes, for i

> 5.

This eliminates
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116 codes from our list L of 594 codes, leaving us with the 478 di-codes, for 1 5 i
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< 4,

and distance 8 codes in L.
Ideally, if a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD does not exist, we would like to find theoretical
proofs that show every code in L cannot contain the incidence matrix of such a design.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to h d such proofs for the di-codes, where 1 5 i

5 4,

and the distance 8 codes. Therefore, we must search the weight 12 words of each of these
codes to determine whether or not they contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-

BIBD.
In Chapter 4, we described Our algorithm for determining whether or not a given
code in L contains the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. At the time of this
writing, we have used our algorithm to search 155 of the 478 codes in L that we have
not eliminated theoretically, leaving us with 323 undecided codes. Included in the codes
we have sertrched are al1 the d4-codes and al1 the dpcodes in L. We have also searched
al1 the codes in L that contain 13 or more weight 4 words. We did not find an incidence

matrix for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD in any of the codes we have searched. Thus, we know
the d4-codes and the d3-codes do not contain an incidence matrix for such a design.
Overall, through both theory and with Our search algorithm, we have shown that the
point code of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD cannot contain an es-block, an eai-block, for i 2 2,
and a dpblock, for i

2 3.

This implies the point code of such a design cannot contain

three or more weight 4 words that al1 have a value of 1 in one coordinate of C.
Unfortunately, due to the large number of weight 12 words in each of o u codes, we
have not been able to search every code in L that we need to search. Therefore, it is
still not known whether or not a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD exists. However, we do believe
our algorithm demonstrates it is not infeasible to search every code. We also believe
our algorithms may aid in finding proofs that certain classes of codes do not contain the
incidence matrix of such a design. In Section 4.10, we gave several ideas on how we rnight
both improve our algorithm, and improve the manner in which we execute our algorithm,
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in order to search the remaining codes in our list L.

Appendix A

Weight Distributions
In this appendix, we give tables containing the weight distributions of the (33,16)doublyeven self-orthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate of zeros. Since we are only
dealing with codes that are doubly-even, we only give the number of weight 4i words in
each distribution. We also include with each weight distribution the number of equivalence
classes of codes that have the given distribution.

The weight distributions of the dual codes can also be easily obtained from the tables.
That is, if the weight distribution of a code
weight 33 - 4é words in

C is (Ao,Aq, . .. ,A32),then the number of

is equal to the number of weight 4i words in CI which is

equal to A4i.

As the tables demonstrate, the weight distributions for the (33,16)doubly-even self-

orthogonal codes that do not have a coordinate of zeros al1 have the general form:

where x is the number of weight 4 words. Therefore, the number of weight 4 words in

such a code uniquely determines the weight distribution of the code.
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Appendix B

The Codes Eliminated by Theory
In this appendix, we give tables describing the characteristics of the 116 inequivalent
(33,16) doubly-even self-ort hogonal codes t hat we have t heoretically proven cannot contain the incidence matrix of a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD. The information provided in the
tables for each code C is:

id: a unique number we assign to each code.
O

type: the highest precedenced weight 4 block in C (as defined in Section 3.4).

weight 4: the number of weight 4 words in C.
O

I&T(C)

1:

the size of the automorphism group of C.

The weight distribution of each code C can easily be found since, as Appendix A demonstrates, the weight distribution of each code is uniquely determined by the number of
weight 4 words in C.
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type weight 4

1 - 4 4I ~
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type weight 4

1&7(C)I
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id type weight 4
535

534
532
531

530
529
528
527
525

524
520

519
518
516

315
514
511
510

506
504
503
i02
ioo

199
195
192
-

IMT(C)I
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type weight 4

I&T(C)
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type weight 4

l&T(C)I

Appendix C

Results of our BIBD Search
Algorit hm
In this appendix, we give tables summarizing the results of our BIBD search algorithm.
The tables contain one entry for each of the 478 inequivalent (33,16) doubly-even selforthogonal codes that we have not eliminated theoretically. The information provided in
the tables for each code C includes:

id: a unique number we assign t o each code.
type: the highest precedenced weight 4 block in C (as defined in Section 3.4).
i

block: the highest precedenced word block in CI (as defined in Section 4.4). This
is the type of the left word block W that our search algorithm used for the code.

wt 4: the nurnber of weight 4 words in C.
wt 12: the number of weight 12 words in C that do not intersect any of the weight

4 words in C in 4 positions.
I&T(C)J: the size of the autornorphism group of C.
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At the time of writing, we have managed to search 155 of the codes, leaving us with 323
codes we have not yet searched. For each of the codes that we have searched, the tables
also include the following information:
pats: the number of left patterns in the set L(W, C). That is, the number of left
patterns P for which our BIBD search algorithm searched the weight 12 words of

C for an incidence matrix A(W) that begins with P. Note that for some of the
d4-codes, pats has a value a O. The reason for this is that these d4-codes do not
contain many of the left words in EEFT(d4), and as a result, do not contain any
of the left patterns in L(d4, C).
min: the minimum deepest level reached by our BIBD search algorithm in its search
for an incidence matrix in C. That is, if for each left pattern P in L(W,C), if we
let x ( P ) denote the the maximum number of rows our BIBD search algorithm for

C and P managed to fil1 in, in an incidence matrix A that begins with P, then min
is equal to the minimum value of x ( P ) over each P in L(W, C).
max: the maximum deepest level reached by our BIBD search algorithm in its
search for an incidence matrix in C.
O

time: the total time it took to search for an incidence matrix in C. The system we
used to search our codes was a Solaris 2.5.

Thus far, for each of the codes we have searched, we have not found an incidence matrix
for a (22,33,12,8,4)-BIBD.
As our tables indicate, we have completely searched the sets of codes D(d4),V(dz),
and V(d3). We have also searched the codes in D(dS) up to code number 345, and the
codes in D(d2)up t o code number 385.
Since D(d4) contains every d4-code, we have eliminated the d4-codes with our search.
Each d3-code is an element of one of the three sets Z)(d$), V(di), and V(d3). Since we
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have searched every code in V(d$) and D(d3),plus every da-code in D(dS) (as our tables
indicate), we have eliminated the &-codes with our search. As our tables demonstrate,
we have also eliminated every code that contains 13 or more weight 4 words.
Generator matrices for each of the codes listed in the tables (along with generators
for their automorphism groups) can be found on the world wide web at:
www. CS. umanitobu.CU/-umbiloul/Doubl @en

Codes/
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Codes

type block

Search Results
pats min max

time

21

4.5 min

21

1.6 min

21

3.3 min

21

2.5 min

O

22.1 sec

21

3.1 min

21

3.2 min

21

2.5 min

21

1.8 min

21

1.7 min

21

1.4 min

2

35.7 sec

2

1.1min

21

2.1 min

O

22.5 sec

21

1.2 min

14

54.5 sec

21

1.1 min

21

1.6 min

8

2.7 min

2

39.7 sec

20

6.1 min

8

2.7 min

8

4.8 min

21

1.1min
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Codes

type bloc1

Search Results
pats min max

time
1.3 min
52.8 sec
26.4 sec

2.6 min

3.9 min

23.9 sec
58.2 sec
11.6 min

1.2 min
1.3 min
48.1 sec

8.3 min
15.8 min
13.3 min

3.7 min
57.4 sec
1.2 min

9.8 min
13.9 min
22.5 sec

2.3 min
18.4 min

3.8 min

17.5 sec
4.4 min
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Codes

type block

Search Results
pats min m a

time

8

4.7 min

13

29.2 min

13

11.8 min

8

26.6 min

14
21

1.2 min

O

24.9 sec

11

18.2 min

20

7.0 min

2

28.8 sec

8

5.4 min

8

9.7 min

8

29.7 min

21

1.0 min

8

35.2 min

13

1.0 hrs

13

1.1 hrs

35

21.8 min

14

59.0 sec

8

90.6 min

8

8.3 min

8

51.4 min

14

42.2 sec

20

20.0 min

20

12.3 min
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Codes

id
-

type block

Search Results

pats min max

t ime

420

8

1.7 hrs

419

13

10.6 min

418

2

49.5 sec

417

21

1.0 min

415

13

1.9 hrs

414

13

1.7 hrs

413

8

1.7 hrs

412

35

1.1hrs

411

13

2.0 hm

409

8

1.1 min

408

2

49.1 sec

407

13

39.0 min

406

13

1.9 hrs

405

35

56.4 min

403

8

3.4 hrs

402

8

20.2 min

aoi

13

4.2 hrs

400

8

2.2 hrs

399

13

2.9 hrs

398

35

1.2 hrs

397

8

18.8 min

396

20

22.2 min

393

21

1.4 min

192

13

4.3 hrs

391
-

13

4.4 hrs
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Codes

type block

- Search Itesults
pats min max

35

1.4 hrs

13

5.8 hrs

13

2.3 hrs

17

10.2 hrs

17

10.0 hrs

20

16.9 min

8

3.7 hrs

14

47.4 sec

2

46.8 sec

8

3.0 hrs

8

1.0 hrs

20

45.6 min

35

2.0 hrs

8

6.2 hrs

8

54.6 min

13

32.7 min

13

7.1 hrs

35

1.8 hrs

13

29.4 min

35

2.0 hrs

8

11.3 hrs

35

4.0 hrs

2

37.6 sec
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Codes

type block

- Search Results
pats min mm

time

14
20

19.5 min

20

1.5 hrs

35

5.5 hrs

8

25.8 hrs

35

3.8 hrs

35

7.2 hrs

0

49.3 sec

21

43.8 sec
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Search Results

Codes

type block

pats min max

time

2

24.3 sec

35

4.1 hrs

35

8.4 hrs

35

3.6 hre

20

4.3 hrs

20

3.7 hrs

35

9.9 hrs
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Codes

type block

Search Results
min max

time

1.0 min

1.7 hrs

2.8 hrs

8.6 hrs
Z0.4 hrs

1
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Codes

type block
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Search Results
pats
-

min max

time

35

29.2 hrs

20

14.0hrs

35

44.5 hrs

-

Codes
type block

Search Results
pats min max

time

59.7 sec

25.1 min

14.0 hrs

20.3 hrs

16.4 hrs

1
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Codes

type block

Search Results
pats min max

time

1.1 min
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Codes

type block

Search Results
min mm

t ime

2.7 hrs

19.4 hrs
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Codes

Search Results

-

type block

pats min max time
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Codes

type block

-Search Results
pate min mm

t ime
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Codes

type block

Search Results
pats min max t ime

1
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-

Codes

type bloch

Search Results
patr

min mm
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Codes

type block

Search Results

min mm

t ime
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Codes

type block

Search Results
pats min max
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Codes

type block

Search Results

-

min max time
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Codes

id ( type block

1

Search Results
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the distance 8 codes, 66, 86-87, 100,
120,176
weight distribution of, 60-62

A(W), see lefi word blocks, A(W)
&I(C),

see automorphism group of a

code

&7(W), see left word blocks, autornorphism group of

-AUILEFT
(W,C), see left automorphism
W'UP
&~PARTJEFT

(W, C), see partial left

automorphism group

&TRIGHT
(W, C), see right automorphism group

C(W),see left word blocks, C(W)

COSET(W,C), see coset leaders for W
and C

E F T ( W ) , see lefi word blocks, the set
BF'T(W)
RZÇ'MT(W, C, L), see left word blocks,
the right sets m g ' H 7 ( W 7C, 1 )
n(W), see left word blocks, n(W)
augmenting a code, 21
automorphism group of a code, 5
generators for, 5

INDEX
automorphism of a code, 5
balanced incomplete block designs, 8-10

doubly-even coordinates, 35-39
dual code, 6

blocks, 8

equivalence class of a code, 5

incidence matrix, 8

equident and inequivalent codes, 4-5

isomorphic designs, 9

equivalent codes, see equivalent and in-

parameters of, 8, 10

equivalent codes

point code, 9
varieties, 8

BIBD, see balanced incomplete block designs

B B D seaxch tree, 129-130
binary linear codes, see linear codes
binary matrices, 8
comparing the rows of two matrices,

8, 105,163
rows in increasing and decreasing order, 8, 105
binary strings, 7-8
intersection of, 7
length of, 7
weight of, 7

generator matrices, see linear codes, generator mat rices
increasing left patterns, 104-105
inequivdent codes, see equivalent and inequivalent codes
left autornorphism group, 100
left automorphisms, 99-100
definition of, 99
left patterns, 93-98
definition of, 93-94
equivalent and inequivalent left patterns, 94-97
left word blocks, 92-93

A ( W , 93
codewords, see linear codes, codewords
column supports, 7

automorphism group of

(AUT(
W) ) ,

93

cornposed codes, 4, 13

automorphisms of, 92-93

coset leaders for W and C, 124

ww,93

cross-section of a code, 34-37

definition of, 92

doubly-even codes, 6

4 W ) , 92

INDEX
left words, 98
definition of, 98
the set L & 3 7 ( W ) ,98
lengthening a code, 34
linear codes, 2-4
codewords, 2
distance between, 3
intersection of, 7
weight of, 3
dimension of, 2
distance of, 3
generator matrices, 2
length of, 2
orthogonal complement , see ort hogonal complement
weight distribution, 3

definition of, 98-99
the right sets 7ZTÇ'H'I(W, C,Z), 99
self-dual codes, 6
self-orthogonal codes, 5-6
set difference, 21
shortening a code, 34
supports, see column supports
translate of a code, 20-21
weight 4 blocks, 62-66,90, 120
the dpblocks, i 2 1, 63-65
the ezi-biocks, i 2 2, 64-65
the es-block, 63-64
the e4-block, 63-65
generator blocks for, 63-65
word blocks, 90-92

minimal increasing left patterns, 104-105

definition of, 90

orthogonal complement , 6

equivalent and inequivalent word

orthogonal vectors, 6

blocks, 90-92
generators for, 90

partial left automorphism group, 98,100
partial left automorphisms, 97-98
partial left pattern, 104
right automorphism group, 100
right automorphisms, 99-100
definition of, 99
right words, 98-99
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